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of

contract. Hutchins says he
tore up his contract. I say he
didn't. " Does anyone really
care?
Nice to hear again from my old
friends, Osibina. They're set
to tour the Caribbean for
three weeks from May 0.
The band's recent tour of
Ghana In deepest Africa

CO76411.
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revelations about uncle

TELEPHONE
SALES MANAGER
Eddie Fitzgerald

~se
So.
are ensue

new album.

understand that Included In
the day's Itinerary was an
altercation Involving a large
number of potatoes, the
throwing thereof and a
waiter. Problems were also
met In translating the menu
at L'eacatgot restaurant_
Milk has
Gordon
flown
to
the
back
States
having sworn to get even
with his ex -employee Chris
Hutchins, the man responsible for all the naughty

EDITORIAL

LId,

Kent

sr.)

-

grossed over í50,000 after
expenses which they donated to the building of a
new National Theatre In

Pan's People, Cherry

J

rtooLa.:tneeo o

Orchestra. Good of Andy
resisted temptation and
denied all knowledge.
TOGETHERNESS (1) Elton
John Jamming with the
Eagles at Wembley. (2)
Pete Townsend playing
'Leyte' with uncle Erie
Clapton at The Rainbow,
Togetherness (3) maybe?
Robert Frtpp to play with
Eno in New York. While
Daryl Hall wants Robert to
tour with him.
FANCY DRESS: Joe Walsh
donned kilt and bagpipes on
stage In Glasgow
original
one that, Joe. Your beds

at Wimbledon on Sunday.
May (5, In fact, there will be
two games. The earlier one
will be boys v girls. Among
the ladles taking part will be

CONTRIBUTORS
James Hamilton
Robin Katz
Geott Travis
Robbie Vincent

r

of ,;he .lames Last

The second game takes place

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR
Susanne Garrett
ASSISTANT
Gunda Lenmanis

Accra.
Now for the saga involving
Urlah Heep, New Mexico
and Top o) The Pops. Last
Tuesday. Heep were asked
to appear of TOTP which is

recorded on a Wednesday.
All the band on in London
except guitarist Mick Box.
He'd already left for a two week ranch holiday in New
Mexico. With the aid oy
police and local radio, Mick
was located in a remote
motel in Anthony, New
Mexico. He only had one
hour to travel 60 miles back
to El Paso Airport to catch
the flight back to London
and did so with the aid of an
eight - car police escort. The
things people will do for Top
of The Pops appearance.
I couldn't help a quiet laugh
my dears, when on the BBC
quiz show, hosted by Fluff

Freeman,

one of the
contestants was asked to
identify a mystery Amero
can voice. "Lou Reed",
suggested the contestant.
Not quite right my dear, It
was Roy Orbtson.
Album titles that make you
laugh, usher 49. 'Arthur
Greenslade Plays Abbe's
Greatest Mks'. Nice gesture
over on the other side ,

Marshall Tucker Band,

Willie Nelson and Charlie
Daniels put on a benefit
concert in Austin: Texas to
help the appeal of former
Allman Brothers roadie
Scooter Herring against a
for
75 -year jail sentence
drug dealing.
Spotted about to make a
purchase

in

the

department of

a

-

bedding
leading

London store
Graham
Nash and two young ladles.
Hmmnmmn. And up to the
coffee room in Manchester's
PicadWy Hotel where old

tonight: Stuntman Tim

spent 40 hours
a bed of 220 six inch nails. He Listened to
records and ate grapes
throughout his long lay.
Things that go missing in the
night: Bad luck for the
Small Faces. While they
were busy playing their gig
Robinson

lying on

THREE lovely ladies just signed to Warner Rena Records. A
group with . . . Cr. . . a lot of natural talent
tones of Roger Chapman or
mean? Why, my old pals
the Bellamy Brother,.
The Shadows were busy
Excellent news for those of you
rehearsing for their '10
who live in the Capital Radio
Golden Dates' tour which
area. So many requests
at the Rainbow last
kicked off In Bristol on
Wednesday, some light have
Come In for the
Monday. Meanwhile, Cliff
fingered person was busy in
'forbidden' Harold Wilson /
Richard has Journeyed
Dimbieby
tape (the part of
their dressing room. It was
down under for a major
broken Into and passports.
the BBC broadcast that the
Australian tour
Are the.
credit cards, four new songs
then Prime Minister insisted
Andes, such refined people
should be wiped clean) that
and £1,200 in cash were
I always think
ready for
removed. The lads realise
Kenny Everett has said that
Harry Webb?
they've kissed goodbye to Winner of my spot the,
he Is going -to play it, come
the green ones, but would
hell or high water, on May 14
difference competition a
appreciate the return of the
in the 'World's Worst
couple of weeks ago: Nick
songs, passports and cards.
Wireless Show'. Should
Strickland, St Leonardo On
They're offering a reward
raise an eyebrow or two.
Sea, East Sussex. The two
for information which leads
Andif you want a laugh on
characters as you all knew
May IS, Capital have Mary
to their recovery.
were Heinz and Billy Idol.
Whitehouse taking part in
Strange and wonderful noises
Your record token's on Its
were emanating from the
Adrian Love's 'Open Line'
way.
phone-in, programme, Now
environs of Manchester Noticed the voices on the latest
Square in Mayfair, as I
don't be naughty and
Jeans' adverts on the box?
sauntered past ('other
Inundate the dear lady with
Listen carefully next time.
morning. What could all this
mischievous calls, will you?
You may hear the dulclt
Did you rad all about those
naughty Roiling Stones and
their innocent lltlle Elm In
the News Of The World on
s
_
Sunday! Arentcha a bit
tired of the paper's pompous
attitude to such matters,
r
while they delight in digging
u)i (or paying for) the
dirtiest, most pornographic
stories they can. They gave
all the details of the film and
then stated that It included
language they would never
consider using in their
paper. The Ideals of Fleet
Street are passing strange.
'
Elton John, Chairman of
.
Watford Football Club and
1i,,aY
sometime piano player, has
T
offered Bobby Moore the
o
managership of the club,
.
1
,
Says Mr Moore; "At the
moment I am Interested in
anything and everything."
I
Aren't we all?
There
we go then. Another
ESSEX and Son. -Gel yer nose out of my earhold. you curly
week over. Juice rules OK.
haired twit"
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See y'a» soon,

Just tell her Jim said hello" theTck'ngnew
single from

-;.
1

,-

.:
ribowlhat

Jim spot> his old flame i#adisco

._
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friend Andy Roberts of Roy
Harper's band was asked by
n wafter If he was to member

fair to let y'all know about
two up and coming football
gapes.
The first takes place at
RrlOboe on Monday, May 11,
when the Elton John XI take
on Alan Mullery's XI in aid
of the Goaldiggers charity.
Among those playing with
Reg will be Denis Waterman, Tommy Steele and
Bobby Moore. While on the
substitutes' bench will be
David Hamilton and Tim
Brooke - Taylor.
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ELTON IN THE EYRIE
01011k

/
o

TOURS. -('.TOURS.
RUSH, Add Sheffield City Hall June I., Newcastle City
Hall 11, Glasgow Apollo 12, Liverpool Empire 13.
BOAT: Gloucester Roundabout May 6, London
Marquee 20, Birmingham Barbarellas 21, Maidstone
College of Technology 27, Wigan Casino 28, Chichester
Bishop Otter College Jurie 3.
U

HORSUPS: Dundee University May 12, Birmingham
Barbarellas 13, London New Victoria 16.
CLASH: Changes to 'White Riot' tour: Leicester Poly
May 13 cancelled, Wolverhampton Civic May 22

`

Instead of Maidenhead Sklndles,

MR BIG: Tour changes; Hastings May 7 put back,
replaced by Glasgow Queen Margaret Union, Yeovil 10
cancelled, Cardiff Top Rank 17 added, Bury St
Edmunds cancelled 25, Hastings Pier Pavilion added,
Birmingham May 30 changed to Barbarellas on .June 3
and 4.

OIX

VIBRATIONS: Add: Stoke George Hotel May U,
Twickenham Winning Post 18, Plymouth Woods
Centre, 26. Stafford Top of the World 30, Retford
Porterhouse June 8. Brighton Embassy on May 6 has
been cancelled.

4

HUNTER: Newcastle Tlffanys May 12, Leek Grand
Theatre 16, Hanley The Place May 31. June 2 - 4, Leek
Mermaid 6, Leek Green Man 24, Birmingham Bogart.,
29.

Rainbow

live
album
in
June
RITCHIE

BLACKMORE'S Rainbow
Issue a double live
album in June,

'Rainbow Live',
recorded in Japan in
November last

ELTON JOHN joined the Eagles for an encore at' his cap. joined them for
Wembley on their Thursday night appearance in last Corn!.'
week's string of concerts there. Elton. pictured left in

in

'Tubular Bells' and 'Hergest Rider'

Silver Mountain', in

corpora

'Starstruck'

US DISCO

Bohannon has signed u

'Still l'm Sad'. The tracks
were recorded at the end
of Rainbow's six month

record is expected soon.
He was originally
Stevie Wonder's drummer 1965.6, and then did
arrangements for too

king Hamilton

long term worldwide
contract to the Mercury
label, and news of a

Record Plant on June
follow up album to L'.

1

DECKTHE

-

PRESENTS

FANTASTIC

1977's newest group with their dynamic new single

VOODOO MAGIC
After one week's release Voodoo
Magic has taken all discos by
storm. Also has hit the Swansea
discos in Wales. The single is
now available on Top Deck
Records.

The first 12 releases
Include records by Status
Quo, The Kinks, Johnny
Wakelin, and Melanie.

Blondie in
Bournemouth

NEW

YORK

band

Bloudle, over here to tour
with Television, are to
make a solo appearance
at Bournemouth Village
on May 20 prior to the
main tour which opens at
Glasgow on May 22,

It's

a small

world

tour"

a

"short
two

-

Concerts at Londin's
Nashville Rooms on May

and 7, with members of
Faison and the Bowles
Brothers.
6

o'

-

signing
Birmingham
band Quartz, who have
debut LP out In June,
produced by Tony
lomml of Black Sab
bath.
Thames Valley Radio 210
broadcaster Stephen
Cruder broke a leg In a
car crash last week.
and Steve Wood has
temporarily taken over
Ins afternoon &how.

Nick

Shearer on drums to
Moon. Tour .to be
announced soon, and
second album 'Turning
The Tides' out June 3.
Kenny Logging' solo
album, 'Celebrate Me
Home', being completed with producers
Bob James and Phil
Ramone, no release
date yet.
Bert Jansch to support J J
Cale at London New
Victoria May 12-14.
Motorhead's single 'tooMrhead' released May
13,

FRANKIE MILLER: Tour now reads Liverpool Poly
May 6, Aylesbury Friars 7, Maidenhead Sklndles 8,
Chelmsford Chancellors Hall 12, Cambridge Corn
Exchange 13, Sheffield University 14, Croydon
Greyhound 15, Chatham Central Hall 18, Newcastle
Mayfair 20, Nottingham Trent Poly 21.
REAL THING: Bradford Alhambra Theatre June 2,
Chelmsford Chancellor Hall, 3, Ipswich Corn Exchange
4, Brecklknd Sports Centre, 7, West Runton Pavilion 11,
Portsmouth Guildhall 14, Andover Country Bumpkin
17, Oxford Jesus College 18, Leicester De Montfort Hall
19, Isle of Man Palace Lido 26, Stroud Leisure Centre
July 2. They will also appear at an open air concert at
Hagley. Wóres, on June 25 and Harlow free festival on
July 30.
DARTS: Keele University May 25, London 100 Club 31,
Chichester Bishop Otter College, 3, Liverpool Erlcs 5,
Exeter University 21, Newport Roundabout Club 22,
Warwick University 23, Sheffield University 24, West
Runton Pavillón 25, Southend College of Art 30, London
Bedford College July 1, Flshguard Frenchman's Motel
2.

QUANTUM JUMP: Add Plymouth Castaways May
Aylesbury Friars 21.

17,

THE HEARTBREAKERS: Add: Wigan Casino May
14, London Music 19, Retford Porterhouse June 22.
Llandrindod Grand Pavilion 25.

REED A THE PLATTERS: London Sounds
Trevisick from, HERB
Circus May 28 / 29, Webbington Country Club June 2.
replaces John Bournemouth

Devon

first

10,000

as

Chelsea Villzge 3, Burnley Martholm
Grange Hotel 4, Rhyl Tilos 5 - 7, Cleethorpes Bunnies 8
& 11, Luton Caesar's Palace 9 & 10.

BACK TO THE FRONT: St Albans Francis Bacon
School May 5, Hereford College 6, South Croydon Red
Deer 12, High Wycombe Nags Head 20, Nottingham
Gray Topper 24, Broadstairs Grand Ballroom June 10.

PAUL BRETT: Who recently signed to RCA, tours with
Kevin Ayers, and also undertakes the following solo
gigs: Essex University May 5, York University 12,
Nottingham Trent Poly 17, Sheffield University 24
London School of Economics 27, Salford University 29.
JOHN MATALL: First UK dates for two years: Leeds
University May 18, Surrey University 19, London
Rainbow 20.

12

Inchers In album

sleeve.

Johnny Nash back In

world

NEIL INNES undertakes
what he calls

released this week.
Jet announce the signing
of US band Kingfish
flrst album for the label
featuring Bob Weir of
the Grateful Dead as
guest. Another new Jet

-

AMERICAN COUNTRY

rock band The Outlaws
release their third album
'Hurry Sundown' on May
6, the first to feature their
new bass player Harvey

'BIG DEAL' 12" 45 rpm
EPs are Issued this week
Pye featuring four
tracks on each for 99p.

NEP.p.LIUES

RECORDS

Neil Sedate adds Glasgow Apollo on May 23 to
tour.
Recent Decca signing
Llar to support Sladeon
tour.
The Sandpipers follow up
to their hit 'Hang On
Sloopy'
'Life Is A
Song Worth Singing' Is

12. 50. 12 and 11.50.

Pye release
12 EPs

4.4

Johns.

They had their first
British hit last year with
'Let Your Love Flow'

by

TOP

ERIC CLAPTON in the
studios this month
recording new album
with producer Glyn

the Theatre Royal, Drury
Lane, London on May 22.
Tickets are priced (3.

DR FEELGOOD (above). Add Dunstable Civic Hall
May 24, Grays State Cinema 25
benefit for the local
council. A single off 'Sneakin' Suspicion' LP Released
on May 6, LP May 13. Their 'Going Back Home' film
opens at Southend Odeon on May 8.

-a

to record his

Dalton Arnold
The band have abandoned plans to tour
Britain for the time
being.

ORS`

LEE BRILLA UX of the Feelgoods

BRIEF

Bellamys' first
Outlaws' third
live show
album
THE FIRST

11

kaP%

IN

Producing the album w Ill be Malcolm

live appearance by the Bellamy
Brothers Is announced for

r1

ir.,
I

Cecil who has worked on albums by
Tonto and His Expanding Headband,
Stevie wonder and the Isley Brothers.

Motown acts like the Four
Tops and the Temptations, be ore going solo in
1972 and making disco
hits such as 'Disco
Stomp'.

T

NEWS

In

concert with the Scottish National
Orchextra at the Glasgow Kelvin Hall
on May 23 and 24.
Thin is a repeat of a successful
performance at the same venue In 1975
w hile Steve a as still a member of Gong.
Hlllage filee to the Los Angeles

of 'Oh

'

to perform the

Bohannon
signs

1976.

rocking version

a

guitar parts of David Bedford's
arrangement» of Mike Oldfleld's

Tracks are the pre
viously unrecorded 'Kill
The King'. 'Man On A

world Muria

r

Hillage plays 'Bells'
live again

STEVE HD.1_iGE

year.

and 'Blues'. 'Catch The
Rainbow', Deep Purple's
'Mistreated'. '111th Century Greensieeves' and

RACING CARS: Belfast Whitla Hall May 5, Belfast
6, Dublin National Stadium 7.

Queens University

Britain for cabaret

May, and
James and Bobby
Purify In for May club
dates In

dates.
Herble Hancock's new LP
' VSOP' out on May 20.
Stevie ~wood solo LP
out on June 17.

RM FREE T-SHIRT

10,000

OK I

By last Thursday (20th Apr) we had received 10,uo0
coupons from readers who will get the record mirror T -

Shirt, FREE I
Sorry to all Nose who sent us their coupons after the
first 10,000 had arrived you'll get your money back
as soon as possible.

-

Meanwhile watch out for another chance to win
FREE goodies from Record Mirror.

Record Mirror,'May7,1977

--

.News Editor...David Brown...01-607 6411
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QUEEN ADD
ONE MORE
FOR LONDON

1

1

Neighbourhood
'm the progr-Ir ahi our

Centre

100C HAVE announced
tour new members to
complete their line - up

ready for their tour

opening on May 27 at
Glasgow Apollo.
The new members are
Paul Burgess drums. who
has played with the band
on previous live dates,
Stuart Test ex of Pilot on
drums, Tony O'Malley.
formerly with Kokomo. on
keyboards and Rick Fen
on

`2-

1

)>'

!rS

s

.

guitar.

4 See feature, page

4
.

1

,

Bolan

:

al demand for
tickets, Queen have
added an extra date
to their British
summer tour.

J

Postal applications

should include sae, plus

Hello
Sailor!

MAR(' BOLeeN releases a
three -track maxlsingle

featuring the
-title track from his
'Dandy In The Under
world' album.
Other tracks are
'Groove A Little' and
'Tame A Tiger.
The latter track Marc
describes as a "new wave

Cat gives £20,000 to kids' centre

song", obviously

Influenced by his recent
tour supported by the
Damned. It also features
a vocalist named Garde.

CAT STEVENS has donated 120,000 to a
London neighbourhood centre In an
area where he once lived.
He made the donation on behalf of his
own Hermes Foundation charity to the

nia.
The maxi single will be

Picture: EleineBryant.

In a picture sleeve.

Comics at

New boss
for 208

gala show

BOB STEWART, DJ with
Radio Luxembourg for
eight years, has been

appointed programme

JULIE COVINGTON, John Cleese, Peter Cook and
Dudley Moore and Nell Innes are among the stars

appearing at a special gala concert at London's
Mermaid Theatre on May 8 in aid of Amnesty
International.
Also on the bill are Pete Atkin, John Williams and the.
Bowies Brothers.
Tickets for the gala are priced L20, 110, and t.5 and
available from Amnesty International 01-242-1871.

/

DAVE CROSBY

ALAN HULL and Harcourts Heroes, formed by
ex -Lindisfarne members
Charlie Harcourt and
Ray Jackson, appear in
concert at Newcastle's
City Hall on May 31.

Cat Is pictured above with some of the
neighbourhood children who will
benefit from the centre.

Zappa sues
over injury
dial 194 (the
station's medium wave
position) for the service

DOLLY

loses new
venue

which will enable them to
hear the station's pro-

PARTON

BRIGHTON'S new wave
venue, the Embassy
cinema, has stopped its
weekly new wave nights
due to reported disturb-

TOP US country
singer Dolly Parton
(left) ii to make

British concert and

TV appearances at

the

end

month.

of

the

Cooflrmed dates
are Birmingham
Odeon,

May 2111,
Liverpool Empire,.
24, London Rsin-

bow,

25.

will also be
recording a Royal
She

Jubilee concert on
Hoy 17 for Scottish
TV In Glasgow to be
broodeot os Muy
22.

the

grammes, information

Heart-

City started a new phone -.
in service on Monday.
Telephone subscribers
in the Liverpool area will

SUPERGROUP Crosby.
who
Stills and Nash
have constantly denied
they will ever appear
have
together again
reformed and have a new
album and tour announced.

Their album, 'CSN', Is

GRAHAM NASH

released on June

10, and a
A Song
Before I Go' on May 20.
They are to tour in the
States next month and
hope to appear here later
In the year.

single. 'Just

member of the supergroup
Nell Young, has
an album 'American
Stars And Bars' scheduled for June 3 release.

Muddy Waters'
London one-off
BLUES VETERAN Muddy Waters Oles in on July 8 for
one dale only at London's New Victoria Theatre.
Tickets, priced IS, 12.5Ú, I2 and 11.50 will be available
as of Wednesday, May 4.
Playing with Waters will be Luther Johnson (guitar),
Calvin W. Jones (bees), Bob Mangolln (guitar),
Pinetop Perkins (plano), Jerry Portnoy /harmonica)
and Willie Smith (drums).

bulletins.

Twinkle,

NEXT WEEK

twinkle
little star

A long and
-

LIVERPOOL'S Radio

Fox single

announcements and news

FORMER MEMBER of
the Pretty Things and
Pink Fairies, Twtnk has

Dial 194
for radio

JI

STEVEN STILLS

the stage and badly Injured In December, 1971.
Zappa broke his left leg and did not work for 10
months. The action has been brought against the
Sundancer Theatre Co, now in voluntary liquidation,
and Is due to be heard in the High Court on an as yet
unflnallsed date.

ators and
breakers.

applicant.

-

Brighton

OVER

Road, London, SWB.
Tickets limited to six per

Meanwhile, former

be able to

BOUNCES

Buildings, Warwick

-

v

i

FRANK ZAPPA and two American companies are
suing the former owners of London's Rainbow for
L250,000 for loss of earnings after Zappa was pulled off

ances.
Among bands booked to
appear were the Vibr-

postal applications Is
Earls Court, Exhibition

back
again

Geordie bash

St Mary's Church centre in Islington,
whlch was opened on Saturday.

cheque or metal order
made payable to 'Earle
Court and Olympia Ild
(Queen )'.
The correct address for

CSN

BRUCE JOHNSTON of
Beach Boys' fame comes
over to this country in
June to produce Sailor's
next album, Apparently
Bruce met the band in
Hamburg recently.

.A1

on May 30,

launch plan for the
station to be announced
shortly.

office, usual agent.. and
Harlequin and Virgin
record stores.

They will now play
London's Earle Court on
June 8 and 7, both

May
maxi

director of the station.
He takes over from Ken
Evans, who Is going to
Anchor Records, and he
will be re structuring the
208 programme department as part of a major re

concert.. starting at A pm...3
Tickets for June 7 go on
sale immediately. Priced
at 14, t.9 and 12, they're
available from the box

DUE TO phenomen-

.

\

S.

t

5

formed a new land
Rings. A single 01 to be
Wanna Be
released
on Chiswick on
Free'
May 20.

-

-'1

They play Londón

Music Machine, Camden
on May 19.

and album

THE FIRST single from Fox for more than a year is
released this Friday. Called 'My Old Man's Away' it Is
the follow-up to last year's hit 'Ss-a-Single Bed'.
Their third album, 'Blue Hotel', Is released the same
day. A major change of personnel can be expected for
the band following the departure of Herble Armstrong
and Kenny Young to form Yellow Dog, though both are
expected tomtit] work on Fox recordings.

lonely, walk

with a
Strangler
Don't miss next week's
RECORD MIRROR

B

Record Mires, May 7, 1977

NTRODUC-

ING REGGIE

Dwight

on
grand piano.
Entertainer to

Royalty and

available for= weddings, barmltzvahs

.

and the Los Angeles Dodger Sta-

10

1

dium.

Join us for a cosy
evening at the Rainbow,
Finsbury Park, London. Yes folks, the dear
old Rainbow
where
beer normally spills
across the floor
has
been transformed into a
palace. The staff are all
neatly dressed In spotless white T - shirts,
smart Jeans and neatly
combed hair, the floors
gleam with a hundred
pollehings and the
graffiti's been scraped
off the toilet walls. My
God, there's actually loo
paper. Luxury of
luxuries.

-

.

.

\\

r

Noe

I

.r
íc

t
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Limousines
There isn't a punk in
sight and they've even
decorated the fountain

in the

foyer with

vodka and orange.

Ladles trip over

dresses climbing the
stairs. You're shown
politely to,your seat and

difficult recognising
people.

Ladies lounge by the
St
The popcorn
looks delicious but it's
not very chic to be seen

pillars smoking
Moritz.

buying any One old boy
gamely buys a box for
his wife and shoves it in
her handbag. The
popcorn cascades over
the floor and they dash
upstairs. The foyer
becomes crowded
It's
a place to be seen. The
mass of evening dress In
the eiganl surroundings
looks like a set from a
thirties' movie.
"I simply love Elton."
says a young lady in the
corner neaUy dressed In
a long silk creation and
long blond hair down
her back, looking like an
advert from Vogue. "I
shall probably cry when

-

he does 'Your Song',
a sooper track."

it's

Her boyfriend goes
red behind 'his glasses
and

a

mountain of spots.

Other young ladles

S. AR

SPANGLED

ANO
Robin Smith puts on his top hat and tails to
mix with Royalty and Elton John

"I'm going to do some
songs about famous
people," he announced,
launching Into 'Candle
In The Wlnd', The
number faltered at the
beginning and for a
while he sings too
deeply.
New for an historic
first_ The performance
of 'Where To Now St.
Peter", with a tortured
voice full of conviction.
Interesting to compare
the complexity and
indulgence of the lyrics
with those of today. For
'Don't Let The Sun Go
Down On Me' the tight
show is superb, Iooking
like a gently setting
sunset caressing the
stage before opening up
at the end into a blaze of
colour.

%9111M

solitary piano stands

stage centre 'on a simple
plinth. The amplifica-

looks like the
equivalent of a Bang
and Olufsen stereo. The
stage is simply decorated
few pot plants
and white backdrops
trimmed with silver.
Her Royal Highness
Princess Alexandra The
Hon Mrs Angus Ogilvy
takes her seat as the
tion

-a

national anthem is
played. On stage

somebody fiddles with a
plant Is it the great
man? No. He enters
stage right, resplendent
in green jacket with
outrageous checks, blue

"Your Royal Highnesses, Ladies and
Gentlemen and Moss
Bros, good evening. I

stripes and Teddy Boy
shoes. He shambles
along the stage as U he's
out for a stroll, gingerly
climbs up to the piano

"Thankyou

,,

hope you've brought
your choc ices with you,
it's a long programme.
A blue spotlight genUy
plays on the famous
bald head. His body
rocks slowly with the
opening chords of 'Your
Song' which floats over
the audience to female
gasps. The Rainbow's a
big place but the simple

Goodbye
The backdrops were
lifted to reveal none
other than ace percussionlst Ray Cooper.
Dressed in baggy grey
suit and wearing spec.
tacles, he looks like a
mad professor.

For 'Crazy Water'
of
flashing lights shine up
under the plano and
percussion kit. Ray
frenziedly batters tambourines and snarls at
the audience
in the

still

rows and rows

retains intimacy so that
Elton could have been
playing in your front
room. Elton sounds
relaxed, the nerves
have gone. He beams

happily from behind

-

Tf

nicest possible way. He
nearly steals the show,
cavorting at the front of
the stage and sitting on
the chair with Elton. Elt
kicks back the stool and

white rimmed glasses.

Atmosphere

hammers the key-

Next It's 'Sixty Years
On', he bashes the keys
a little too hard trying to
build up the doomy
atmosphere The number quickly improves
with a plano passage
rolling like the sea and

boards. He receives a
standing ovation
"I want to do a very
obscure song which is

appropriately called

'Goodbye', he says. It
was a gentle tune but far
from an anti - climax.
Well, what do you do
when you've played to
huge audiences all over
the world, sold millions"
of records and become a
legend? There aren't
many more places to
run to so you get your
head together and do
away with a large band

Elton looking reflec-

vely

at the audience.
He launches into 'Border Song', voice com-

manding attention.
He wipes his head
with a towel "There's
not much hair left but
I'm happy with It," he

-

quips. Next is the
sentimental 'Daniel','
given a faster feel.

to see U you can still
make it on your own like
the old days Not only
that but you give your

Somebody in the aud-

ience breathes.

"I

played this one for my
brother when he left
home."
Once again the lights
change colour subtly.
I'm amazed that Elton

considerable services
for tree.
Okay it might have
been silly to specify

black ties at the

hold so much
attention without a
can

backing band, but In a
word he's riveting. So
far there can't have
been more than two
slightly flat notes and
not a flaw In the vocals.
The guy's been doing a
lot of rehearsing.
'Sweet Painted Lady'
has always deserved to
receive a lot more
attention- I'd class It as

one of the

most

evocative songs tie's

ever done. A sleasy but
romantic tale of women

for

splashing out a lot of
money to see a player
with a receding hairline
in a ridiculous suit,"
says Elton.

and takes a bow.

stage scenery

the end by a sudden
attack of funky playing
which Jarred on the sad
theme
'Someone Saved My
Life Tonight' tested tits
vocal range to the full.
He carried It through

with superb intonation
hitting the highs and
lows with ease.

gaze down on the stage
bathed in half - tighL A

members of Queen, the
Eagles and Lynsey De

Nearly everybody's In their Moss
Bros best so It's a bit

1'

butterflies. I go off to
ask for an estimate for a

trousers with white

Paul.

o

hover around

- the lads

from Sailor would have
been proud of him
Bark to the standards
with 'Rocket Man'
dedicated to somebody
called Charlie? The
h continuity wat, spoilt at

like

flowers. Outside a few
kids hope to catch sight
of some personalities.
Limousines start arriving in flocks, disgorging
elegant ladies and

gentlemen. Various

of the night

Pictures by
STEVE
EMBERTON

Rainbow, but

don't

forget that people paid
up to 1.25 for a ticket and
all the money's going to

the Queen's Silver
Jubilee appeal. With

-

Top to bottom_ Elton

cleans his bins
looking for all the stars

in the audience. John

Reid

with

Princess

Alexandra. Actress
Paula Wilcox. Kikl Dee
and

Queen's
Deacon.

John

seating for more than
2,000. you can soon work

out the staggering

amount raised In just
one night.
"I've never been so
frightened that some of
the words 'and chords
were wrong," said
Elton. "Thankyou for
helping me through. "
They love ya Eli

Record Meow, May 7, 1977
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Perfection doesn't come ecYsy: It's gót tó be 100 per cent all the time.
Tony Bradman talks to 10cc and finds .. .

j]RIC
[[[I

1

STEWART and
Gouldman want

"If Eric plays a note out of tune, it's got to
have to make what we offer the public
the best It can possibly be. That's the way
we've always been, and that's the way we'll
always bee'
"Primarily, we think of ourselves as
musicians," said Eric, 'who obviously feel.

Gre-

go. We

people
J7ham
to realise that things have

changed.
As the two remaining members of
Wee. they're a little tired of some of
the comments that have been made

strongly about the subject.

And as
musicians we have to do what we feel la hest "
Art for Art's sake?
pthem. still calling
'Right' said Eric and Graham In chorus,
said
Lela. "it's such an old Joke now.
m icc',"
But ültllk. "We go to lengths that people just wouldn't
awe up every time anyone writes or es" believe to the studio," continued Graham
a=m about us
"We spend hours working on things that
ham agrees. very strongly. "Yes. everybody else ttdnk9 sound fine. But we

'

w

tOreaLee
now. And Worm going tot keepedifferent
being
different
album-wise. si ngtes-wlee and
etsp wise "
laud know the dory by now.
Amy
On of the wittiest and most creative bands of
the ssvenar. IOcc, spilt down the middle
writer Ms year, Kevin Godley and Lot
Crams wanted to work on their 'Gismo'
project What exactly Is the Gismo?
"Weil It could be the most revohrtlaúry
thing that's happened to the gultaB also the
we wall pedal and the fuss box,'tsaid Eric.,
free sort of attachment
Kevin and Lot just came to us me day and
t said that they were leaving to woek'mi the
Gismo, and we were left holding the baby, We
had a record contract and a lot of
commitments, and wondered what on earth
"
we were going to do.

don't.

Determined
"But after the first couple of singles we felt

that things would be alright, and we were
determined to carry on making inutile as 100c
doing the thing. we enjoy doing treat, and
doing them welt "
That brought us round^to the question of the
gamma (or should It be infamous?) lace
perfection. Words like 'clinical' and 'cold'
have been used about them In the past Are
thsyobsessed with technical excellence?
"Our arrangements have been c Iticisediin
the past In thole terms." said Graham. "I
don't understand how arrangements can be
described like that, but we still get that sort of
thing thrown anus whatever we do.
"It would be Moe If critics undentoodWbat
we're doling. We're putting 100 per cent Into
our music, and it's got to be right. It's a
question of feel.

-

-

Environment
"We don't want to get Into the habit of just
producing anything for the punters. That's a
word I hate. We're not In this game just to
make a quick buck. We're doing what we are
because ire something we really want to dá
Early on In the career of 10ec, the band
decided to put together their own studio, and
the result was Strawberry North, based at

-

"

1,

a
M

time. It just leaves a bad taste In your mouth
when you read a destructive review."
Graham joined In: "It's very important for
us to be accepted es teen and for what we're
doing. We put a lot Into
"We're happy with the way things have
worked out The break with Kevin and Loi
was clean, and we're still doing what we want
and as well as we can. We just want to provide
entertainment for the public and eatl.fy
ourselves.
"But It does seem to me that the more
successful you get In this business, the more
criticism you get. If you make a lot of money
St's even worse. But the more they slag us off.
Me bigger we get "
Eric and Graham have finally got their
hand together. But natal! that long ago two
weeks to be exact, and they've only been
rehearsing for the past week. More
rehearsing is planned before they start their
drat tour together an May 27 in Glasgow
which will be their first live performance
since Knebworth last year. And that was an
experience they don't want to repeat
"Quite frankly, It was a disaster," said
Eric. "It taught us a lesson. Yea just don ;t do
a gig as support to a band like the Stones.
ul
wasn't right "
Anyway, the eqptnent
"Things will be much better this time," said
Graham. "We're all looking forward to It

eon tracts and preen
Interviews. Guiles juritpl
"Pm lust pleased to he here," he said
"Eric and Graham are a (treat pair of

dollar recording

it

about

.

d

ORK is the w

blokes."

'

"We got the band together through personal
said
recommendations In the buslnesa,
Graham. 'We just put the word out that we
were looking and we got over 200 tapes Ma
result But we're very pleased with the way
the band'í shaping up in rehearsal. "
"We hope We not just going to be Graham
and Myself fronting the band," said Erie
"We hope that we're going to get the lads
Involved in writing and production ee well "
So what about new material? Is there' any
mare after the album?
"No. not yet," said Eric. "We've apt too
much on our plates at the moment After all,
we've just got a band together, and we're
going out on tour for the first Urns for ages,

Wall Street

'

,

Stockport, Manchester.
More recently they've moved south, and
during the five months they spent recording
their latest album, they were .till finishing off
the" new studio in Dorking, Surrey

-

Strawberry South.
'We wanted to get away from the London
scene," said Graham, "when people are
always dropping In to see you while you're In
the middle of doing something Important
There's so many distractions.
"We needed somewhere we could work
without being disturbed, and we've puta lot of
time and money Into building the right
environment.
"11Ií was just the money, then we wouldn't
have spent so much m improving our working
conditions. It's something people don't seem
to realise, espe cla llr the Music Press."
You seem to be very sensitive on the subject
ofcriticism..

"We don't mind constructive cdticism,"
ttsid Eric. "In fact, we welcome it But very
often tittles just go out to destroy us for no
apparent reason other than spite.
"That's no good for us, the paper concerned
or the public. If they're expressing an honest
opinion about our work, that's fine. But very
little thought eeem.,to go into It a last of the ,_

very much."

Gentlemen
The four new members of the band are Paul
Burgess on drums, who has been a regular
member of the 10cc touring band since 1578.
Stuart Tosh, formerly of Pilot on drums and
vocals, who has been doing median work since
he left the band in July of last year. Tony
O'Malley, ex -Kokomo keyboards division,
which he left In January of this year, and the
appropriately named Rich Pen, who has been
living in the wild ?intends of Cambridge
where he played fora band called Geneemen.
He met Paul Burgess while playing on the
Manchester TV rock programme, 'So It
Goes'.
Paul recommended him to Erie and
Graham, and very soon Hick found himself
catapulted f om a state of severe financial
embarrassment and a distinct lack of
prospects to a heady atmcephere',of million

"We'll be doing a lot of oldlocc stuff on tour
as well se our new material Things like
'Mandy', 'I'm Not In Love', and 'Wall Street
Shuffle'.
Anyway. ü takeout a long time to write. 1
might get an Idea from anything. Something
you say In this interview might stick In my
It might
mind, or a chord or a certain rut
take six months or even 12 for It to come out in
e Bong, but It does. eventually.
"That's what's great. I know I canfgo Into a
hudlo and start work on something that's
very important to me. Things are always
seething and churning over in my mind
especially at night when I go to bed.
"I'm thinking about work all the time. The
worst time is when you've got a blank tape.
There's so much you can put on It that you
don't know where to start "
Something like the proverbial 'tyftannj of
the blank page' for the writer?
"That's exactly It I suppose that's why
We're such perfectionists. You have to he If
something is important to you, and our music
Is important to us. I just hope people realise
how Important "
Art for Art's sake, indeed
.

-

v

i,

oi

b:

h

f0cr. "We're

to make a quick buck",,
nor in this game just

fInset Eric and Graham

wish

th.-four new mcnibersl
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basic rock 'n' roll. It moves, It's got guts , and
nobody does It better.
Yet, that hard no - nonsense sound was nearly
swallowed by the pop music machine. The first
Quototypa was formed at school. A group of
kids playing the best Woolworths' guitars they
could afford.
The contract with Pye did eventually lead to a
hit with 'Pictures Of Matchstick Men' In 1960.
Quo were groomed to play the part of a hit band;
and nearly got doomed In the proceaz.
And when the hit days faded as fast as they
arrived It was time forthem to grow up and think
again. Time to get back to
the music they wanted to
ploy. Time to revive the
enthusiasm that brought
them together In the first
place.
it worked. U It was a
hard road uphill they
were always In the rtgtitgear. And the com-

IN 1986 a five piece band of south
London hopefuls took their first step
onto the ladder that led up to the dizzy
helghis of pop star success.

7

-

C We

recording a live album.
and the 3.000 plus fans
were going to make sure
they were on U. Even
without microphones and
n 2,000 - watt PA.
This year the five
album. Just Me the

dn.

Ans
shn

I'

,

Called the Spectre?: they cut a debut single
nn enthusiastic work - out of Shirley Bassey's 'I
for Pye. And then they sat
Who Have Nothing'
back ant! walled for their passport to the world of
Carnaby Street clothes and flash white Rolle
Royces. Nothing happened.
Ten years later four of the original Spectres
bounded onto the stage amid clouds of dry Ice at
the Glasgow Apollo. The
tumultuous response was
tike the mar of a football
crowd with the home team
J -Oup Status Quo were

-

n

originally set

out to be :lie
next Kenny Ball
or Acker Bilks 9

prevloue five 'turtles

releases, shot straight
the album charts
And for Status Quo It'e not just thi name
that's changed In those 10 years. They haven't
. they're on top.
Just arrived
Britain's best live, driving rock 'n' boogie
band. One with a string of hits and a recording
career to pa proud oi. And. of course, a group
witha loyal and fanatical following that can't be
matched anywhere.
The waiting and the building is over. The
.

albums and

the concerts

have

that

unmistakeable stamp of Quollty. The brat of

mitment that bonded

them together was stronger than ever.
They moved from small
clubs to support acts
and bad!: to pubs, Always building the audience,
showing their grit and eventually blowing away
all the memories of their pop past. Breakthrough
followed -breakthrough until now there are
hardly any !ell to make.
And with that southLondon nucleus entering
its fLfteeh4i year they should lust about be In line
for the Queen's Award For Industry. Or even
.
better, the story of their career.

Into

1

-
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wasn't far oft The Spectres, at
Barlow's Insistence, had left school.
What's more Alan Lancaster
well
brushed up on musical theories
had penned Ms first song, When He

FROM PAGE 9

STAGE
ONE
THE FIRST two of Quo to meet were
Alan Lancaster and Francis Roma
In school at Beckenham. It was 1962.
Cliff and the Shads were Britain's
top group at the time. The Beatles,
the Beat Boom and the Rolling
Stones were Just around the corner.
No doubt about It, some big thing.
have the strangest of little
begimünga. While the rest of the
teenage nation was locking their
bedroom doors and getting to gripe
with Hank Marvin imitations on a
sax strung cricket bat and a tube of
Valderma, Alan Lancaster was
getting the hots for trad jazz
Apart from being able to drown out
the weedy lads on violins ("We'd do
that for a laugh In assembly," he
remembers) Lancaster had found a
vocation, an interest and partner In
crime when he took up the brass with
fellow tearaway Francis Rossi.
"We'd scraped past the 11 Plus
and got into a comprehensive in
Beckenham," says Lancaster. "It
was a soft touch to start with, but me.
Fran and a guy called Alan Key set
out to be the next Kenny Ball or
Acker Bilk, just as a handy way to

-

get out of lessons.

The Wild Side Of Life,' 10 years
later Quo had the hit, but the
Inspiration was due to Tommy
Quickly.
They'd also managed to woo into
the band another vocalist/ guitarist
whose Idol was Billy Fury. Rick
Parfitt with his roofs In rock'n'roil
was a valuable nddlUon.
It was in 1967 that things started to
happen fast Pat Barlow, as Quo
legend would'have It, took Urns off
from fitting a gas cooker and came
up with a new name: "Status Quo,
you know like Quo Vadis and all that
" It was then that Rossi took up
his pen for the first Ume to write
'Almost But Not Quite There,' an apt
UUe for an unnoticed single, and
then 'Pictures Of Matchstick Men.'
Lancaster resumes the story:
"Fran's song was meant to be the
flip, but we'd worked on It so much,
using all the tricks (even though It
was only recorded four - track), that

-

Passed You By.'
Pat Barrow was able to place the
tape with an up-and-coming Pye
producer called John Schroeder.
Schroeder liked the song, and when
he went to see the Spectres he liked 'I
Who Have Nothing' even better.
They got the contract

It didn't take

-

-

mathematical
genius to work out that their
percentage wasn't going to make
them rich even If they had a hit
every month. But they were
undaunted. The single flopped.
More rehearsals, more groundwork.
Another flop. This time it wax
another Lancaster song 'Hurdy
Curdy Man.'
Meanwhile they'd progressed
from youth clubs to bottom- o - the bill support act. Playing on tours
with Gene Pitney, Simon Dupree and
the Big Sound, and latterly as
Madeline Bell's backing band.
One such tour was to stick in
Francis Root's mind.
It was with Tommy Quickly when
he was at his height, and quickly
was attracting a lot of attenUoo with
a Beaty version of the country classic
a

.

It came out well and we had to use

"And just as soon as It was a lilt
everything started. We were rushed
down to Carnaby Street and put -into
frilly shirts and blow waves all
that silly stuff We were a pop group
and we had to look like one. "

-

The pressure wi s on to consolidate
the success of 'Matchstick Men'.

"

But it wasn't long before the
heritage of New Orleans got dumped
In favour of other things. Lancaster,
Rossi and Key saw a local under
age combo down at a Catford youth
club and started planning their
future In terms of the Shads'
'Apache' rather than 'Stranger On
The Shore' almost immediately.
"Of course they were rubbish, but
we thought they were great," say
we thought they were great," says
Lancaster. "After that it was buying
all those glossy music mags and
trying to con your parents into
buying you a guitar."
Rossi picked up a cheap acoustic.
Lancaster slipped naturally into
bass playing and acquired an old
Ho(rter cheaply while Alan Key
(with a brother playing in the Rolf
Harris Band) was the flashest kid on
the backstreets with a Stratocaster
and a legendary Vox AC30

amplifier.
A further recruit was

of the pop bualraeas the big break

in line conUnuously. "We were told
what to wear, where to be and what
usually on a tiny spot on
to play .
before the
an all-star pop bill

-

Interval.
"And while the head roadie kept

-

th

new
studio to get
'commercial' sound so as to keep os

the
In

the limelight "

"Though, after a year and two
albums we'd started to grow up. We
didn't want the silly bits any

longer."

THE EXCITEMENT didn't last
La1g. Rossi and Lancaster were kept
.

happen. The make - up, the frilly
clothes and matching white Jackets.
And, worse, all that messing about to

he'd dish out the wages and
check
we
fine you If you misbehaved
were Just pretty faces. I think It was
L20 a week, and L25 U you were

-

married.
"Looking back, it was all wrong.
Even though_we were a young band
we'd had a lot of experience, but any

1969 was a hard time to swap
sides. The battle lines were firmly
defined with 'Commercial' and
'underground' firmly opposed. Quo
were in the middle and sinking fast
More into Coca Cola and chewing
gum than beer and boogie.
The biggest problem was the gap
and
between the tightness
spontaneity they felt had 'clicked'
before the contract and the
overblown 'pop' they were told to

play.
The first album 'Picturesque
MatchsUckable Messages' was a
masterpice of- simplicity compared
with its follow - up 'Spare Parts' a
year later.
The new Image was to be
balladeering symphonic pop, with
Rick Parfitt valiantly bending his
vocal chords round a droning
number called 'Are You Growing
Tired Of My Lave.' Both the single
and album failed to take off as more
and more new teen raves appeared
thick and fast Status Quo were out
In the cold and back to square one.
With two hits and no Credibility
they only had time and unfortunate
experience to fall back on.
Late in 1969, however, some of the
spirit was returning. The 'ogre'
roadie had been replaced by Bob
Young whose influence rapidly
became felt within the band. Bob
started writing with Rossi.
Lancaster kept on with his songs and
Rick Parttt soon took up the pen as
well. And It was Alan Lancaster who
found 'Junior's Walling. '
"It's still a standing joke with us,"
he says. "I'd been listening to an
album by Steamhammer and I took
it down for them to listen to. I can
remember Rick saying "It's not
really us Is it
s" and it's
virtually our theme tune now!"
At the end of the sessions came the
third album 'Ma Kelly's Greasy
Spoon' In 1970 (which included
'Junior's Watling')
Quo had
turned their backs on the pop
machine. Organist Roy Lynes, not
fully a part of the new approach left,
and the four piece tightened up their
sound to fill the gaps with months of
solid rehearsal and writing.
The band who were described as
'prowling across the stage like
hungry panthers' when they toured
with Amen Corner, were now
confident they could play as well as
anyone. If they could find a stage

Gaff Management. And possibly the
most Important figure In their

S

year later there had been more
rehearsing than gigging but their

subsequent rebirth

A

And despite both the group and

STAGE
TWO

Identity we did have was taken away
from us before we had a chance.
"We were naive enought to let it

Trouble was, the teenybop Image
was working against them. Pat
Barlow, whose bulldozing tactic*
had made them more enemies than
friends, was eased out and after a
short unhappy spell Quo signed to

even then.

manager's Ignorance of the realities

according to DJs at UM time,

hit to come up with 'Black Veils of
Melancholy' which bombed.
But Pye found a hit before they
were forgotten, 'Iee In The Sun,'
written by Marty Wilde and Ronnie
Scott (the publisher) made Number
Eight in the autumn of leeg. A new
rave had arrived.

-

Polish
organist with generous parents, and
the Peckham teenage wonders
played their first gig at the Samuel
Jones Sports Club in Duulwich.
"We weren't great, but we did get
paid," says Lancaster. 'There were
tape recorder mikes wired up to this
I think the
.
wonderful Vox
highlight was 'Telstar' or 'Diamonds' ".
Next to join was John Coghlan,
then an Air Cadet and bashing
biscuit tins in his own three piece.
Roy Lynes replaced the Pole on
organ and Coghlan succumbed to the
enthusiastic sales talk of Lancaster
and Ronal. The young group felt
confident with their 'Full' sound
a

amblUon had become stronger. The
Spectres played a hard season at
Bulling, to gain experience.
And they'd found a manager, Pat
Barlow, a local fitter, took over and
set about trying to get them that
magical record contract For all
budding bands, Lancaster remembers, this was the elusive dream
and Immediate stardom If it
happened.
"It was all that rubbish that kept
us going. We'd go down to Croydon
when Pat told us It was an 'audition
for Philips' and find it was just a
cheap way for the promoter to get
bands to play. "
"But with everybody and anybody
getting signed tip we thought our
chance was Just around the corner
and kept on practising."
By then they'd moved on from a
repertoire of five, learned numbers,
had started to sing, and were
making a hit with the local girls

It

Rosen,

virtually re -wrote the words of the

w

.

:

Colin

-

work.
"When we first went In, all we got
was people walking out 'Hey, man
this is a cool club
, Stains Quo
playing here?
, You're Joking!'
All that heavy underground scene
But we got on eventually in places
like the Red Lion In L.eytonstone,
playing for expenses only. And our
own small audience started to build
.

Z

-

Johnston, now their manager
entered the scene.
Lancaster: "Colin was working in
a booking agency, and he seemed to
be doing more for the band than
anybody. We had a spell as bottom
of the bill with one spotlight, then we
started getting small clubs. Colin
was always saying "give 'em a
Chance" and, slowly, it started to

,

.

up.
On the recording front too, things
were moving, 'In My Chair' which
came out of the 'Ma Kelly' sessions

was a sleeper which eventually
became a minor word - of mouth

hit.

And,

Inspired by this

unexpected success, Pye put some
muscle behind the next single 'Down
The Dustplpe.'
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Lead guitarist Francis Resod Li

Johnny', It was careering,

-

more
enthusiastic and exciting
proof that within their framework
the combined talents of Quo were
constantly original and inventive,
The Inner fold of 'On The Level'
abo showed the horizons were
widening, Coln -Johnston had
masterminded a campaign to
introduce Quo to boogie - mongers
across the globe . . . and Quo could
now Count on an enthusiastic
response in Europe, Japan, the
Antipodes and virtually everywhere
else. Except America.
'Blue For You' came out and went
to the top as the masterstroke of
marketing. Yet the 'Land Of The
Free' remained resolutely unimpressed. 'Matchstick Men' 'had
made a tiny dent in the charts way
back and that was the end of 1t.
As response everywhere else was
assured there was a growing feeling
In the Quo camp that if America was
to be Conquered time was running

the best south London accent. He's

-

After last year's riotously
successful tour Francis Rossi
summed It up: "We know the only

sweat and cajole

and

get them

stomping
the dice were
starting to roll hot.
For what turned out to be the last
Pye album 'Dog Of Two Head' In
the new look Quo were on top.
John Schroeder was still producing
but the sound was Quo's osos. Tight,
1971,

driving roek'n'roll running from
guitar breaks to crashing crescendos The Rossi

/ Young combination

contributed the classic 'Railroad'
and 'Mean Girl' and the Immortal

'Gerundula' made Its first
appearance.

of 1971. The team
dream was over. Status Quo were
storm.
their
ready to start
So, to the end

STAGE

THREE

faith In what they were doing.
Before .the move, however, the
Status Quo audience were starting to
make themselves felt. True, they'd
never walk out to a Hampden Park

roar and they could drink

unmolested In the bar before
playing.
But they'd never give up trying to
win the audience over. If everyone
wasn't up and stomping by the end
they'd feel it was a bad gig.
Says Lancaster: "The knocks we
were taking when 'Piledriver' came
out were heavy. We felt, and still do,
that It you're going to play rock 'n'
roll you've got to be able to move to It
otherwise it's boring. "
Rick Partitt agrees. 'We went out
as a people's band. If It gets to you,
gets your feet moving it's successful
It's what rock 'n' roll is all/
.

about."
Certainly the hudlences were
pleased. The cover of 'Piledriver'
had cemented the 'image of 'heads

down, legs out'

full

-

tilt

rockaboogle. Although, as Quo are
quick to point out, the audience had
picked up the image long before -it
was pushed at them.
"There was no star trip and
nothing deliberate about it," says
Alan Lancaster. "We didn't push
oursleves as a working class band
and we stayed In jeans and sneakers
on stage. The audience began to pick
up on that and created their own

image."

With the move, Quo had become
the three
their own producers
writers teamed up in various
had
come to
They
combinations.
realise that the strength of the band
lay in a common unity rising from,

-

ONCE IT started the momentum was
hard to stop. Quo shot out of the
Southern League into the Second

Division almost immediately.

If 'Ma Kelly' was the first flood of
Independence and 'Dog Of Two
Head' a solidification of the new
sound, 'Piledriver' released In 1972
was the thumping big one. With the
first two they had an audience and
an increasing (but slowly Increasing) respect. 'Piledriver' had to be
taken notice of.
They left Pye to sign up with the
rapidly expanding Vertigo label and
found the people there had more

and inspired

by,

the

stage

performances.
Playing off against each other
they'd found 'guts' ,In their music
and keeping it fresh required all four
members working together. As a
unit Quo were rapidly becoming
unique, but they all had an essential
part to play in keeping It right.
The Rosal / Young single 'Paper
Plane' from 'Plldrlver' found them

DISQUOGRAPHY
Picture tune Mete h ale kable M e.as x".'
(Pye. I5*) 'Slave Parts' (Pye, Diet)
E arly 'W pop. The sort expected from
band with a hit .Ingle. Both no'
deleted. 'Ma Kelly's Orewy Spoon'

(Pye, 11170. NSPL 15344) 'Dog Of Two
Head' (Pye. IYIl, NSPL 153171) Oo the
former the Mat real display of bong
surprisingly
wridng !.lest, although
laid back. 'Dog Of Two Head' is the
start of the muacle. C..eetial for
'Kallrod' alone, 'Plledrlver' (Vertigo,

Ir

-

-

lnr.

tIS00t12) 'Hello' (Vertigo, 1071,6360
fen) 'Piledriver' e.rbd.hed the driving

boogie, while 'Hello' bowed a
remarkable breadth of tousle from the
Quo camp. To me this I. still the
definitive studio alum. 'Quo' (Vertigo
11i01 001, Ie74) 'Oil The lever (Vertigo
5pg tot, Is71) '[due For You' (Vertigo'
elm um, tell) SUS trying to gel the
year, Although
mixture right once

they're a0 eoéshtently Statue Quo -.tyie
'Blue For You' le perhaps the most
mudeally sueee..ful. 'Quo Live'
(Vertigo 1011 150, 1977) Needs ,no
lotroduedon. The cream of the live set
d brilliant with it. And of course the
Pye re-releases '71íe Mat Of Statue
Quo' (Pye NSW. 15401. 1573) 'The Golden
Hour Of Slams Quo' (Pye GH 654, 1573)
'Down The Du.tpipe' (Pye OH 004, 1070)
'The Rest Of Slaty. Quo' (Pye PKL 0014,
1571) Rsoed In order of merit. The 'Best
Of , .' is the best of the Pye recording.,
a

quick, cheap and

1

aI

eonwUadon. 'Golden Hour' has corm of

ate early aingle.l a weak and
afectlonate early portrait The last two
for the Quo fa. who
are j0et a !Moral
has got every Wee.
For full album listings .re: 'Swtua Quo:
Word. / Mu.ie' 1670 / [r, (PubU.hed by
lard. Music. Leo Purley W ay, Ceoydon t.

-

back In the singles' charts, and in
between hard gigging, they came out

with 'Hello'.
it didn't win all the critics over
completely, but remains,one of Quo's
most ple'asing studio albums to date,
containing the hit 'Caroline' (again
written by Rossi and Young) as well

as two that have become line
standards
'Roll Over Lay Down'
and 'Forty Five Hundred Times'.
By the time 'Hello' had reached
the charts, respect for the band was
increasing. "At one time," says
Lancaster, "even the roadies were
,
,
getting treated badly
other
roadies and other musicians were
always cool, looking down on us."
But not for long. Quo thrived on
work, took fuel from the audiences
and forgot the critics. Blue denim
boogie began to take hold leaving the
and at one point the
undecided
to say 'you either like It or
band
you don't'.
With 'Quo' in 1974 Rick Parfitt and
Alan Alcaster teamed up for most of
the tracks (although the group
composition 'Break The Rules' was
the hit single from the album),
Lancaster: "Although we've' never
been really pleased with any of our
albums, 'Quo' Is one that we felt
didn't click. Rick and myself were
leaning away from Francis and Bob
who were more Into a country thing
and It wasn't enough of a mixture. It
the gaiety of 'Hello'
was too moody
had gone.
"So it was simple really . . . we
came out with 'On The Level'. That
was to be the perfect mixture, to be
played as we felt it should be and
even that came up too planned."
Still 'On The Level' had 'Little
Lady', 'Down Down' (a single) and
the first vinyl work-out of 'Bye Bye

-

- -

-

way we could break the States Is to
start again, by touring and working
the audiences up from scratch.
"We haven't got the time or the
money to do It All the gains from
touring everywhere else go Into one
we've done
lousy tour In the States
that before.- and nothing comes out
at theend.
"If we waft and something does
break,sayallee album, we'll be able
to go with sometning to work from. "
Alan Lancaster agrees with this
business -like philosophy.
"We've done endugh for the States
it's a disappointment but we'll
just have to wait and see. "
Last year was the best 'ever,
America notwithstanding. Two'
singles from 'Blue For You', the
recording of the long - awaited live
album and a satisfying feeling that
eden the doubters and the cynics
were at last on their side.
The last single, 'Wild Side Of Life',
showed Quo in an adventurous new
light. The live double was a
runaway best seller. The fifteenth
year had arrived.

-

-

a

happily married equire with a great
line in cynical humour, deiverd In

out.

Tits not only put them back In the
charts in 1970 after a two year gap
but It was even played by John Peel!
Quo thus entered the decade with a
new confidence. Yet to many they
were still fret a sixties bubblegum
outfit grimly hanging on.
The pubs and clubs began to break
down the barriers For every gig
where they were booed there were
plenty more where the audience
reaction was tremendous. When Quo
went to work they meant it. They'd

11

-

Into money, American freeway rock,
playing Jokes and Range Rovers.
He's also got a home studio,
So has bassist Alan Lancaster, une
member of Quo who has thought
occasionally of musical experiments
outside the group. He's the most
publicity thoughtful when talking
about muusle, and perhaps the most
prolific composer. Recently he's
written an Instrumental (or the
Shadows,

Rick Perrin Is another chirpy
squire, the ace 'car man', writer and
rhythm guitarist. To begin with he
was Into heavier music, and he's still
the prime advocate of 'rock 'n' reel
for the people'. He regards the Quo
audience as the best anywhere.
John Coghian, drummer, lives on
the Isle of Man and divides his time
between Quo and off - road racing'In
his converted Range Rover, Further
relaxation comes from his 'just -for fun' band, Diesel, and he hopes to
play a few more gigs this summer.
Bob Young can't be forgotten.
He's the band's right hand man
composer, and harmonica player. A
pillar of strength, he's been an
essential and energetic influence
since he joined the band as a roadie
in 1988. Although he's got an album
coming out with Mick Moody the
single 'Chicago ,Blue' Is already in
the shops; his principal commitment
Is still to Quo.
And of course, there's manager
Colin Johnston who did so much to
'help the band in the most; difficult
years, as well as now, the road
crews, the publishers and the
friends.
Certainly the group and the whole
Quo camp are one of the happiest
and most tightly - knit units in the
business.

AND ON

AGAIN...
THE
BLOKES
WHICH

WAY now? There's no
chance of Status Quo succumbing to

resting'. The next.
Inevitable step is the new studio
album, which is under way at the
moment.
Batteries recharged by a lengthy
tour, Quo will getto work once again
as a creative unit
Quo haven't got arty Imitators or
peers. They're both traditional and
unique and they've stuck steadfastly
to their guns throughout.
"We've always known what we've
wanted . . . and there's never been
any need to be a star on your own
with us," Is the way they would all
put it.
Status Quo, on top already, are

'laurel

FRAN,,Nuff, Spud and Ric. They

don't need mush Introduction.
And unlike a lot of successful rock
groups they keep a pretty lbw
profile.
You see them with beads of sweat,

trailing hair and flaiUng'gultars on
Yet away tron spotlights
almost
they're ordinary blokes
embarrassed to be so successful.
The frantic four aren't stars they're
stage.

-

Status Quo.
And the in jokes and band lingo

help keep them
Outsiders out.

together,

and

stU),going up.
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Sick saga
of Jim's
`lover'
CONSIDERING he died
13 years ago it may
sound rather strange, or
even a little sick, to hear
that Jim Reeves was
cited as the other man in
a divorce hearing.
But last week a
Southampton couple got
divorced as the dead
singer was named as the
only man In the life of
Mrs Maureen Marsh.
Her husband, Jim,
was granted a divorce
on the grounds of mental
cruelty. He told reportera how they had only

made love watched by a
poster of the star. Mrs
Marsh also claimed to
have made contact with

Reeves through

a

spttttuailat and refused
to sleep with him.
Even their nine year
- old son Is named Jim,

and Maureen boasts not

only a giant collection of.
Reeves' records but had
built a shrine to him at
their council home.

Potty idea!

k

i

at

Andrew Czczowsks (centre/ looking fur

a new

lellUe.

`s1
Roxy waves goodbye to new wave
Right outside London's Rosy

`3

LONDON'S premier punk rock centre The
Rosy, looks set to be all washed up by the
new wave.

For the last four months the tiny Moderk chub In
resent Garden has opened Its doors to most of the
bands nn the current scene and was a popular meeting
place for public, press and record company people
n tl ke.

nou Um actual running of the club has changed
hands
and judging from the reaction it seems to be
running Into a tea problems attendance -wise.
Andrew Czasoaeki and two partners hired the club al
the beginning of the year to put on their favourite
music. "Up until then it had been a rundown disco."
he says.
'The landlords were Interested in renting it off - but
we made an error In thinking we could pay as much
rent as he Initially asked. We soon found out It just
RI11

In this technological age
it only had to be a
matter of time before
someone tame up with
something as odd as a
musical potty. but, that
1s what Maurice Shaw

-

Don't step on my
n 1956
osee lass,

,rueeb

i1

big

an'rq

on television

IVeekre Sllrnr,
presented hr./nnrl Siren-Porter. chose
7 rdda Hors us 11r t,blerl of me up-

shortly available In the
stores, but the only tune
toddlers can currently
do their thing to is 'How
Muth is That Doggy In
Your Window?'

'

AN,

g prognsrnnn,
combing the
u seer/ tomb 1107 nlnnngrd

start, ,etas

Wilkie nisi e0o11gi1 C/arucl,'n ill
brothel creepers. drupe Jackets and
en
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d» to remake 'Hock Ammsd The.
to sur noshing ql she listener
tights. llnop skva and Hobby Sar.
The Teal filled der studio and
dunned ors die 1a ne,,s,C /roe Hneaf,, ,
q

Perhaps RECORD

Clock'

MIRROR readers can
think of a more suitable
song for this muster!? If
so, drop us a line to 'Loo
Record

01 el

and London

London

is

lip nrkubd/r bald

Mirror.

Entry Cavan And

Rhythm !lockers and she
infamous Weld War Shove nick'n'roll
The

I

Benweli Road, London
KT 7AX' and the best
entry will receive a
suitable album.

was beech in nmmn

meek

hr stile is

years inventing.
This marvellous Brit-

Song,

-

HOCK LEGEND Iron, the filth, G,rl
Prrkms
else I,nnr and the lint so
sell u million ,r ds Whet. Suede. Shoes'

has spent his last Eve

Spotlight Mouse,

Lord

and

wasn't possible and things started to get u bit tricky
between us and the landlords. The rent was
astronomical.
"The Nub was always full and they could see It ass
successful. But there weren't enough bands around to
put on live music every night and it became more and
mare difficult to make ends meet.
"M he club became more famous, the landlords
thought they could take It over and attract people.
They disliked punk and, as from a few weeks back,
started putting on other sorts of bands. We knew that
was wrong for The Rosy.
"Now we have nothing more to do with the club. It's
completely different now . On one night last week there
were about 30 people there. "
Andrew is now looking for another venue In London
and is in the process of promoting some concerts. .An
album of groups recorded live at the club is soon to be
released nn EMI.
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find bizarre

to

fabulous Supercharge

Brothers duo Alb Les.
Our Alble has gone off
to Ireland in search of the
truth about his great

grandfather, Dan !tonne!
It ly, since he discovered
he
was apparently a cham-

CARL PERKINS.
luminous ems

'Hnppete
The 8110.3..Urn'u's.
fried' and else nom. Thus au nvs gnusg'

on

_-

1E

'

As soon

, ?

as someone

walks in and puta their

guitar down you know

what they're going to he
like. We've had some
funny ones and we've said
we're looking for someone
as technically as good as
the rest of the band.
Someone for Danny (the
other guitarist) to feed
off. We could survive as
we are, but the original
concept of the band was to
be really strong up - front
with two guitarists, "
Axe wizards looking for
a good gig can contact the
band on 01
995
1087,
_

Who knows, YOU may be
just what they're looking
for?

he

his ethnic roots.

goings on In his family
tree, is rock luminary
Alble Dohnelly of the

leer

!SEEN

DA

t'-

r

"But a guitarist ..

THE PICKLES ALBIE
realise what he'd started
when
went in search of GETS INTO

1

7 hall else attune sinned. Altar rot
unen ins' with Ms SlreepP
of ltheed
Ia,
vnd-roll '-Imr vl provided

TONY LESTER
Tony tester, 'a former
member of Russ Ballard's band.
"He Just Came In,
plugged In and warted
playing and we knew it
was right,' says Jim.

LITTLE DID Alex Haley

3

In p/ue same
in kepis torte!

to head

problems. We obviously
put ourselves In a spot:
James and Cliff were the
only names in the band.
Hopefully, people will see
why we've done it when
they see the new band. "
They had no problem
finding a bass player in

latest

piece suit
Curl Perkins -a unrn

it led

success, but

R
I

Manfred

Mann's Earth Band, they
now End themselves in
the tricky spot of being
one man down before
commencing more work.
"Let ire make 1t clear
we're not floundering,
just frustrated because,
we know what we're
looking for but just can't
find Mtn!" Jim explains.
The problem arose with
the departure of guitarist
James Litherland and
bassist Cliff Williams.
"It was a hard declaim
to make to split the band,
but the time seemed right
now, rather than watt
until we'd done another
album. Those two had
played with other bands
and we were grasping for

-

+

FIRST MOVEMENT?

ish contraption

guitarists in their search
and
for a new member
still can't end the one
they're looking for.
"The trouble Is, I don't
think Eric Clapton can
spare the time at the
moment,' their vocalist
Jim Diamond laughs,
Raving node on Impressian with a debut
album and sterling
support work on tour with
acts like Pelee Ashton

pion heavyweight boxer.
Legend has it that this
old gent was such a
famous figure that when
he died his arm was
preserved in a glass ease

on a pub
RIIcuien,

wall

in

Alb has gone to find out
his L true and wants to
have his photo taken next
to this monstrosity. Ile is
also thinking of writing a
rock musical around the
story and could start by
re -writing the new Supercharge single as limb
Love' instead of 'Limbo
Love'.
U

The fact

that

Irish

Guinness In better than its
British equivalent has
apparently nothing to do
with hie visit.

Rocky gets a fistful

NEW SCREEN idol Sylvester Mahone,
star of Rocky,
returns to work in front of the cameras in
America this
week.
Rua lates8t movie Is 'F. LS. T.', which
bn't a sequel to the
world of
but stands for Federation
Interstateboxingn Truckers a o lellls
the story of the gro h
the
American Labour Movement,

d

/
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JAMES&BOBBY PU ° [FY

11

Getting stronger all the V. e.

.

,o

Pufgb%°áós.
40104(

James and Bobby Purify% new album features their smash hits "I'm Your Puppet"
and
"Morning Glory," their new single "Get Closer" and nine more
tracks of pure pleasure.
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Sheila Prophet goes on the road with
Peter Gabriel to talk to and watch . . .

AN A

A.

LOOK, I'M sorry

about this, Peter,
but there's just no
way round it. It's
something I've got
to do. I have to
mention them.

You see, Peter's tired
of talking about them.
He hasn't played with
them since 1975, but
people still keep asking

about them. He even
started our interview by

saying, with a sigh,
"And now you're going
to ask about Genesis-

"

There, I've said It
Genesis.
Actually, I only bring
up the subject because it
seems that Genesis are

proving to

be an
exception to the rule.
For once, It seems that a
split within a group has
actually turned out to be
productive rather than
destructive_
WhenPeter Gabriel
first quit the band, there
were a lot of sceptical
mutterings about their
future But that was a
year and a half ago, and
now this is the future,
and things have worked
out fine. On one hand,
we have the original
group, sounding not -too
different from the way

they've always
very

sounded, and doing
nicely, thank you.
And on the other hand
ladies and gentlemen,
we present . . . The
Peter Gabriel Show!
Tonight, the Show is at
the Apollo in Manchester. Peter Is standing In
the foyer of the hotel,
wrapped in an overcoat,
waiting to go for a
soundcheck. He's smallish, dark, attractive.
Roy Harper's also

playing in Manchester

tonight He passes us on
his way [otitis room.

Plush
Someone wishes him

luck with his show.

"Thanks," he says in
the sort of tone which
indicates he'll need it.

"I'll

probably die

onstage,"

1

he adds
gloomily, as he disappears Into the lift.
We go outside and
climb into the waiting
car. Icebreaking time.
Have you played here
before, Peter?
"I'm told that I have."
he says. "but I certainly
don't remember It "

IT TURNS out that
he
Peter's right
hasn't been here before.
Up till a few months

-

ago, the Apollo was the

plain old Ardwick ABC,
a standard two and a

half thousand seater
cinema in a fairly rundown part of town. Now
ft's a fully fledged rock

venue, complete with
the plushest dressing
room you ever saw in
your life.
Double doors, with the
name 'Peter Gabriel'
stuck on with Sellotape
open onto a wood panelled corridor. To

the left, la the actual

star dressing room, with
Its own shower, loo, etc,
and facing you Is the
lounge. It has thick pile
carpets, Habitat settee,
a bar stocked with wine
and orange juice, a
colour telly and a table
groaning with fruit and
salad.
The band

are to a
separate room downstairs.
Onstage, the sound check Is getting underway. There are people
everywhere, setting up
equipment.

Crashes
The group move in
and get to work tuning
up. There are the usual

crashes, bangs and
snatches of melody
lines.

Peter wanders on-

stage, In jeans and Tshirt, and they run
through 'Solsbury Hlll'.
He practises his newest
trick
using a radio
mike, and wandering
amonst the audience,
still singing.
Back to the dressing
room, and the first bottle
of wine is opened.

-

There's speculation

L

ORK

on each song, and he
introduced me to the
musicians he thought
could play It. And It

they're more paranoid
about the situation than
I am, even though
they're doing better

"It took us about a
month and a half to do
the album When we'd
finished it, they sug

stage,

worked!

gested taking it an the
road. I felt very
honoured, because most
of them are session men
who never venture out of
the studios."
This statement is
echoed later by the
percussionists in the
band, Allan Schwarz -

berg and Jim Maelen.

"We don't usually go on
the road," says Allan.
"but we made an
exception In Peter's

And it's been
.
. he's an angel
to work with "
I don't think any pun
was intended.
Having a band made
up of sesslonmen would
suggest that it's only a
case.

great.

temporary arrange-

ment. but Peter seems
fairly confident about
their future together.
"I think the coreof the
band will stick around."
he says.
"It's great
having such a good
band behind me. When

'This show is concentrated
around the songs. For me,
it's fun, more free'
amonget Peter, promoter Tony Smith and Bob
Frlpp about what Keith
Moon would do to this
room If he got the
chance.
Bob Frtpp la chewing
Brazil nuts. "I do like
Brazil nuts," he says in
his strong west country
accent. "They have a
nice feel."
Bob is unrecognisable
from his King Crimson
days. The hair and the
round specs have gone.
Onstage, he stays in the
shadows, out of sight
Why are you staying
out of the limelight Bob?

"There are several

reasons," he answers.
There's a pause.
"He doesn't want to be
associated with this."
laughs Peter.
Bob laughs too, then
saya, "No. that's not the
reason.
.
This Is getting us
nowhere. Let's get down
.

to business,

THE OTHERS leave the

room, and Peter settles,
a little uneasily, on the
settee.
We start with the
band: '1 knew Robert,"
says Peter, "and I'd
heard some of Larry's

stuff

electronic

mostly
Kirin, my
keyboard

work. Bob
producer, has about 30
people who work regularly with him. so when
we started to plan the

album,

we

decided

which styles we wanted

r.

first went on the
road, I was terrified, but
they really gave me
confidence."
In this show, as well
we

as on the solo album,
Peter has turned to

simplicity rather than
the big production
theatrics of Genesis.
"This show is concentrated around the
songs," he says. "For
me, It's more fun, more

Varied
album, Peter deliberately decided to make It
a varied selection of
songs, rather than a
story album "I wattled
to make It sound varied,
and I wanted to make It

sound different from
Genesis. You see,

since

reappeared, sounding
much the same as
before,

and

I'd

been

written off simply as a
performer rather than a
musical figure.
"I think I'll approach
the next album the same
way, and maybe, on the
one after that, I'll try to

establish

a

I

am."

Downstairs

on the
the Lew Lewis

Band have started
blasting out (belt -set.

HE GOES off to change,
and re -appears in a soft
grey track suit. Allan
and Jim arrive and

open

a

bottle of

champagne.
Time to find a seat.
The hall Is buzzing
with kids, most of whom
seem to be clutching
copies of the album.
Suddenly the stage
goes dark. A single
white spotlight picks out
a figure at the piano. He
goes Into 'Here Comes
The Flood'.

Tracksuit
Next, he's on his feet

for 'Moribund The
Burgermelster', standing under the spotlight
with the hood of his
tracksuit pulled over his
head, doing a slowmotion march, even
wandering amonst the
audience, walking up
the aisles with fans
clinging Whim.
Back onstage ton roar
from the audience, and
he Introduces a 'Little
Song For Little People'

with

a

harmoniser

adding a squeaky voice
an octave above his
own.

Guitarist Steve Hunter moves to acoustic for
the gentle 'Solsbury
Hill', an obvious favourite with the Manchurian
fans,
The band are strong

-justveryrightstrong.
They're
for Peter -

_

A

114!T

excellent musically, but

visually unobtrusive.

sa.tue.

apart from Jim Maelen

who spends the evening

energetically
between a variety of
percussive instruments.
Peter creeps, leaps
and dances his way
through the show
one
minute, a little boy
playing out his fantasies, the next an evil
character from one of
leaping

-

it came to
recording the new
When

Genesis had

than

definite

Peter Gabriel sóund. "
Peter's seen the old
group a couple of times
since he left. "The first
time it was weird," he
says. "because I wasn't
all that confident about
my ability. But the
strange thing Is that

his stories.
He finishes

with an

eerie death mime,

falling slowly to the Boor
beneath a spotlight
The audience demand
more. He returns In
black leather jacket and
jeans: Rael from 'Lamb
Iles Down On Broadway', minus the makeup which wasn't really
necessary anyway.
The fans are crushed

around the stage,

transfixed.
'It's an energetic
encore. Peter finishes
with a typical gesture
a flying, exultant leap,
hitting a spotlight as he
jumps.

-

tj

He leaves the stage in

darkness, with the
single light swinging

Crazily to and fro above
our heads.

PETER GABRIEL: playing out his fantasies
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Charles de Gaulle

airport. Mercedes. Hotel, Mercedes
Outside the Palate de Glatt
the pickpockets

discuss

fashion trends and the distinct
lack of Mack orifices ro excite
they educated fingers. The
dustman ere on smite, soon to
be pained by public transport
workers and the powermen,
Gushed lice and orange
peel pavements cracking up
under the rubbish strain. The
occasional gendarme holsters
past this ageing Parisian
cinema. Police and thieves on
the street. .
The punters are more pink
than punk. Leather bombers
and jeans and. wait for it,
berets/ in aerial formation on
the balcony inside.
iP
On stage Subway Sect. A
blazing inertia only hands
showing any sign of life.
Singer Vic Godand reading the
lyrics from scraps of paper
mocking style. Is h a carefully
constructed discord or is it a
dis-con-cord? Tone alone will
tell.
When they leave the stage
after a 30 minute set there are
one or two Frenchman in a
state of Mon Dieul
The cinema is narrow seats
800 there's around 500 it's got
surprisingly good sound the
stage backdrop is the picture
of the Notting Hill riots last
year on reverse of The Clash
album the stage is roomy and
rheumy the audience is how
you say vociferous the
dominant colour is grey tinged
with black the cost is 25 francs
that's about /3.20 and The
Clash walk on.
Key word 'I' section. It's a
long time since I felt any sense
of excitement in the wings, of
the skip a beat preshow
trauma python that wraps
. itself around
the 13-year -old
Roller fan five minutes before
they appear in the shape of a
tartan scarf.
'
Nothing flash. Just a casual
stroll on and into 'Londres Est
Er, Flames' whereby
Paul
Simenon breaks a string on his
The
light
show is limited
bass.
but extremely effective.
Strummer's 3000cc voice is
encased in soft green red
white bodyshells. He slams on
the brakes at the penultimate
second of the song and
introduces the band. "We are

-

/

/

-

4-/=

_
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?USA' with
NEVI I've just remem-

Fous Tellement de

bered. They've got a new
drummer haven't they? 01

whatissname Nicky
Nick y Headon.
That's a tribute It's taken
four songs to realise there's a
different drummer in their
midst. He's b/ending well.
Like he's been with them for
.

.

years. But he looks so ill.
"Heine E/ Guerre' next with
Mick at the mike. The

-

Alter

'Trlcheui

we

are

live.
o-,

i

Strummer summer alright.
'I977' k next up. Mick

kit

a

Jones sandwiches every slice
of meat 'right on' axemen
have dished up through the
years from a Mamott crisscross walk to a Townshend
leap but covers It in his own
unique dressing. He's the
complete antithesis to Strummers' on the spot throbbing,
burning up every Inch of the
stage slippin and a slidin' on
his own sweat.
At times he end Paul look
like a pail of grossly distorted
Chinese bookends.

Toots' 'Chute Depres1

sunsee' is the strange choice
thind one, which Is won by
Paul's thunderous bass line,
And then ,there's 'Je M'en

©

f

treated to 'Flits Et Voleurs',
Only the second time the
Junior Murvin song from the
album has been performed

His shoulders flap Cagney
style as he talks and his voice
has a well John
Wayne
intonation, We're in for a

riots

a

While Paul fixes the string
Strummer carries on. "So you
am les punks de Paris. You
look like a bunch of hippies to

"

-

the May '68
The Clash return to .the scene
and whip up a storm. Barry Cain reports ..

HIPPIES

Les Clash.

. of' , ,.

ú

,

Frenchman in the next seat
nudged me in the ribs. "Zay
are good musicians
but zay
are not playing music. " Shut
up and stop breathing garlic all
over me.

7' ,

i

f

It's

a

slightly

different

-

version than the record
it
has to be. And it works like a
dream. "This is a song for the

intelligentsia, les

in.

tel/ectuals. "says Joe.
Holes are dug in the music

,C'
`

of The Clash

Big, nail scratched holes. And when
they're deep enough the
words are poured into them by
of cement mixer Strummer.
In the years that follow they
will dry Into bone hard relics of
a frustrated generation.
'48 Heures' and then "One
for the girls, if there are any
here"
'Dis Moi Non'. A
new song 'Radio Capital'
which is included on a special
EP by the band follows. It's all
about that famous London
radio station
who have
already banned it.

-

-

SCREAMING
'Controle De Loin' and
'Opportunite De Carriere' are
fired in quick succession and
then a big cheer for the
anthem 'Emeute Des Blanes'
with Strummer screaming
"May '68" before rearing into
the hit single.
Favourite for the next single
'Janie Jones'. Probably the

most instantly commercial
song from the album and
given the all ,important poll

wa

3

"-met

len

arty.,,, l4rr,

Al

CuoleenaCam

1Yelren

position, Is the finale.
Two encores
'Groupe De
Garage' and a re=blast of
'Emeute Des Blanes' Inhabit
the first, '1977' and 'Londres
Est En Flames' the second.
The band treated:his gig
and indeed all others in this
short European tour
as a
warm-up to the all important
nationwide stint which kicked
off in Guildford last Sunday.
If this was a warm-up I want
an eifel of their hot nights 'cos
they'll ,be unbelievable. The
overwhelming success the
gods have In store for The
Clash will be totally justified.
In the recording studio and live
there are very few bands
around that are anywhere near
them.
But this was only the
beginning. Down in the dark
streets where the prostitutes
scream, Mick Jones and
Strummer met up with a
certain Captain Sensible and
Rat Scabies who have been
known to play musical
instruments,
And what's this? The four
actually played together on
the stage of a 'dingy disco
before a handful of people,
'Gloria', 'Louie, Louie' and
'White Riot' was the excellent
choke of material and the
whole thing went with a
swing- This band could go
places. Let's hear it. for The

-

-

-

Clashed,
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Fleeced

The Dr gets
an intern
David Brown talks to John Mayo, the
new medic in the Feelgoods

MONTH back

A

sounded. not Just

John Mayo was, in player but
sound.

his

as part of

I

i

was something

I

Wiley 7, 1477
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a pretentious.
It doesn't
their allow you enough musical

as

He's very much a
own words,
not someone Just
"bumming around" geezer,
playing rock 'n' roll
Harlow New Town because he loves it.
in Essex playing "Tm a more versatile
I mean I played
guitar with some player.
In folk clubs
rock and rolling mandolin
about a year ago. That

males.

Marv.

Now he's been pushed laugh. I love Jigs
It's a
.forward into the spotlight melodic thing.
"But I fully dig I have
as replacement for Wilke
Johnson In Dr Feelgood. quite a gap to fill
but
the nation's number one I'm also totally confident

-

of my own abWUUes. I'm
goodtlme rock band.
Yeah, there I was Just as much a rock and
stuck In Harlow of all roller as Wilco. I'm a
great one for licks and
bleeding places,
Jamming with me mates. riffs. I can't wait till we
have time to get some
We tvere
local scene together, 1 songs together. "
'lb date they've only
mean all those people
It's Just one big housing played a few gigs
estate
and there's together since Wtlko split,
but they passed the Initial
nothing to do.
performing at
was a pretty lest
and
spontaneous thing, we Canvey Island
take
that
to be a good
didn't rehearse or anything. There were a omen for the future.
couple of venues where
we'd lust turn up and
play. Though usually
"It was a local disco
we'd get blown out
because of decibel prob where we had our first
gig," John explains "I
lema- "
All that was altered by was a bit nervous because
one phone call .
"I It's a place where
had Utis call which said everyone knows everyone
was
a
good gig else, and I hadn't been
there
going good money and all getting a very good sound
that. So I spoke to Chris together in rehearsals. I
Fenwtck and then Lee wasn't using my own
(Brilleaux, the voice), equipment.
"But the punters were
and they asked me to
come to Canvey the next well pleased. Some
people even came up to
day.
"So, the Figure's motor me afterwards and said
arrives the next day, and they preferred my sound,
I took me guitar and was as far as I was concerned
down there a couple of I played crap that night.
"That was a turning
days rehearsing. We got
on alright, and they asked point for me and gave us a
of confidence. The
If I minded Joining lot
next gig we do will be spot
John's smile conveyed
The spilt couldn't have
his thoughts on that
come at a much worse
matter.
band, since
"I'd been dossing at time for theweek
sees the
Mends' places In Harlow this coming
sanee I jacked In my own release of their new
place. The corporation album 'Sneakin' Susplwere sending bills. I lived clon'recorded with Wilco.
on nothing for two months which contains several
from
before they said they'd well known numbers
their stage act while he
evict me.
was with them such as
'lights Out' and 'Ain't

ft

-

--

did as a rock. They Interpret
everything they want to
say in songs that don't
last more than three and a
half minutes. I love It."

-

w

freedom. I love classical
music
Bach, baroque
music
but I don't want
to hear some bloke play
Bach on a fuzz guitar. I'd
rather hear a chamber
group doing It.
"The Feelgoods play

oL

e

s

a

DR FEEL GOOD: /left to right) Lee Brilleaus. John Mayo. the Big Figure artd S

-

-

-
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"It

Take some crackle out of

e

your pop:

-

Nervous

Regular

"So

- gathered

1

-

mended by George
Hatcher, who was on the

Feelgoods"'Stupidity'

tour. He met John when
first arrived In this
country and was looking
for a band.

conventional moving magnets with a tiny
pounds,
featherkght armature.
With a cartridge in good condition you
The result is more accurate reproduction
can enjoy every penny's worth, but
and less distortion.
frequently the cartridge is forgotten about. It also means that high frequency
As a result sounds and crackles are
resonance can be damped electroproduced which shouldn't be, and the
magnetically.
The ADC OLM30 Mk2 cartridge is
quality of reproduction deteriorates.
While replacing a cartridge is easy,
designed for low to medium priced semichoosing a new one to replace it can
automatic and manual players. and high
cause some confusion.
quality record changers.
There are hundreds to choose from and
.At E1631 line VAT) it's a small price to pay
for what you'll hear in return. .
they all appear to be offering something
special or different
' ADC OLM30 Mk2 SPECIFICATIONS
But at this point it's worth remembering
one particular factor.
Output at 5.5cros/sec SmV
Namely, that the most accurate reproTracking force range I to 2 grams
duction comes from lowering the effective Frequency response 15Hz to 20kHz x 3dB
Channel separation (nominal) 24dB o
mass of the movinb parts of the cartridge.
Stylus tip Spherical .0005- radius
This allows the stylus to easily accelerate
and decelerate in order to follow the
record
complex modulations of the
Distributed by BSR Limited.
groove.
Povike Lane. Cradley Heath. Warley,
Or, to put it another way, the smaller and
West Midlands86450e6
lighter the cartridge, the better the
'

J

reproduction.
And ADC cartridges are about 55 the size
and weight of other magnetic cartridges.
This is largely due to our exclusive Induced
Magnet system which replaces the heavy

A D

The ADC Induced

Magnet system
The stylus assembly (A) moves

within the confines
of the pole pieces (B)
and induces
magnetic flux.
Because there is no mechanical linkage
the mass of the stylus is reduced,
increasing vertical and horizontal
compliance.

"Well, we've proved we

the rehearsal studios.
We've mlked up for
rehearsals, and recorded
our stuff and while the
framework Is much the
same there Is a very
different sound."
There will be a big
difference visually.
"I like to groove It upon
stage," smiles John. "I
strut about a bit, but I
haven't got a set routine.
If you're feeling duff one
day you can play low key
and so on. It comes out as
I want It.
After playing with other
bands In which he has to
compromise by playing
their sort of music to earn

{

!QLM3QA.'k2'

can get a good sound In

"He asked me If 1
wanted to be in his band.
and I'd have loved to. But
I wan In a band called
House at the time and
whiten wasn't exactly my
sort of mottle, it was a
regular gig. George was
more my scene
funky,
dirty rock.
"After House I played money. John already
In 717 Mark A, not the seems very much at home
original with Archie In the Feelgood's world of
Leggett and so on. but the rock and roll.
original keyboard play"Ii was no problem for
er's band.
me because basically I'm
How did he feel about a rock and roll player.
replacing the Feelgood's I've been involved in
amazing guitar hero?
super black funk, but It
"I fully appreciate his doesn't turn mean.
ound had a lot to do with
"And this symphonic
the way Feelgood pomp stuff I find very

-

To produce an LP costs thousands of

me Trees)'.

albums
about 350 of
them, all at friends flats
my clothes and my
guitars and went to
Canvey to rehearse.
John had been recent -

he

Nothing Shaking (But
The Leaves On The
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LINDA LEWISfaultless

Waxing of the Week
LINDA LEWIS: 'Moon
And I' (Arista 100).
Perfect single, faultless in
every way. Quivering
vocals and orchestral
backing that could reduce
a

bronze statue to tears.

Near Misses
WISHBONE ASH: 'Blow.

le' Free' (MCA 291).
Breaths of nostalgia from
always

a band who were

one step away from being

superstars. Tracks are
'Blow-in' Free', 'Jailball'
and the Ash theme song
'Phoenix'. Criss - cross
guitar work played faster
than a speeding bullet

Where are you Ted
Turner? The world awaits
your return.

KANSAS: 'Carry On My
Wayward Son' (Epic
SEPC 49.n). Ear rev.
etting opening chorus and
beefy guitar work Then
lots of interesting moods,
Including light plano. A
hit this Ume around.

+++

AL STEWART: 'On The
Border' (RCA PB 5018).
Lyrics flowing like a
stream, backed by fast
strings and flamenco
guitar breaks. A definite
winner. + + + +

The Rest
ALAN RANDALL WITH
ALEX WELSH AND 1119

DIXIELAND BAND:
'Chinese Take Away
Blues' (EMI 21313).
Should appeal tomenusily

l

BLONDIE: 51111

'

Stock PVT 101). Another
wet ballad from the man
with the silliest name in

\r

'Try Me Again' (Polydor
2058 Rte). Very Ronstad
tesque vocals with angelic choir and sultry lyrics,
Hope it's a biggle.

MAC AND KATIE KIS-

BARBARA DICItSON:
'Lover's Serenade' (1(50

Not up to her
usual standards-. Get up
off your laurels, + + +

+ + + +

ShinsIit

disjointed to make any

stuck halfway down -the
tunnel. + +

STEVE MILLER BAND:
'Jet Airliner' (Mercury
6078 811). Sweet East

(Warner
FOUR SEASONS: Convenience'
1(19935). Alice has
'Rhapsody' (Curb KI Bros
8932). Too rich and become the latest Alba
overdone, but probably a soundallke. Strange

real impact. + +

Cdast sounds. He makes
1t
sound oh so easy.

+++.+

WEATHER REPORT:
'Blydiand'

(CBS 5205).
Classy soul jazz building
up into a torrent of horns,

hltnonetheless.

+ + +

BRASS CONSTRUCMind' (Expressions)'

TION: 'What's On Your
(UA 38248). The thinking
man's funksters at their
best.

++t++

GEORGE HATCHER
BAND: 'Black Moon
tilsthg' (VA UP 91C93),

tie

.,

Surprise, surprise, I like
IL Much more original
than previous efforts.
4 + +

11OT:

'Angel

Arno' (Big Tree

Blows cold.

In Your
K10927).

+ +

VAN MORRISON: 'The

Eterneil Kansas City'
(Warner Bros K18999).
Ageing singer drones on

issue of

and on and

++

but
censors. Gentlewhat
a

Lover

Lorin. You' (Private IARUARA DICKSON' nor up to standard

again Personally 1 could
never stand Ferry's volee

'Your Love' McCartney like vocals
(State Stat 48). Too and then the train gets
SOON:

Massie Reed track that
miraculously escaped the

BARRY BLUE: '

Allll

LIVERPOOL EX- and this record Is- no
PRESS: 'Dreamin' exception.
+ + + Hi there
(Warner Bros 1(18999).

MONSTER ORCHES-

LOU REED: 'Walk On
The Wild Side' (RCA

1

there

2090 240).

JOHN DAVIS AND THE

TRA: 'Up Jumped The
Devil' (Polydor 2058870).
Standard disco effort,
nothing startingly original. + + +

i

+++4

+++

GAYNOR:
CRAZY CAVAN AND GLORIA
Of All' (Polydor
THE RHYTHM ROCK- 'Most
804). Works better
ERS: 'My Little Sister's 2008
Gotta Motorbike (Churl thane sleeping pill. +
CS 1028). Always enjoy
'em live, but once again JACK HARRIS: 'Sail
they fall to deliver the Away' (Decca
F13704).
goods on vinyl. + +
My sentiments entirely.
AL BARRY: 'Capone'
(EMI 2611). Yet another BRYAN FERRY:"'Tokyo
version of the world's Joe' (Polydor 2.001 711).
wackiest piece of reggae. The hero of
Harrow
Buy it or the boys will Technical
College art
come round anti get ye.
department strikes

The
Flesh' (Private Stock
PVT 105). Sultry fifties
like number, sung by
valves smooth as chocotatedrops Improves with
each listening. + + +

baseline,

AMERICA: 'Slow Down'
(Warner Bros K11931).
'Horse With No Name'
lads get funky. Best track
from a watery album.

SPACE: 'Television most valuable exports
Screen' (Chiswick 510). prove what fine musiCrash, bang, thud, cians they are. It's about TONY WILSON: 'New
wallop. More forgettable time radio stations York City Life' (Bean
sville K15539). Isaac
stopped Ignoring them.
'punk. +
These talents are just too Hayes tip of( and not half
ELAINE SIMMONS: good to waste. + + + + HI as good. + +

BLONDIE: 'In

sldeter lyrics and

MARY IIOPKIN: sorry

(Epic SEPC 5185). Continually simmers and
Never did like this 'sort of bubbles. + + + +
sound and )'m not about
to change my opinion.
SUPERCHARGE: 'Lim+ +
bo Love' (Virgin Vg'178 ).
Once again Liverpool's.
FROM
RADIATORS

+ + +

Victor 2309). Re

.

w ood'

'sails CBS 2147). Good
time boozealong number.
Horn section makes all.

~difference.

í

RONNIE.SPECTOR saygoodt'c

retarded gorillas.

FRANNIE MILLER: 'Be
Good To Yourself' (Chry.

Na--

J

:e

DONNIE ELBERT: 'Will DOUG OLDEN: 'Highway
You Still Love Me Flyer' (DJM DJS 10775).
Tomorrow' (All Platinum Deadly dull, something
the music biz. + +
6148 321). Sounds as if about a bird on a
HERO: 'love Gone Bad' he's got a ferret down his telephone wire and a gun.
He rulns this old You can't really be
(Private Stock PVT trousers.
Sounds like a combination classic in five seconds. bothered to pay attention.
flat.
++
of the Electric Light
Orchestra and the theme TERRY WARD: 'There
from a fifties thriller. A Goes My heart' (MAM JOANNA CARLIN: 'VaDJS
crazy mixture, but one 183). And here comes lentino' (DJM
10774). The lady has a
you'll end up liking. another unfavourable re- superb
voice. Emotional
view. +
4 4 +
song and rivetting story
THE USERS: 'Sick Of FORMULA HOTROD: of a tragic life. ++++
ou' (Raw Raw IA). 'Heavy Chevy' (Feelgood
Sweet meet punk and the FLO 167). Good stomper JOE STAMPLEY. 'There
result Is not pleasant. with James Brown She Goes Again' (Fate
influences and sexy SEPC 5198). Plastic
+ +
NAUGHTY NORMAN chorus. + + +
country music. The real
AND THE TEASERS: PAUL MAURIAT: 'Love stuff's bad enough. +
'Rock 'N' Roll Radio' Is Still Blue' (Power
(Solid Gold SGR 109). Exchange PX 255). CHARLEY PRIDE: 'The
Weak rocker, naughty B Didn't 1 hear this in the Hunger' (RCA PB 9078).
side is a lot better. + +
supermarket last week? Over sentimental country
BIG DADDY AND THE
slush. Music for crying
Into your 10 gallon hat
SUGARCANES: 'Tomor++
row Night' (RCA PB ,JUSTIN HAYWARD:
5025). Light piece of 'Country Girl' (Deram
reggae with occasional DM 249). Spring cleans STARDUST: 'Got To See
funky bass. Disco hit your brain. Ideal song to Mississippi' (Satrll SAT
+ + +
go galloping through the 117). They'reSwedlsh but
they're not going to have
O
REP
LITES: fields by. + + +
the success of Abba.
'Voodoo Magic' (Top
Uninteresting disc. + +
Deck TI) 1001). Weak SUNFIGIITER: 'Cafe A
production stops this from Go Go' (EMI 2812). Liked
their other singles but this THE SANDPIPERS:
being a winner. + +
Life Is A Song Worth
is the weak link In a
ACE: 'Found Out The strong chain. ++
Singing' (Satil SAT 118).
Hard Way' (Anchor ANC
But this song wasn't +
1040). Steady riff build up MARMALADE: 'Hello
and then Eagles type Baby' (Target TOT 128).
ISLEY BROTHERS:
morning after the night Clumsy arrangement that 'The Pride' (Epic SEPC
before vocals. Should never takesoff. ++
5105). Superior soul.
have the same success as
Knee slapping, high
HUNTER: 'Rock On' kickin', bum bouncing
'How Long'. + + + +
(Penny Farthing PEN tittle groover. + + + +
BRICK: 'Music Malle' 995). Sounds a bit like
(Bang 008). Fatback 'Remember You're A RONNIE SPECTOR AND
band copy. Leave it to the Womble'. Could be a hit THE E STREET BAND:
experts. + +
on novelty value. + + +
'Say Goodbye To Holly-

-

,.

JOANNA CARLIN: superb vdfce

On

and on

ALICE COOPER: '(No
More) Love At Your

thing

Ls

(t works.

+ + + +

KEVIN AYERS: 'Star'

(EMI Harvest
5124). What

OAR
dragger

JACK JONES: 'With (Jul
More Look At You' (RCA
PB 0955). Old smokey
eyes labours through
another dirge. +
JOHN BULL AND

771E

BULLDOG BREED:
'Who Put The Great In
Great Britain' (Jaspy
AAP Al). Admire their
spirit but the single
sounds as If it was
recorded In somebody's
bedroom. + +

CHILD: 'W have A Nice
Girl Like You' (Pentane'
Pent I). Bay City Rollers
+
soundslikes

BLONDIE CHAPLIN: MARY 1IOPKIN: 'Wrap
'Can You Hear Me' Me In Your Arms' (Owe
(Asylum 1(13081). Loud Earth GD It.). Sorry but
and clear, unfortunately. it's not another 'noes
Were The Days

.'+

Record Mirror. Ma./ 7, 1977
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CREAMOFCATS

fail
LITTi 7 FEAT: The

CttTEyLNBr.ls,tw-' (üatl (LPS Mn1)

Ono :att song .hould be enough le ooeviare you that

talc b

1

-

'Jt7apt Away' (ATOO

OlSttt 1]g) AL STT
L;yE+1A: Elegae^,
Oyrn-.r 7A81M61.

tr

o

,l

Another duff bunch ods'lft
merchants? Or a class!:

in
very dtiterent worlds,.
iiunt:z la a guitarist's

hearing the opening

Peter

Ga:wksi'a album and

fou.'. LMt to hW own
devices, he shown little
fiat Ilse either compoebre
tar edeating material tor
whet: sea little moro than
claim-axe workate men
ad The Byrels' 'Eight
Mlnm,s High' and the
Benoit Soya' 'Sail On
Salle_'. Padded out with
Inter ncoustle bluest
nunamers, and dull sotos.
Mier ono came as a big

dlonupolatment.

DI

bleak. has ,shown hits
atr.angh working with
Real-, To Forever and

the young musician now
s:tolorm the neaten and
beyond clang with mus Mane like Jan Hammer,
Styli Gadd. Bar r/ Miles
and Paco De Lucia. The
roahttt ig album shown
hint to be noproarhing the
else: tot McLaughlin and
Santana, though hopeful he won't tall in to the
earn_ trapo. Swooping
and pouring gultarwort:
on '?slight Over Rio' anti
'Rau, With The Devil Ott
Sp. °slab' Highway' should
eotiuiy even the moat
adventurous, and leave
therm ,teelingreilevedwhen
he weep:, himself In a
new melodic but often
equally closely woven
ncounne track. + + +
D:uAml

brew.

British roc'

my loyalties Ile axle:

recent.,/ :.posed Suva
on

sa

Detention of amplified
Allan Poe? Take your
cho1c3, but I know where

gulte;9al, and hap been

vita work

t

trash, 'Sinner', which In
co ;rase/ it erupts out 01
your speakers in such an

unholy cacophony of
electric noise that IC
mollee much of what
follows tame by corn-

barlson. That tract:
embodies all that 113 goat
(some would any 'bad')

about heavy rock today,
with a pulsating rhythm
section towered over by
Glenn Tipton'o gut puneling gulterworb. Produce: Roger Glover known
his sluff about heavy
meta[ of course. and hart

detinitely extracted

best alt of this band so

thee_

tar
Fairly typical
material like 'Les Lo
Pray'. 'Call For The
Prlet' and 'Dissident
Aggressor' show the
on vinyl.

somewhat limited extent
overall vision, and the
dyrica are hardly stunning. But the framework
often is. and that makers a
lo? 02 difference. Perhapu
the best of the lyrics to be
found here belong to Joan
Baez', 'Diamonds And
Rust', which they tear
apart from the seams.
They've put that out au a
single, but they really
Mould have made it
'Sinner'
that way they
could have really woken
the dead. + + + David
Brown
o1

-

t'
Crd

T STEVENS: it's been a long wait

6r]OID OF THL: 101
RO-fA1. MARIIIY:O " /letor At' Iter.' (9tudk, it

j

TWOXl06a)

Ever since that nice Rod
Stewart sang that sang
about 'Sailing' act that
telly programnm Tw had
thin craving roe nautical

tunes. Hove to drum uy in
my aatlor'o oust and
march up and' down the
front parlour to tare sound
o,' the Senior Sense. I
was particularly dr.,ves to

this recording by the big
bold picture of an aircraft
camel' on the cove,, a
symbol of our continued
military strength in there
troubled timen. Just let
those foreign wallas hit try
tt on, and wall has
gunboats; down the Nita
playing 'the 'Cobbler',
March' stopping them in
their tracks quicker than
the time It talce yes* Brttt
to have a go at Rob. We'd restore our colonial role
an soon an you could write
letter to Thu Times.
Grrrr. + + Sir Reber>
'Pompey' Lenin (Mrs),
rho origina Red Admiral.

VALERIE

CATS' lSft
'Just A Stme'o Throw
Away' (Columbia Impart
PC

341615).

Another lovely album by
another lovely lady from
the USA. Brought over at
the last minute to play
support to the Eaglet, M,

.

i

zed)

Glorie Geynor is one of
the undisputed queens of
dlacr, muffle. This, 1a her
second album since the
uensatbnal aucceas of her

'Never Can

Say

Goodbye'. album.

'Glorious', .eel 'an, em-

press ve broadening dt
her talent's. The record 1s
furl of dance rhythms,
though In a subtler, leas
powerfu, way than her
previous work. The extra
is a )asz dimension that
maker. this disco - fusion'
music. Joe Beck's Influence an guitarist and
producer is stamped all
over this' record. He has
added the perfect min/cal
depth to support Gloria's
tremendous vocal performance. She In turn

like a Broadway
star and a contender for
soulful performmost
the
ance of the year.
Geoff Tra e la
wounds

+++

THE BEATLES: 'At The
Hollywood Bowl' (EMA
EMT,/ 1)
You eat, hear

pproi'-

tm.teiy 17,000 and four
people on these tracks,
recorded In August an
and 'e6. The bur playing
were the Beatles, and the
rev, were mainly scrsa.ial: for their new found
heroes. The music le the
rough and ready mix of
rock and roll and early

Lennon

/

McCartney

song. and Influences that
can be heard se the recent
Hamburg Tapes album.
And In some ways that,
,lesplee its poorer sound
quality. has more to offer
u, terms of historical

Importance. These

recordings are little more
than s famous band going
through their hits to a
hysterical audience. Not
that the quality of this set
is immaculate of course
i1 was stW early days, no

-

great monitoring

and

mixing then. Butt/you're
looking for quality ,them
the Midis, albums cover
everything Una In here.
What you do get In the
atmospheric Bowl crowd

screeching through 16
Beatles' clasnico, ench
averaging about two
minute, in duration. Why

has It taken them so long
b issue the tapes 02 these
concerts? George Martin
who produced Chia set,
claims In his sleeve Dotes
that they had not wanted
them out at the time but
now Issue Utem as a
historical picture of the
rest energy Involved. iri
many ways thefts sounds
belong exclusively to the
mid sixties, and are a
tribute to the poor record
company thinking of Ia1?.
If they'd been out at the
tense they
would have
gone like dynamite
and
without a lot of TV
promotion -too. + + +

-

David Brown

-

a

..

Carter, after

n shaky
start. won herself r, lot of
fans. And thin album will
win her a lot more.
Gentle. distinctive voice,
et times getting into
medium paco. at lot of
work hat, gone into thin
offering. Just taken look
at some of those involved
Linda Rono?adt,
Denlece Williams, Lowell

George John Sebastian,
Jackson Browne, Samuel
Clayton. With helm Hite

that and with George
ñiinaoenburg'n production, how can {Nit album
fall? Particularly appealing are the title track and
the Carter / Lowell

George number 'Cowboy

Angel'. This girl will go
far. +.+ + + Jim Evans

ORARME EDGE BAND:

Patadiao Balidoom'
(Deem TX/3 lee)

Don't lute Justin Hayward or John Lodge?
Then give Graeme Edge a
listen. The Moody Blues
drummer turn, out stuff
For
10 times heavier.
openers there's 'Paradise
Ballroom' a beets thigh
Mapper with hin crisp
drumming surging along
and showing the number
forward. 'Human' in back
to the Moodier style, a

tender ballad spoilt

somewhat by the well
worn cliche of introducing
a string section at the
end. Back to the stompers

GLORIA GAYNOR.
'Oltrlstso' (Polydor f88'

'once descrtbeel to me by one of the'
Kursa ti Flyers as 'mrrsiel ass' musicians' and for a
been beloved of people In the
have
long time they
bnolness, and lately by an ever growing number 021
for mete power, Intenalty,
buelness,
the
people outalde
range and sheer creattvlty Two aiming have run
Nei' flint album; me of
from
right
music
their
through
hard rock with a rest blues feet anti another of.
percussion dominated, (unity rhythm. They've been at
their incomparable best when the two strains have
mired, as In their last offering, "Sin, Last Record
Album', but both strain¢ separately nave produced(
some memorable 'track°. Lowell George tñuet take n
large slice of the credit for their tee:tilence. Tho
ubigultouu Lowell has, always. end ñ ' hand In
everything, from wilting anti playing to lead vocal°
andproductlom. But in thin album ho tatte' a back- seal
and at the same nine It matte a return to the funkier'
sound of 'Dixie Chicken'. But lib's Live. pool 7C, Little
Feat have demonstrated conclusively the strength in
depth of their squad. L.ov,ell'a oartlet absence la not'
missed on the album at. a whole, bee for nr/ money the
'Keeoin'
twu George troche on the album are the beat.
Up With The Jonesea', a reee oboe of George wit a,fd
verve. and 'RocttetIn My Pocket'. But other tracks are
almost as good, anti in Little Feat terms, tall putts then,
street: ahead o1 most other bands Paul Flarrera'a 'Old
Follm Boogie' in right up there among the Little Feat
'Imsln'
m
classic track, au to his other comoltlon,
7 ou',a quiet Introspective ecoustle gutter and voles,
piece. Aided and abetted le, the production, of title
album by a trio of Doobleo, Including Jet./ ''Skunk'
Baxter and several othero, Ltttb real curve prajt:eed
another great album. Not quits out the level of the last
ono (width wee above rating) but warns et least five.
+ Tinny Bradman
.

-

-

JUDAS PRIEST: 'Blot
After Sin' (CBS new).

'lr omew American guitar In
heron both operating

tiros K

l

e

-

GST'Y7E HUNT4'ICi

tern' (Warner

Little Feat were

r

,tat per cent pure pleasure. Sevens endurance
have lad to watt a long time ih another album
ttb been worth It. It's au album for the summer, richbat
la
osatlata,tal partle, (Yt aseemtbled a host of respected
mnaielana and partientarly Impressive in the
ke/beards work. T c album opens with ('Remembo,
Tta Days Of Tie 01st leheoiyarP) a symphore like
litre taMq away b 0114 .21 /Mee. It ends with tepee of
en tan playground, r, nice neuralgic touch. '11ío' to
rueoielaeeoc a4 Cara dealt.: 'Matthew And See', with a
eluder pace aar' feet. The best track.an the
ffrsl skis
ha, yo'. to be 'Kyprer uarobaUke drums giving
wa;' 10
Man, and then letereetla- teethes with a strong Gree'i
flnutwr.. T%e slv teach the; 'loose'{ teem we wilt (1.01
Neva: Wanted) To Bs A Star the tone meanders ton
mein, sew 1 cae't agree with the emtisnt cheer
Apers from Chet, tin^ bs' album I've heanl so far this
yen.^. ham
indeed l:ls. e ? er t + Rabin Smith

Loves, A

688:0)

again with '1,Nee,l Lasso',

throbbing drums and

bane topped oil by n
curious sixties ele:trie
organ feel
fescinatine
in a strange way. Au
album that'e more rough
and ready the;{ albor
efforts by es Moodie.,,
but still very enjoyable.
+ + + + Robin Broths

-

GEORGE BENSOel: '15t
Queer', Carnegie elan'
(CT? Supe: CTl8e72)

In

a

word, dellcioun.

George tvnya tinouglt
tour numbern like n calm
tree In the wind. For
openers thero'u 'Gana', e.
mellow bass Inman which
George bnlld,i soma
Intricate playbot before
being joined by Hubert
Laws on flute. Tot-martin
,the
the end the at/lo becomes
and more aggueeslve. 'Take Five' Muteae
little shakily with one or
two flat noten, but It gets

off, the grotuud and
develops into euro

rhythm. An album tor
Jour rock oonnotaasury
people tired of hooey
metal playing.
Robin Smith

JIMMY JEWELL

One of the more relaxing
albums for some `!me

sited up even the doe,
muster of Gallagher A

Backing mundane
always Dome up
anything startling
put in the studios an
their own, but Jimmy in
Lyle.
don't
with
when

.iail.ilytng exception.

Considering the range
covered, the -selection of
material looks a bit too
di'rerite on paper taking in
soul, jazz, funk and
GP:L'o title track, though
on record 1t works well,
With an even quality of an
unusually high standard.
Jowell's jazz influences
show throughout, particularly that of sax master
Sonny Rollin°, and he to
expertly assisted by high
calibre mustciana such an
Billy Llvsey, who worked
with Jimmy alongside
Ronnie Lane in an earlier
band, and a gultarint
called Richard Brunton,
who le definitely a name

worth remembering. A
good start for a new
specialist label and an
amazingly good album.
e e 4. David Brown
PULSAR: 'The S trandn of
the Future' (Decca.TXS
R119)

from the sasophoniat Llke'the cover, loathe the
whose work hen brightalbum It's boring. Cries
cross musical patterns

Beatles' flask
in the pan?
hli7
111

A

EARS: '('os Anodised'
(Affinity AFFs).

-

.

1

that meander about and
end up on the other aide of
oblivion. It's even more

boring than

a

Can

concert, and that takes a
lot of doing. There's a few
highlights, like a choir
bursting on the scene now
and again, and the odd
guitar break
Mats If
you can be bothered to nit
thorugh the rest + +
Robin Smith

-

NANCY SINATRA:

It

'Greatest

Hit'

(Private

Stock PVLP 1018)

let's

put it mildly

had Intl° success entice.
Flow's, that grao you.
darling? +i + Sins Evans,
OC CAMEP.i?N:

'Tonto

What's Missing in M(r

UM' (iLoWws, RUM)

It's what we've comb to
expect from Motown

-

decoy soul, excellent
production and some good
Bongo. But be warned

-

you've heard It all before
There's nothing remark
able at all about thin

workalatilife perform-

ance front Mr Canearon,

and I wish he'd not
bothered to pose bare
cheered on the cover. It
quito out me off my
Lasagno. Moe t of the

troche or

Holland

brother compositions, and
the two produced the
album. Beet track la the
title number. Not bad.
+ + Tony Bnitima ,

VAR/OLIO ARTISTS:

'Golden Hour Of S11110t,
Sayo' ((boldest Hour OH
Marl

The sleeve note on title
album to the best thing
about It. It le a peen to
that phenomenon of 'the
lets six den, Bubblegum

Music'. This form of
instant pop puerility is
eulogised for Its qualities
of simplicity etc . .. Use
writer even tells us that
the album presents o
comprehenelve picture of
what wall happening In
the lato sixties
and

-

which, only slightly

There are elx 'greatest
hits' included in this
package. In fact, only six
of them ever made the
Top 20. The other six
may be claeedtled as
to

lit partnership
with 01' blue eyes, 'out
rather with the producer
Lee Hazelwood- 'together, they hi: the number
two spot to 'Ti with 'Did
You .Ever', n catchy,
cheeky, pleasant little
duo. Young Nancy han
best, not

-

be fair.
rano. But,
'These Boots Are Made

For Walking' was a
number one in 'MM, and
'Something Stupid' which
she sang with her nearly
famous old man made the
top 1n 'a7, She was at her

modified, la atilt happening today.' I knew there
was something wrong
with music today. If it's o

direct descendant of
'Yummy, Yummy' and
'Green Tambourine' and
'Simon Says' then we'd
better put It out of its
mierry now. And why

include Captain

Heefheart and the Levin'
Spoonful under the head
of 'Bubblegum'? What an
Insult. No stars at all.
Tony Bradman

Record Mirror. May7, 1977
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PIPS NOT
SOULED OUT
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: 'Still Together'
(Budd a h BDCH 5014)

oMPla

,p

(.hanging producers can sometimes work wonders.
For Gladys Knight and the Pips (left) a change in this
Van
rase has been as good as rejuvenation
McCoy and Tony Camillo have between succeeded lac
bringing the group back from the 'cabaret circuit glom
that was threatening to obliterate any real expression
of soul. This is their best album for a long time. Van
McCoy flavours thin contributions with the disco magic
that he Is capable of producing at his best, providing a
foil for Gladys' tender but gutsy vocals. She turns In a
serles of utterly compelling and stunning vocal
performances. 'Walk Softly' Is a ballad that recalls the
impact of a 'Midnight Train To Georgia' in Its
Intensity. There Isn't a dud track on the whole album.
It's great to hear this amount of commitment to real
soul. ++++ +Geoff Travis

7

?

'41117'_

--

KNI GHT AND THE PI P.S not n dud track
It's
music.
LENNY WHITE: 'Big + + vital
+ + Geoff Travis
(sty' (Emperor Records

Mr James Talley writes

The drummer from
Return to Forever' plays
monumental skyscraper

fusion Jazz Evoking steel
strutted skies covering
streets filled with crowds
and cars. Everywhere an

erwhelming awareness
the huge buildings,
towering concrete edifices
Some ugly, some
beautiful. In the gaps
between urban skies
there are memories of
nature, green, pastoral,
slower, peaceful. The
music expresses all this,
reiusmg to be supressed
by a weighty feeling. The
drums and bass are
walking in a new way,
leaping and scudding;
unsubdued. Guitars soar
and wing, boring tiny
holes in the surface of the
city Pianos, moogs and
synthesisers are the meat
that fleshes out this
motion. It stops and
starts. stutters and roars.
as
of

should put paid to those
people who reckon she's
a one

-

-wonder.
or rather
Both

a

two
hit
her singles are Included
here, and 'More Than A
Lover' in particular
stands out as one of the
best tracks. I don't think
she's quite found her
niche yet . . some of the
songs sound a Attie too
MOR for her voice. But
you can't say that about
'Piece Of My Heart'
(which is apparently
.

Bonnie's all - time
favourite song, and one
she always performs

It

brave
women to attempt the
song that Janis Joplin
made her own. but Bonnie
has a pretty reasonable
try. + + + Sheila Prophet

live)

takes

a

American singer songwriter who has been
around for more than a
few years comes up with
an agreeable, pleasant,
gentle, at times boring, at
times over orchestrated,
at times over - sentimental, at times brilliant
album. Can't some of
these dudes get away
from hackneyed lyrics
about Californian cow
boys and the Louisiana
Highway? It'd make a
change. Still, he's got a
distinctive voice. + + +
~Evans
Evans
An

BONNIE RAITT: 'Sweet

Forgiveness' (Warner
Pirro 106323).

There seems to be a lot of

good female singers
around at present .
Linda Roosted& Deniece
WWlam, Valerie Carter,

Linda Lewis, Ronnie
Spector back on the
recordins scene. And
here we have the latest

vinyl offering from
Bonnie Raltt Will she
make the big line this

time round? She deserves
to. This Is a classy
album. A varied hatch of
songs Including Del
Shannon's 'Runaway'
and song, by Jackson
Brown, Don Covey and
Bill Payne. The blues, no
much a pert of her early
career, are still very
much there. And so is her
gentle folk side. la her
interpretation of Paul

Slebel's 'Louise' she

comes up with one of the
most sensual and beam
drat slowles to come out In
long time. Among the

backing

mortician. are
Bill Payne and Sam
Clayton of Little Feat.
And townie herself is no
mean handier of the
guitar. Get a laden to this
album, you won't be

Jim Evans

very worthwhile first
album from Bonnie- It
A

JESSE COLIN YOUNG:
'Love On The Wing'
(Warner Bros KM956).

Bonnie
music

disappointed.

BONNIE TYLER: 'The
World Starts Tonight'
(RCA PL25061).

just

+ + + +

KLAUS SCHULZE: 'MIrage' (IL'S IIt81B)
Conmlc stuff this, man. I
mean like It's for your
head. Sit In a room
listening to this with the
lights OU for half an hour,
and you'll either be
transported to ecstasy or
carried out screaming.
Yes folks, It's some more
wondrous Kraut rock with
synthesisers aplenty and
tracks with mysterious
titles like 'Xylotones' and
'Cron Waves; In short,
everything the ageing
hippie needs to keep him
happy. Music to go to
sleep by. ++ Rohlh
Smith
1

JAMES TALLEY:

'Blackjack Chair' (EMI
ST Hens).

Longhair and his whistling boogie. Other names
on the album are Lee

on the sleeve of this, his
latest offering, that the

tí:,03{3)

Dorsey (performing
'Working In A Coal-

record was 'arranged in
the studio by everybody
that showed up'. Unfortunately for Mr Talley, it
shows. The album starts
off very well indeed with
'Bluesman , an excellent
tribute to the greatest
guitar bluesman of them
all. BB King. But what a

mine'), Robert Parker
('BarefooUn") and the
fabulous Irma Thomas.
But perhaps the highlight
of the entire set is the side
given to Allen Toussaint,
the New Orleans com-

poser

disappointment. The
-

home

'I

producer

-

performer, who sings five
of the most soulful songs
I've hever heard. All In

second track, 'Alabama
Summertime' is a shoddy
piece of sugary sweet,

down

'

all,

a
+ + + +

-

remember - when- I- was
- down - In
Alabammy andI - could - sit - and watch the - hawgs'. And
it goes downhill from then
on at a very rapid pace.
'Daddy Just Called It The
Blues' is perhaps the best
of the rest, but the album
is so desparate, with so
IltUe unifying force or
direction that it becomes
painful to listen to after a
while. + + Tony Brad-

great

album.

Tony Bradman

GROVER WASHINGTON JNR: 'Inner

City

Blues' (Rudo Super
KUO3).

Formulaic caresses.

Play something that's
instantly familiar, like
Bill Wither's 'Ain't No
Sunshine' or Marvin

Gaye's 'Inner City

Blues'. Don't worry about
the vocal tracks, except
for a touch of female
chorus trilling on 'Sun-

man

SMOKEY ROBINSON:
'Deep In My Soul'
(Motown STML 120nó)
Oooh Smokryf From the
nest two tracks of this
record I was led into
thinking that this Rolls Royce among voices
wits going to apply level'
to some good :notes -hat for
the first time In age..

Unfortunately the prom.
Ise of 'Vitamin A', a dance
track with the kind of
seductive silliness that
has always marked
Smokey's humour, Isn't
fulfilled. With one exception the rest la yet
more of the overworked
ballads 'that he Is
recording too frequently,

shine', substitute Instead Eduardo and Jorge, and
a mellifluous saxophone, the tracks, 'Guanacaste',
blowing clear, clean 'Exaltation' and 'Syneswarm phrases over the thesia Yup, it's Chicano
top of Ron Carter's solid music. Actually, it's all
but lean bass lines that very pleasant, and
hold the muslo close to a there's some nice flute
very rhythmic bass. Add and sax work and the
a drummer like Idris percussion is, of course,
Mohammed who is ca- excellent Doesn't ex
pable of hitting funk acUy set the puLse racing,
patterns easily and though. + + + Sheila
fluidly and you've fot the Prophet skeleton of Grover Washington's success. Just
when Bob James is SHABBY TIGER: 'Shabthreatening to sweeten hy Tiger' (RCA P1,25945>
things too much with his
string arrangements, Sharp production. comEric Gate starts cracking petent playing, nice
loose with his guitar lines harmonies
but oh, so
that are like charcoal average. I've heard it all
etchings against a blue so many times before
sky. Marvin Gaye prop and I'm sure you have
ably feels flattered but too. The material's pretty
not threatened. + + + so - so as well
mostly
Geoff Travis
mediocre songs about
predatory women. The
only emotion it inspires Is
CAI.DERA: 'Caldera' indifference. Oh yes, it
(Capitol 1ST 11.571)
contains their single,
'Slow Down', in case
The guys in the band have
anyone's interested. + +
names like Carlos, Sheila Prophet

extended tracks that
seem more

concerned

with production than

passim. The exception Is
'of course his US hit single
There Will Cooke A Day'," `
with its beg -burning repeating the opening notes of
'You Really Got A Hold
On Me', the whole feel is a
throwback to those
vintage years of the
slides. But Is this the
way to build a future?
+ + + Geoff Travis

...

-

-

SPARTACUS: 'Watching
You Grow' (Zara ZMRL
101)

With much of today's

black music nudging
comfortably towards total

commercialisation and
with the outsiders like
Santana and Osiblsa

BERT WEEDON: '20
Super Guitar Greats'

leaning towards formularisation It's time for a

(One Up OU 2187)

And here's
something different

change.

Well, well, what's all
this? Why, it's 20 more

enough to investigate,
even if you can't Invest. A
touch of jazz, a spot of
soul, a whole lot of
African rhythms and not
a hint of reggae to be
found. The music has a
free running -feel (my one
complaint Is it isn't as
bold as it could be in
places!) flowing through
as effervescent brass.

MOR melodies and toons
from the mad axeman.
Not exactly the classic

Weedon collection;rather
what looks and sounds
like a selection of back
catalogue also - rano.
Pleasant and uncomplicated, ultra - clean and
even clinical In places.
Easy to criticise, but
remember what happened to his last album?
Among the tracks Includ
ed are, 'lonely Guitar',

bass,

'Ghost Train' and
'Stranger Than Fiction'.
it will indeed be stranger

I

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'New Orleans 1078 Jar.
Heritage Festival' (Island ICD s),

soulful surprise.
David Brown

picture score): (United

-ff

>

The thwack of leather on
sweaty skin _
,
the
scuffling of boxing bouts
on canvas
.
, swollen
eyes, blood and spittle

4

flecking the referee

for power, giving little
regard for the Wterner's
energy or equipment.
Looking at the loner
sleeve photos you can see

heavy metal soul they the band bursting
supply It in 'Up The through a cloud of dry lee
Ladder'. Their drive is smoke, the champions of
intense and unavoidable, the soul / rock came.
with a distinctive vocal Listen to the title track
quality that can be either which makes 'Oar Wash'
and
mellow or raw and sound clapped out
quick succession. If rasping. They really you'll see why they're so
you're looking for diem burn through this album - confident. + +' + + David
rhythms ,they give you with an unsaltsble thirst Brown

Rocky in round one. But
what's this? A left to the
head from the violin
section, then

.in comes

front
I

-

I

+ + +

A retitle CAS 3M3í1)

-

THE ISLET BItOTH them with 'The Pride', If
ERS: 'Go For Your Guam' it Is something more
realised they offer 'Tell
(Epic E PC 86021)
Me When You Need It
The Isley Brothers Again'', if you need some
(above) have been up
of the black music
scene for so long that by
now, you might have
expected them to run out
of new Ideas. But no, the
hot bullets keep coming in

pans and per-

ROCKY (Original motion

Atk'
;4111.

-

P

cussion, while the lyrics
are pure without being
puerile and offer an
unashamed expression of
toy for life and love. A

hi11-.

than fiction if this platter
makes the top of the
album charts. + + Jim
Evans

The New Orleans Jazz
Heritage Festival must be
one of the most amazing
musical festivals in the
world if this album is
anything to go by. It
consists of two discs,
recorded on just one day
the R&D
of the event
day. It features one of the
all time Blues greats,
Lightning Hopkins, playing three of his classic
songs
'Mojo Hand',
'Baby Please Don't Go',
and 'All Night Long',
followed on the'same side
by the great Professor

ss
SMOKEY Ica passion

-

-

I

a

right

a

then

giant

haymaker sending the
Italian Stallion's gum
shield skittering arrcas
irs over.
the ring
Rocky's out for the county

hill way through the
opening round And Ron
Pickering dorm L know
what hit him. + Tony
Bradman

,

Th+eld Mercerr Mar 7
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Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spot/r'Iyt !louse.
Ben well Ronal, tondo* N7 7AX

!I

THE TRUTH IS OUT

-

i

I

i

t.

1

r'

KISS AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN THEM

BEFORE

. .

AFTER

and

COULD I ask U in your
vast photo files, you
could obtain a photo of

Kiss without their

make-up on. I've followed them for years but
have never seen them in
the flesh.
Hope you can oblige.
Susan Thompson. Doncaster.
But of course we can.

J

look left and right.

.

a

Disgusted
with Rod
HAVING BEEN
Rya
a

v

.I

I'VE HEARD of bad, but
this le ridiculous! 'Top Of
The Pops' has reached an
all-Ume low! I've Just
watched the same film of
Abba walking through the
snow to the tune of
'Knowing Me. Knowing
You' for the fourth week
running And I'm sure It
was on the week before
that, as well!
Pleasant though It Is,
surely the BBC has some
Imagination. (Well perhaps not).
U It's still at the top and

Stewart fan for a few
years 1 was disgusted to
read In RM that yet
another single has been
released from his 'A
Night On The Town,'
album Not just the 'A'
side, but the 'B' side too!
To date there have been
seven tracks taken off as
singles.
Isn't it time you did
something a bit more
original, Rod?
Karen Brien, a fed -up
fan, Blshopbrigga, Glasgow.
Quite right. Give m a
new record, you lacy sod I

This is a repeat, of
a repeat, of a .. .
BBC are trying to get
away with the Cheapest
possible show.
Surely ITV could do
better without using the

can't get another

they

aim, why not have Lags
and Co or the audience
dance to It? The
programme has now sunk
to pathetic depths.
It goes on week atter

cheap gimmicks

of

'Supersonic'?
Coin Grainger, Manor
Park, London.
Yup, you're quite right

-

week
there seems to be
no thought going into It at

all. It's as though the

:i±

-u

I

Mo. Now let's bear from

another aatlsfled BBC
customer

...

spent

STOP SLANDERING
Abba, cos they're the

greatest. May I suggest
you criticise some of these
rubbish groups. How can
you' possibly call noise
from Genesis, Queen, the
Eagles, Pink Floyd, the
Stones or the Beatles

It's

Just

a

ludicrous sound. it's an
insult to be called music.

J.

D. Keel.
*Always Woe to hear
from such
open-

ACROSS
1

The brothers who tell
as to go for our ems.

2

4

3

5

a

minded reader. Right, on
with the show .. .

6

(5)

4

GreeUag from Yvonne
Ullman to a ate anger.
(51

9

A

partner for (Suck

Jackson.
9

le
11

IyTt4)

Lay back to them, say
Smolde. (4)
hoots,"a Rubber Hand 10

w1,

have
12

15
17

IS

ii
to

ti)

singer, familiar

Soul

boot

one

Dottie, and 2
where abr'a from? (4)
Pitney same. (4)
Oar own J. Edward
appearing In famous
musical. (4)
Flask and Use Pan call 17
on this salnl. (5)
. 15)
Slaughter A

ears`
p)rot.r

lie

1w
More

Lives

(Sgrew misht

lb..

amok Tyler. (5)

to

Robby changes
parents" name. e)
Have three secretarles, Iacouding Della.
(5)

Isn't bad either.
He gave a great concert
in Dublin last year and
I'm sure the Almighty
won't mind if he comes
again this year. Lees
hope so, anyway.
With God on his side
Cliff will be rock 'n'
rolling into his RY..

20
11

Famums Four Tops'
record nays where 171

M.
15

15)

It describen

Ike aver.

Like John
lady. IS)

Dearer'

age baud. IS)

)

ose from

I'm thinking his newie

®MI

13

19

work out
(5)

rlldly1

17

thought his last album
was unbeatable, but now

(I)
Sinter

DOWN

7

I SEE 0111 Richard Ls
freaking out again, and
good luck to him. I

PI-

nocchlo. (e)
71e paperback roan.

Z

6

Cliffs
freaking
again

9

1p
11

16

DOWN: 1(Iowe, 2 Part. 3
All - man. 4 Norma. S
Haillsaore, a Syadle ate. U

LAST WEEK'S
SOLUTION
ACROSS:

1

Captain.

Taal Walh, Galway.

Arnow. S Larry. a Tia., to
Award. 11 Das Li Mango.
14 tyre.
17 Races.
le
heart. URatlaga.

7

(Hay) Dorset. 13 Meer.
'darea. It Thin,

15

Lire.
*Yap, Cliff metaled).

tans In high places.. .

W

Give us

some say

radio station

-

Radio

One
When I was on holiday
from school at Easter I

You call
that music?

music?

should listen to on
Britain's only national

DON'T YOU think IL's
about time we, the record
buyers, were given some
hay as to what male we

a

lot of time

listening to the radio- The
same old rubbish was
churned out ail day. I
think everyone who
agrees with me should
write to them and ask
them to give Be public

something new.
I hope you print this
letter, because I honestly
think the time Is right for
a change, and with the
help of Record Mirror
readers, we may get It.
Lorna Healy, Iiv-erpod-

spread of Juicy Lacy- In
the once' Tee got a good
Idea whal her mouth's
like. but I want to me the

rest of her.

Mire. EVIIIMIL

*Came hem and say that

-J1-

St

complete 1-15 minute

tracks. previously only
iwued on lP at LI or TI. 50
go.

AlmsVardy, Bytbe.
Raur

-

ti

OK BARRY Cam, so the

Damned didn't wipe

Holan off the stage. Owe
da somebody might
dauybt it though became
only true rock stars keep

selling records after
seven years.
Could' we have

a mitre

..

Ugly
who us?
A FEW weeks ago you
printed a doubts page
picture of the Status Quo

mean

duo. Their when
mewbody wrote In and
asked why you hadn't
printed pies of the other
two members of the band.
you replied 'because
they'reugly ls that why we don't see
any of the Rid staff
appearing in the paper?

i

Jell llsadesay.

011~1 And sdil
awkbetweleabs
ts

-

ir Rorre>'

me

Be

Ugly
Pistols or
not them
I WOULD like to tell
the Seekers? Aamymom
(Ri April
I Aid begtmmg to wonder

-

tl7) in think again. The
(-Mabee Band are the best

sex Pistols are
°Web:rarb not ten meeersed
became they owls more
come} being impopular.
and telling Idiots tae Rid
w b y they are sá

Gerry and John are

whoa, the amo poplar

the Sex Pistols or the New

Juice in
the nude

,p Raagor,

eela

less era Na, ima oat
Imae gat on mixed nap with
meet Weather rags .

I have a
12 incher
I HAVE some et the 12"
singles currently avnWable for discos and R
seems to me that the
record companies should
drop the Idea of just
pumping out the usual 1
or 4 minute songs and um
12" discs for longer songs
that have always guttered
from being issued on
discs- Surely a whole new
market L walling for two

appear to the charts, and
the continual demand for
them to appear In clubs.
Perhapstheir tans don't
read RII any longer.
became you continue to
snub them and their
favourite

Seekers

Se

~MY.

The Yew s
despite your recent
criticism- must still bare
popularity. by ~toe of
the records of theirs that

guy la pop
today.
True, they may m be
everybody's idea of
perfect Mote, but Pete.
looking

fantastic. And Harvey
and Tony have great
peraonalltlea- So stick

that to your ear.
Julie Madura. tiwyagw

Comm"

Pt- I maw have the
mirage in ree
mme-

4

Record Mirror, May7, 1977

but a tour conalaung of six
venues Is pushing It a bit.
S. Franco, an upset loyal
subject, Midfield.

Queen's
crown
is slipping
t5

ELL,

Bradford.

you were a
discouraged Queen fan on
GOING to see
April 25, but I wonder how AFTER
Sang Remains The
you're feeling now. If 'The
you're anything like me, Same" last week, I felt I
must write in to say what
you'll be wondering jut an
excellent group Led
abat our Idols are trying
Zeppelin la.
to prove.
After the announceHowever, I have no.
ment of their so-called ticed that they are very
tour, all the excitement rarely mentioned In
and hope of seeing them RECORD MIRROR. So
live suddenly fled from for all we deprived Led
me I just couldn't believe Zeppelin fans, how about
that this
as their printing an article or even
homecoming tour which a middle page poster of
we, the loyal fans, had the group. (My friends
been waiting for two and I all think Jimmy
years
Page Is gorgeous).

After establishing

-

like Mr Lunn, I'm

BROKE

More wonderful ??? poems

OK, I thought I had better

Only here
for JE Oliver

SWEET are one of the
best
They're the kings of
heavy rock
They have had numerous

sort out this poem

business once and for sIL
I'm writing a poem about
the two greatest groups
around.

hie

Which have reached the
top.

Now ABB.A are great too

And knowing me knowing
you
They have to be !woof the
best groups around
So let us all agree that
SWEET and ABBA

sterile home,

Nor does living In
commune provide

a
a

-

handy nodal prep
there are usually many
more people to relate to
than in an ordinary
florally and you'll have
to be prepared to take

group In the world.
No matter what some
people say
The Rollers are here to

stay.
So the fool who wrote that
Are the best there will Abbe are the greatest
ever be.
'Well they couldn't play
,tune Simmons, Seaford,
their Instruments for a
Sussex.
bunch of daisies
But that doesn't even
Sorry, but I'm stopping
rhyme! Thls gels sillier, it this right here, before It
really does.
gets any sillier. Call that
a poem:' That's the worst
effort I've heard since
I .IUST had to write a few
well, since the one before.
Ilnes about the greatest

-

-

Time to

talk

go to chapel every
Sunday morning and
am of a very religious
Answered
nature. Because of this,
by Susanne Garrett
PROBLEMS
I feel that God will
eventually choose the
' right girl for me. But
your share of work and
lately I have been going
responsibilities.
to my local paper shop
and looking through the
You should be reaps
girlie
tic about what you want
This
I've always bitten my nails, but have finally leaves magazines
me with erotic
from other people and
managed to get over it and grow them to a thoughts al night. Is It
what you can give them.
length. The trouble Is that they chip normal to go through
Even If you live reasonable
now. What can I do to make them stronger?
this stage, or am I being
communally, you'll easily
Tracey, Norwich
led off the path of good
need to be Independent
by some evil force? I
enough to stand on your
Start the big nosh. that's what. Your body needs would like to talk it over
own feet and let other
n mch more calcium
which you can find in dairy with my parents or the
people be themselves

Colin

-

see

another doctor
OO11N of Edinburgh,
make an appointment to
see another doctor in
your area at once.

`I

THE COLUMN THAT
DEALS WITH YOUR

¡

Comnime Network, 7e
New North Road,
Buddersfteld.

FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your
letters to: Record Mirror, Spotlight House, I,
Benwell Road, London, N7 7AX. Please don't send a
stamped addressed envelopti as we cannot answer
letters individually.

IN DEEP
COULD YOU please tell
me all the vogalists and

bassists featured In

'

They say that I should
stand on my own feet,
but I am unable to keep
a job. I have no friends
and nowhere to go. I'm
sure that If you could put too.
me In touch with a
A good first step
commune anywhere In
England. I'd be much which will give you a
happier. My home life IS taste of the life you think
you want. would be to
hell.
join a working weekend
Larry, F.Istree
on an organic farm.
Your parent. are ml. will give you an
trying to cut the apron experience of how
strings, and you prob. commune liven and
ably, don't get on works, and doesn't
Lemur you haven't yet roan the commitment
reallied that you're not of actually joining one.
a kid anymore. Ito, for Write to WWOOF
once in your ilia be (Working Weekends on
positive, and make the Organic Farina), 143
break. But remember, Sabine Road, London
Irving in
commune 14591. They ran put you
Involves .haring In the in touch with several
name way that living In farm who need people
family unit does, and In help out. (Send
awon't necessarily le- large sae for detail.).
niently solve your Other useful address.
feeling. of Isolation and se: The Commune
Inadequacy. You're the Movement, c/o BIT, 148
only one who ran do that Great Western Road,
and getting away Imdon, Wil and The

environment more often
would certainly help you
on your way.

t

-

want

I am 24 years old
and although I'm
still living at home,
I do not get on with
my parents.

-

Tikes after her son, eh?
Sounds, Indeed I

Seekers fans you know.
Sue Mitchell and other LZ
fans. Rudderafreld.
Phew don't I know It.
Rut here's someone who le

OUT!

from

taste.

I JUST thought I'd drop
you a line in defence of
your marvellous cartoonist J Edward Oliver. He is

not running Queen down.
and I'm also a loyal fan,

I

PS My mum likes the New
Seekers, but she's got no

-

convinced they are still
the greatest But obviously we were wrong.
There isn't one date In
Yorkshire, the largest
county In England
and
they're not even playing
Manchester.
So,

-

We're not all New

themselves as a rock
band in the States, you'd
think they'd come home
and do a nationwide tour
just to keep their tans

will print my letter because I have a point to make
about Mark P. the editor of 'Sniffle' Glue'. When he started his
publication, he told us that It was 'on the level' and was written
by kids on the tasse level an us, not like the pop press which talks
down to the fans, ate.
Well, it seems that Mark P ha destroyed the Initial ides of the
paper, because as Ie popularity grew, so did hie financial
¡minion, and now helm part of his own record company. How ran
he be part of us any more when he has gone so far op In the
world?
A Deaf School fan,
Mark P says: 'tl'm still on the dole and I still need to be on
the dole. There is no money In this 'record company' and If there
Is I won't see any for six months. It's true I have left the
editorship of 'Sniffle' Glue' to my friend Steve Mick but It'. still
the most Important thing In my life and f.m still heavily Involved
with the paper. Anyway. It's not a 'company' that I've Joined,
simply a label with only three of us running it, We take our own
photographs because we can't afford to pay for them and the
music we promote is the music we want people'to listen to. I'm
trying to help the kids who seem to he upset when they see
adverts about the label. We have to advertise to survive: I'm
atW on their level
only ata different end."
MARC P: still on the dole
11101'F. you

music paper. I personally
prefer Sounds, and only
buy RM for JEO and the
charts.
He's better than Rock
'n' Roll Zoo, Tony Benyon
and Commander Thunder
put together.
And while I'm here
Spurs will stay up, and
Queen arc gonna take
over Britain on their tour.
See ya around kiddies!
Martin Shipp, Totten.
ham.

Jimmy Page
is gorgeous?

LUNN of

.3

the one redeeming feature
in an otherwise mediocre

25

NAIL -BITER

,

-

products like cheese, milk and yoghourt. You don't vicar, but

I

can't bring

say how long ago you stopped biting your nails, but myself to do it. Please
they probably stillneed time to recover before they help?
are tough and healthy again. One tip don't prod Francis, OWingham
and preen the cuticles al the base of the nail too
Most men and boys
much. This can harm the new mail about b grow
the surface of your finger tip, and mayabove cause experience masturba.
lion
fantasies stimubleshes.
mi
lated by erotic pictures

-

Holiday romance

In girlie magazines at
some stage In their

lives.

This is not

harmful and can release
a build
up of tension
LWhen I was travelling to France by train earlier and anxiety. As a shy
this year, I met a girl who Is two or three years and solitary person, one
older than me I'm 15. I was sitting next to her and danger In a sex lfe
later we slept on each other, holding hands. I don't which consists solely of
care If people say 'Big Thrills', I felt this was a good a furtive diet of soft porn
start to a friendship. As we were getting off the bus and fantasy without a
In England she Just said, "Are you going next relationship Ist sight, Is
year?" and "See you then." I managed to get hold that you can eventually
of her telephone number and address (not by asking prefer the world of
her), but I'm scared of her saying that if I thought fantasy and find your

-

-

-

this was love
which I do
I am stupid. She
shares most of my Interests but I just don't know If
she feels the !lame way about me.
Paul, Doneaster

What are you waiting for? Like the old song says,
nothing ventured, nothing gained. Everyone finds it
hard to tell it like It I. aa tar as their feelings for
another person are concerned
and you're no
exception. Why not give her a ring
If only b say
hello? Suggest that you meet again anyway
before next year.

--

Send your problems to:

-

Help Record Mirror Spotlight House !
Benwell Road, London N7 7AX

self unable to have a

caring and sexually
satafying encounter.

Are you avoiding girls
and slipping more and
more Into the world of
daydream»? If you feel

that you cannel

approach your parents
or the vicar, have a
word with some under
standing person, like
your doctor or a youth
worker. Sharing your
thought. with someone
else may help you to get
things late perspeetive.

Deep Purple over the
years. I'd also like a list
of albums, future Purple
releases and informa-

tion on what David
Coverdale, Nick Simper
and Rod Evans are,
doing these days
Richard Scott, Uncs.

The vocalists were
Rod Evans 196A
Ian
Gillen 1970.1970, 1979
and David Coverdale
1979 1976. The bassists
were Nick Simper 1995 1970, Roger Glover 1970
1979, and Glenn Hughes
1979 - 1976. The albums

were 'Shades Of Deep
Purple' on Parlophone
September 1968; 'Book

Of TaWeeyn' Harvest,

July 1969: 'Deep Purple'

Harvest, November are:
'Deep Purple In London

DAVID CO.VERDALE
Right here we go,
Willie plays a Grebck

drum kit with a
rosewood finish. It
consists of

a :41st. bass
121st. x Ain. top
torn torn. 14ín. x 141n.
floor tom tom. He's also
in the process of getting
191n. x ten. top torn
torn. He uses Ludwig

drum,

supersensitive snare

drums and and toe's
getting a Geetach snare

drum: ire uses loin. and

tin. Palate splash

cymbals,
set of tile.
Palate sound edged hi hat cymbals a Inln.
Orchestra Conducted Palate crash cymbal
By Malcolm Arnold, and a ntln, and 201st,
Harvest, January 1970; William. He also has a
'Fireball' Harvest, Sep- 221n. Pslste and a 191n.
tember It'll: 'Machine Paints (alarm cymbal
Head' Purple label, with rivets. He uses
May 1972; 'Made In Roger's Spedkng pedJapan' Purple Decem- als and Oretsch skins on
ber 1972; 'Who Do We bis drums, He uses
Think We Are' Purple Foote's C plus slicks.

Concert With The

London Philharmonic

March 1973; 'Burn'
Purple February 1974: PLEASE COULD you
'Stormbrloger' Purple tell me aThere I can
December 1974; '24 obtain a programme for
Carat Purple' Purple
May 1973: 'Come Taste

the recent Marc Bolan
tour I saw the hand In

October I976. There are
some studio tracks yelto
be released, and an
album, 'Deep 'Purple
Made In Japan 1' await.
Ing release.

Peter A Old, Uverpool.
Write to Concert
Publishing, 150 St Johns
Street, London, E -C.7.
enclose 50 pence to cover

album of a concert in
California. David Ooverdale has embarked on
a solo career, but
Information on the other
two is lacking.

I SAW

The Band', Purple. Manchester and the
December 1975; 'Made programme. sold very
In Europe' Purple quickly.

Alsodue to be
released la alUm and an

COULD YOU tell me
what drum kit Willie
Wilson of the Sutherland
Brothers and Qutver

uses'
Doe Adele, Barnes.

cost of programme.
postage and parking.

film crew at the
Abbe concerts at the
Albert Hall and I was
wondering if they were
telerecording fur
vision special.
Paul Crichlow, Stock
port.
The film were
recorded for Ahba's use

and CBS say the band
have no plane to reiesar
them commercially.
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ARTHUR PRYSOCK
ALL MY -LIFE Includes the single When
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the single Doable Dutch

r;»,12391 265'

Love'Is New
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GLORIA GAYNOR
GLORIOUS
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2391

264'
'Also ávoiloble on Cassette.
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is one of the nicest ways
of getting to know

--

MUD: grlring en a bir

Is old age creeping up
on Mud?Are they ready
for their pension?
All is revealed

,B

, . ,

COULD THIS be the end of a

beautiful friendship!

Some weeks ago we told you about
the phone calls Les Gray was

receiving from an amorous young
lady late at night In his hotel room
She met him In the hotel toyer In
Manchester but he had to dash for
another appointment
"She's about IS and doe looking,"
says Lea. "That night I just didn't
have lime lo speak to ber. We'll be
up In Batley for
season and she
always seems to track me down, so
maybe she'll ring the hotel there."
Mud are appearing at the famed
Batley Variety Club. Surely they're

cabaret band'
"We're trying to appeal to a wider
audience," says Dave Mount.
-We've done the Little and Large
television show and I can't see
not turning Into

what's wrong with appealing to the
mums and dads. We're getting on a
bit ourselves. Anyway they've
recently changed the club's Image
and
bear It's quite
swinging
1

plane.

Mud splitting. Is there any
foundation'
"When you get toe certain level it

seems people take delight In
knocking you," says Les. "We're
very strung at the mordent, It's Just
that It helps If the band go away and
do their own stuff now and again A

change Is as good as a rest and you
can re -generate trash Ideas.
"We'll be recording a new album
in June, I can't tell you what It's
about because we never like
planning that far ahead."
Mud have recently changed to
RCA Records. Why the split with
Private Stork?
"We wanted a record company
who could break us in a Id of
countries," says Les. "We're big in
Britain and people say we must -be
making a lot d money, but they
forget the country is so shall and

pretty poor at the moment.
Obviously we want to crack

America, Private Stock said we
were going across there but nothing
ever mow about I don't even know
if we released any singles over

there."

Tubbier
Is old age creeping up on you lads?
mean their new single la called
'Slow Talking Boy' and lag Is
looking bit tubbier these days and
Dave's going bit thin on top.
"I was feeling the pinch at the end
of the Yet tour," says Lee. "I hadn't
planned my work very well, I was
trying to work out my solo thing at
the same time, I always tend to flog
myself to death. "
I.ee' first solo single didn't do too
well, was he worried?
"I was for a time, but then I
thought, well at least it made It to St.
Dave lad the right philosophy about
new star
It, bas' aid I was ilke
emerging and on.a first outing it
asn't bad. Pm going to be bringing
out some more did songs.
"Music's lacking Is melody there
I

days, everybody's Just copying
have done It
should
album tracks which we ripped
elf from other bands. Mind you,
we've always tried to do It In a
everybody

ir time

of our

Y

lo

tongue te cheek way."
"There was a time when we were
getting led serious about our Ready"
mays Dave. "We were coming on
stage and playing the superstars too
mock A lot of the aid fun has gone
out of the sense today and bands
don't muck la together anymore.
They think they're bigger and better
than anybody doe. All they want to
do is to travel around In a big
Ilrsousiae.
"That's why quality music is
lacking these days. A lot al hands

haven't pent enough time
periectleg their techniques, it all
tappers too fast for them "
Rutmoun have bees flee about

Dave says that during their last
tour Mud turned over 12 ,000 but
ended up with C1,200 to share
between them "We could raise
admission prices but that's not our
way," he says. "We've tried to write
In our contract that prices won't rise
beyond a certain leveL "
Recently Dave has been making
another Him: "I do wish I wasn't
asked to appear in films which lake
three weeks to make and where you
haven't got time to develop your
character. I've been doing this one
with Terry Thomas, I play a goodie
and he plays the villain.

Healthy

I

She was
discovered l)V
Stevie Wonder,
toured With hint,
and sung on all his
recent albums.
Introduced to
Maurice White,
the driving force
behind Earth \Vind
and Eire ,he took her into
the studio and they came
out with an outstanding
debut album that made

the States sit up
and take notice of its
G sheer exuberance.
One (Idle tracks,'hrec,
just released here as u
single, has already
snared into the Top -3.
l'.

This Is Niecy' isa

dream of a debut
album. Listen to it...
because it's OliCof the
nicest ways of gelling to
know 1)cniccc Williams.

Intimately.

So what about the new single?

"It was written by John Bongos,"

says

lea

The new album
produced by Maurice White
features the hit single

"He had some hits some

years back. The song was amongst
pile of demo tapes sent In. We're not
afraid to experiment with anything
and that's what keeps the group

healthy. Changing styles has been
what Mud have always been about
We listen to everything that's sent
in. Our producer goes through the
tapes ?Inn then we have listen. We
don't like to loam material on one
side, which Is what happens with
some companies.. We got
lot of
rubbish In - but somewhere there
just might be gem
The gigs at Batley Variety Club
will be an historic occasion, for it is
there that Mud's protege Barrington
Talbot-Short shoauld be appearing.
"He'll be dressed in evening dream
and the Ted Tatum Pour will be
backing him" says Les. 'Tie's
going to be doing some romantic
song. add 'sound even better than
Frank Sinatra. Barrington could be
even bigger than Mud." ROBIN
SMITH

i0

ree
Album 'This is Niecy' CBS 81869
Single 'Free' CBS 4978

O9
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Lou blew

Roadshows
a

ERIC CLAPTON
London

TYE A FEELING that
std Vied. Eric had been
el the Fuller Inedne
Pride bitter before he

But it a
good enough.
The old magic is still
there. JIM EVANS

HERON
London
HERON'S new
relay and
musically entertaining
at the Marquee last
week. They played

made his way on stage
at Hammersmith an
Thursday night. Rut

MIRE

Clapton under the

several numbers from
their new album
'Stranded In Iowa' and
'Do It 1 ourself' stand
Mg out.
The latter le lobe their
next single, and could'
well be a h It they don't
rot It down too much.
They must retain the
long keyboard break If
the record's going to
have any distinctive
Identity. And the band's

this didn't detract from
the prefermence. Fete
Influence of the amber
fluid to still superior in
most sober guitarist.
you care to name.

laughing. smiling,

smoking. drinking. Eric

and hts band put on a

men ageeeabia Mow.
But nears all this?
He's armed with an
acoustic guitar. Ha. he
sold out to eountryt No
chance. Into 'Hello Old
Friend'. through 'Sign
language' to the Macey
'Alberta'. Jacket and
wort off. Quick slurp of
beer and a fresh fag.
"We'd like to start our
demerit set with 'All Our
Past Times'. Past 'lies
were tutted; 'Tell The

Truth', 'Knockin'
Heaven's Door'.
The bailee

On

did their

bite. allowing Eric

mole

lo go off stage for a well
earned pee. Yvonne

Elliman sang the
Wtnwood / Clapton
number 'I Can't Find

-

My Way Home'
she's
so much better at this
won of thing than she Is
with told - back sloppy
stuff. Wee she appeal.
lag to her Idol when she
sang 'Come down off
your throne and leave
that bottle alone'?
"Now I'd like to
Introduce someone very

special," slurred Eric.

Me.

in 'Further On Up The
Road', he was in full
Sight, losing the band at
times, hitting the notes
other (beers) guitarists
can't reach, or laying
back and letting them
get on with It. Nice to
hear this too, since it
came from the old John
Mayal) net.
He ended with the
slower. bluest'. almost
country rock 'StormyMonday.' Much audience response. He'd
have to come back,
there was so much yet to
do. All down the front,
all stand up, clap and
shake to 'Willie And The
Hand Jive'. And a big
hand please for the Can
Can

girt., "The Harlot.,

what a lovely bunch of
tarta " He had to finish
with Layla. He did. In
style.
eLpton ban played,
and probably will play
heeler mete than this.

band were

-

I

Identity
Same'

Is In

David

keyboard play

Ing. .At times his
playing sounds like
early' Pr000l Hamm, but

that's no criticism.
Star of the show but to
be Malcolm Le Maistre,

strutting and posing

round the stage like e
demented peacock, his

repertoire Including one
or two gymnastic teats
and doing an 'Iggy Pop'
to a drum solo.
Heron are far removed from the original
gentler tones of the first
Incredible String Band.
They loot this 'magic'
when

they

moved in

Island and became

more of a straight rock

band. Heron are a
heavy powerful outfit
that could make It Into
the big time.
A mention too. for the
bass playing of the
experienced and talented Mike Tomich, who
with John Gilston on
drums, makes for a

formidable rhythm section. JIM EVANS

RICHARD AND

LINDA THOMPSON BAND
London

WITH TILE Thompson.
strong Involvement In
Sufism, both their mode
of drem and musical
expression have altered
radically since they
were last seen on stage
IS months ago.
On Sunday night they
virtually swamped their
audience In new mate-

rial, playing just

a

of songs from
their earlier albums.
Muth of the material
carried on from the
solemn tones of their
last album, with dark,
deep mystical lyrics
backed with the familiar
couple

Thompson beet lead by

From RM February

19
Whoa) Joyce, Dorchester. Jeffrey Brooks, Weston Super
Mare, Simon K Tully,feed,. Marty» Owen, Old Coulsdoe,
N. Hmberside, Justin
Dined C. W'Dlaon, 11
Surrey. Da
Huber, New Maiden, Surrey. Mr Ueda Jackman,
Wolverton, Milton Keyed. Kevin Gaffney, Entiels'', llanto.
Paul Bussey, Felt
Nickel,,
GI.
Yarmouth.
Christopher
Mechem. Norfolk. Mr D. Hilton, Moreton, Middlesex.

Prolbune, Welllos, Feat.

James

Shelley,

Greealord, Middlesex. Robert Ellis, Nelms, Lancs. John
Gory Stockwell, London. David Owens Touting, London.
elsePauline Mahoney, Old Rued Ford, London. Lyme
Haled, Walthametow, London. John Crossley, Harlow.
Dsytos Little, Bristol. Steer Bales, Corby, NoAkanta. lass

Kell& (Whimsy. Hemel Hempstead.
Scoeed. Nicolas Lebrett, Hemel
Hempstead, Rachel Pakater, Newport, Salop. Jonaoa Baker,
Salt, Stafford. Carol Wheeler, Steady, Brhtol. John
Church
Aberdeen Scotland. keel, Muon
Aberdeen,
05dllvas,
Tomes, Devon. Paul McLennan,
Seitos glop J. R.
S. Jesklai Maidstone.
Floss Stirling, Paisley

Colin Taylor, Brinklow,
Stretford, anchaster.
Ayrshire, Scotland. NellGage,
W'arwlcbblre. David BarterMiss
Sank a, Iiofmgdean,
C
West tatter, Somerset.

Gerhart N. Tore, Bury St. Edmemda. John
leven Fife.
Beebe. Peelatone, Nr Sheffield. Ian McDonald,
Moregau, heath,
C, MacLeod Airdrie Lanarkihlre. Richard
Serb.
Keith Johoatoa,
Holyport,
Davis.
Sally
Wes
Wales.
Miler, Eaatbourse, D. L.
Guildlurd Surrey. Christine
(Josme, Derby. Derek McCoy, Washlugmo. Tyne
EDI
Bel bean.

Wear. Novena Shunter,
r.agn. June Sinelr,

Dunrouons

kneel Trtiesksil, Wolverhampton.

SbeUefad

lyrics have been a
trademark of his 'tong writing art bun even

the surly Fairport days
of 'Meet On The Ledge'.
Many of the 'tongs
were so deeply Intense
that It wasn't easy for

the listener to
access to their
penmen' music,

gain
very

Once

the current tour Is
completed, they will be

going into the studios to
record new material
and among the new
wogs worth looking out
for was the strange
acoustic 'The Fire And
The Garden', and

'Rescue Me', which
opens with chanting
before the flrey Thompson guitar broke

MQ

his nose
and then
he blew
his mind

night, though, ire the
New Seekers.
The change Isn't too
drastic.
This time round, the
New Seekers have
wisely dedded to move
away from the teeny
audience they held In

lucrative market.
They'll certainly never
starve. They'll always
in a

sell a reasonable numher of records, they'll
have constant work la
clubs and cabaret. And,
if they keep going long
enough, their efforts will
someday be rewarded
with the ultimate prize
for British MOR acta

-

their own Saturday

evening show on BBC
TV. SHEILA PRO-

PHET

Still, ibis band's

greatest meet la their
posturing, and like It or
not, with the kind of
exposure they're getting

tab
and' the pre
regulation rock altar
Images they're potting
across, don't be sur
prised if The Rabys
grow Into a very popular
band In America in the
next hew years. JIM
FARBER

bowed, and walked off

again.

Cris for more west
up, and they obligingly
returned for an hour of

scores.

McGUINN

seen

SUNDAY NIGHT at
Hammersmith Odeon.

HILLMAN/ CLARK
London

The place Is about two
thirds full. A pity. To
those who didn't go, you
excellent
missed
bands, sonro
threenew songs
and memo trips Into the
past. The three bream

members of the Byrds
have each gone off la
their respective direc-

tions, and have much to
offer.
Gene Clark's band
were up for starters,
and varied their numbers from the grade,
mainly acoustic 'Sliver
Raven' through a new
exciting 'Last Of The
Blue Diamond Miners'
and Smokey Robinson's

'Really Got A Hold Oa
Me' to the lovely 'Sister
Moon' from the band's

new album. Clark la
very muds the front
man, but be gives hie

musicians reasonable

rein, and they make
plenty of noise when
necessary.
Chris Hillman's Band
boasts much talent.
Notably Skip Edwards
on pedal steel and

keyboards, and Al
Garth on sax and violin.
They opened with
'Stipple' Away' from
Hillman's solo album

..

and moved late 'Rise

and Fall' from the
HlUtnan, Souther, Fu ray days and 'Nothing
Gets Through To You
from the band.* album

Faaclet eclectlsm,"

which roughly translates as "quite good for

J

e,

a

LOU REED: snot tv'punk rock

larf."

THROB

GLADYS

due out lnJuly.
High spot of their act
for the majority of

LOU REED

London
IF THIS

what you describe so delicately as 'society
little 'man, you can keep It The
penultimate punk blew it.
Hut, muses our punk philosopher, this roust have
been a dellberate,ploy. No communication, verbally
or musically. Bland note's, bland stage presence (or
rather back to the audience stage presence) and
bland voice. But ño, it was snotty punk artym called
It, not rock.
Art? There was as much art In this performance an
there was in the Lou Reed scarves they were selling
outside the theatre. You committed artistic suicide
with 'Metal Machine Music' but camebacl tollfe with
your last album 'Rock And Roll Heart'. But then with
this performance you ~atoned your way bad/ to
'Machine'.
don't you
You even bollard up 'it and It Heart'
want people to buy the album' You probably don`t
care. You demigod through 'Sweet Jane' and
'Waiting For My Man'.
They cried for 'Vicious'. You played it, you were
going to anyway. And II was about as vicious a, a
toothless poodle. 'Walk On The WUd Side' can» in for
treatment too. And there's Rae/tell
Carrie to think of Il, there weren't that many Warhol
Factory Can look-alikee in the audience, It Raked
tike you might hit It with 'Heroin', but you didn't
Mi. haul Fontana on keyboards and Marty Fogel on
saxophone looked and sounded as U they were trying.
it
I didn't think you'd come back for the encore
wouldn't be In keeping with the Image.
But you did. Even mumbled "goodnight". And
where were the televisions' Problemus with the sound
and v Won JIM EVANS
lo

punk rock,

-

-

'

/

whipped up sufficient response in an
effervescent audience.
But I could swear I've

'Golden Hour Of New
Wave' featuring other
art nouvea acts like the
Brotherhood Of Man
and the Sacha Pistols.
Still, they did have the
Kinks once.
I scribbled something
on my journalist's jotter
about them being
.
"a toilet freshener in
this dicey bowl of nee -

o

their first Incarnatlm,
and Instead have

-

from school.

dirges, highlighted by
Mike Corby's screaming
least guitar.

They

compiling a sampler
album on their own. But
as they've signed to Pye
perhaps they'll have a

To-

Borrow'', 'Look What
They've Done To My
Song, Ma', and of
course, the inevitable,
'I'd Like To Teach The
World To Sing'
All
perfect. brulnlese fedder.
The New Seekers are

-

all admirable Free like

-

They had their fm
with humorrou, pokes
at the peat and present.
with the whole thing
from doo wop backed
ballads to those wild
element we foolishly
classify ese punk.
Highlight of the act
was when they played
requests, and we got a
passable 'Anarchy In
The UK', before they
switched with apparent
ease to become the
Osmonds for 'Puppy
Love', but changing the
words to 'Penfy love'.
Oh what fun!
There were some
clever cops from other
bands too, and indeed
they look capable of

THE NORMAL bill at
the Victoria Palace
Theatre Is that dynamic
duo, Cilia Black and

-

diapers
guessed It
when the hand cam» sae.
The group's muses dope
play some role Is all this
it's
(believe It or not)

one of
my brays to a South
London Oxfam shop -

NEW SEEKERS
London

of ineffectual ditties.
You know the routine
'Never Ending Song Of
Lose', 'Reg, Steal Or

The audience re a
whole sweated to corm
well prepared, showerIng the wage with (you

corns den core on

the
Clapton song.
Thompson Is In a
different class of guitarist to him. but hopefully
he won't get too lost In
another world. DAVID
BROWN

seemed as H their jaws
would stick like that for
ever more, and worked
their way competently
through their collection

RollernrnM-

that fiddle fellow
playing for
team of

'Layla' - not

tally, smiled till It

squeals worthy of

guitar, bass and drums

and he really opened up
an the encore called

The group, dressed in
shiny while Bulb and
long evening dresses,
bounced fairly energeu

dapper contrast. tans.
log all the girls to let out

right

be the

gig became of the smell
brews deposits »aside
on the pavement. Rut
there was no truth in the
beautiful rumour that
they'd changed their
name to the Fabubue
Cbrgia as part of Ilse
Jubilee stout celebrations at the Marques.
C1ae anion ruled se a
man wearing a dog's
dog
head - r wan It
wearing man's body?
paraded mound the tiny
stage to herald their
imminent arrival. The
four members of the
orchestra strolled on,
suitably attired for the
occaaloa, except for the
drummer who had
obviously come straight

they

penultimate number,

listening.

IT HAD to

guitarist Mike Corby's
ladb the lath garb adds
ion the rigid rangy /

amplified violin with

Of the older numbers
they chose 'The Night
Comes In', and 'When
Get To The Border', and
it was after the latter
that they really broke
through and commu
nleated with the audience who had remained
rather aloof during the
serme opening emits.
By the end of the set
they were almost rocking, and come of the beet
Thompson guitar work
heard for many a year
was heard on the

slipped easily into the
less demanding, less
fickle world of easy

side of Mod Rod, and

POODLES
London

With an Interesting
line up Incorporating

through.

Jimmy Tarbuck.

ABBA BOOK WINNERS

lanadsie

his guitar and Joined by
keyboards, drum, bass
and praetorian from his
new band. But unusual

THE FABULOUS

-

THE BABYS
New York

punter including my
goodself - was a

medley of bluegrass
music. There can't be

ITS JUST

the way of
world that some
bable, are born with
silver spoons In their
mouth.. With the way
their record company is
spending money, that's
certainly 'the case for
tide new British band of
expatriate's, The Baby,.
the

For their debut

American tour, someone
got the bright Idea to put
up the mammy for the
band to headline small
clubs ail around the
country (like the York
ville Palace here la
N.Y.) to avoid the
dreaded "opening act"
syndrome.
But it takes more than
money to put over an
you still
unknown act

-

have to have

an

IMAGE, and The Baby,

have the most saleable
anglo flash stance seem
on these shoran la quite
some time

Lead singer John
Waite has the beat
haystack haircut this

many to match Cbris

Hillman
'

on the mando-

lln stakes.

And so we came to

Roger McOulnn's
Thonderbyrd. And

that's what they are; a
heavier version of the
Byrd,. The ~ulna

-

magic
that unique
voice -is etW there.
From tracks from
their new album such ae
'American Girl' through

Bob

Dylan's 'The

Neighbourhood la Gold ea Gloom' and
roars

and

cheer

-

- It's

'Chestnut Mare'. I Jun
wish more people had
been there to wi ne.s

this magical pir-

ate did tour encore
numbers, You guessed
it
the big Byrd ones

-

'Mr Tambourine

Man', 'Turn Turn Turn'
'Fight Mlles High' and
'You Ain't Goan' Nowhere'. eMagla JIM
EVANS
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THE JAM

TAKE ME
BACK HOME'
I

I

,

%

IT'S a godnwtud small
affair

t trjtool

- Lit repool Expires are
LAat

Saturday night left you
davern hadn't dleappeared
.err alt, as Billy Rime" and Co rhythm and blued
heir way termites each goodies a. 9 ..ng Tall flail)".
Nark IS The I SSW and 'Ad elm. IMaer'.
%s a homecoming concert there wee noway that
the
udlence wasn't releg se take all
and not come
eek for more. A hasty version of Nell Young's
Item.+. Dance, Dance' was quickly ?Mowed by a
how topping 'Space %)ddlty which may even have
.it
the big B lslreaelf. Perhaps all this benoi

developed trlcep In

~led

-s

CHUCK BERRY
THE PIRATES

/

FLYING SAU-

CERS
London

'ROCK 'n roll will never
'lle:" tics-earned the Sad
'Inter of the Flying

"surer., the band that
.eened (buck Berry's
two

cofl,ort, al the New

Victoria

Theatre, and

also doubled as hi.
.tacking band. And the
assembled hordes of
Teddy Boya, seemingly

aged

from

nine

ninety. agreed
yen Oy.

to

far.

It w'asrt't se much a
concert, more a way of
life. and a celebration of
rock 'n roil as something
more than music. The

Flying Saucers were

popular, and performed
a high energy set of re
rock 'n roll
classics very well, to
groat appreciation.
But the second cup.
port band. The Pirates,

cycled

only succeeded in

alienating an audience
that wan out for a good
arm with a set that was
just too heavy. But then,
what chance did they
have? (buck Berry was
due

.

.

.

The safety curtain
rose, and the entire
audience roe to Its feet.
And there he was, a wry
grin on hie face, a
legend, playing 'Roll
Over Beethoven'. There
wan dancing In the
aisles, and even the
aging and cynical rock
critics were seen to

-

a sea of drape suite.
brothel creepers, skirts

and black stocking.
descended on the
cinema.

write concise
contemporary songs
like 'in The City',
'Bricks And Mortar'
("About the housing
problema la this country" Introduces Paul)
and 'I've Changed My

oionajiam; 'Nadine'
'Memphis', 'Carol',

'little

Queeale'.

duckwalk here,

A

rood

dear old

selection of old material

-

'Rock et Roll
Music', 'Drown Eyed

Handsome Man', and a
last, ratacyly)'sm lc 'Beetle' And Ruckln'.'
A great evening. A
night of real entertain.
ment. So what If he
didn't break any new
material? The crowd
war there just to hear
the old duff. And they
rams away convinced
that rock 'n roil will
never die. It certainly

'Alright?'

and some
smooth between song -

patter.

Chuck also treated us
to My Ding A Ling'. in
which he told us that the

girls had a lovely
passage ("le the song

that Ia"), and that he

won't

wanted the gtrts to get

"Their parts tight round

.

while

'Batman', 'So Sad

About U.' and 'Midnight
Hour'.
The result la a well
equipped show'. Incisive
and dynamic. There
seems no possible way
they can blow It with
there credentials.
So this wasn't one of
their more successful

more bard rock 'o roll

a

duckwalk there some
guitar 'nanoeuvree, and
an Instant rapport with
the audience that he
maintained throughout,
with jokes, cries of

the boys parts". The
crowd loved H all, even
though It did go on

somewhat,

Addcoae enhancing
their effect with a

even forget the words of
songs he was In the
middle of.
Then hack Into eome

who was originally due to
appear on the show, but
he was off performing
with Billie Jo Spears on

the post - Wembley
country tour.
But despite this, the
show boasted some rock
legends of varying pedl

concerts. thanks to
extenuating clrcum

stances. But they made
the best of what was
dished up. That's the
secret. The Jam don't
glee In. And for every
duff el ow you can he
ensured of six of the
beat. BARRY CAIN

Chuck's

grees,

necessarily

proverbial hotcakes,

while out front the band
themselves went through
their paces showing why
they are the leading

homegrown rock outfit
around at present.

under tO's at the

They provided some

good

raunchy Hammersmith
Odeon are not tired
gamblers looking to be
distracted. They are
energetic fans who want
to jump, shout, dance
and generally whoop It
up.
The Detroit Spinners

drowned themselves as
performers with a One
rhythm section, an

overtaxed orchestra,
three robot like female
backing singers and
some terribly corny
stage patter.

The combination

anaoethettsed all those
big heads tastead of

STEVE MARRIOTT. subtle

as a

sledgehammer
'

They weren't as

Clean up those wheelchairs
SMALL FACES

pace

London

LOOKED as U they'd cut down on the booze intake
before coming on stage at Ore Rainbow. No . one
dropped their Instrumente and they whipped up the
proverblal storm. The Small Yace. had improved
immensely shoe Sheffield, Marr'rott leaping around
eke a demonic dwarf entltrellIng the audience with
he delicate and articulate speech. The subtle touch
always goes down heal
What came over mrrol was the enjoyment the band
were feeling oo stage. lewas'the end of the tour
but
not r strafe showed. Not bed for stars who nest be
getting on a bit. All through the show the lightning

-

didn't once let up, and by

the end

brilliant
Marriott

minuet had adrenalln streaming from his ears.
ft was the oldies the crowds had come to hear, tears
rd nostalgia showing In some eyes and the odd mod
haircut and jacket In the audience. 'Tin ifoidier' was
the most emotional moment
Marriotte voice had
Just the right amain( Of crack in IL Later he Joined In
a singing duel with PP Arnold. She's still looking
very desirable after all these years.
I don't think the numbers
featured from the up and
coming 'Playmates' LP are
going to have the
longevity of the oldies. The audience didn't seem that
enthralled either. Still, time alone will tell.
Towards the end of the concert It looked as If the
Snail Fares were
set to play all night Geriatric rock
rooksOK? ROBIN SMITH

-

as their records
hut they gave the crowd
the non stop disco funk
tt wanted.
The Spinners had
more bite but B was
Brass Construction who

used

more sense.

ROBIN KATZ

MINSTRELS ABLE TO

great

Rockers' latest album
was selling like the

A FIASCO Is when you
put too much showbiz
into soul biz:
How many American
groups forget that the

enhancing them. Older
fans are used to this
standard of stage show.
But judging by Friday
night many younger
fans will fidget and
heckle before accepting
this routtae.Bckness.
In the opening half of
the show, Brass Conattraction became the
Odeon's House Band.

a

concert.
In the foyer Crazy
Caven 'n' The Rhythm

SPINNERS
London

ti4".

and the rock

audience was determined
to make a great occasion
of it even If it wasn't

DETROIT

around. For all leg 46
years. he looks set to
outlive us all. TONY
BRADMAN

old

A beer bottle wait
cere /non lou sly smashed
In the Rainbow doorway
The Sun Sound Show was
In town, and for two
nights at this London
venue, rockábiily ruled.
Now the Sun sound hag
absolutely nothing to do
with a national newspaper, but the Sun label
formed in Memphis In
1952 by Sam Phillips.
It proved to be a centre
for blues, rock and
country performers and
the Sun stars Include
Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Roy Orblson and
Johnny Cash, none of
whom were able to make
It for the weekend's
shindig, unfortunately.
Even more unfortunate
was the non - appearance
of Carl Perkins, old 'Blue
Suede Shoes'er himself,

They

Chuck occasionally

'Movin' On,' before
slipping into the realms of
the Grand Ole Opry, and
some country Impersonations A gUlek rherue Or
two of 'tJbangt Stomp'
later, he left the tinge

rind

Wallet, hawed Bruce
Forte and drummer
Rick Buckler are The
,tam.
They are not, I repeat
not. a re -cycled Who.

shuffle their feet.
Carmelites followed clesalcs with smooth proteo'

'Blue Suede Shoes' and

Country disembarked.

guitarist Paul

ten

BILLY KI NSEY: "didn't I go to acLool with him"

/

hounds.

blue.
En rase you've forgot

were three hob each and Cliff Richard

tHAM HILLIER

rand

tracting Into teenage

a tad.
Hat tag beet weaned en the Me new round you don't
.ally trowel It But they had their quieter momenta
welL The singles. 'You Are My Love' and 'Every
tan Must Have A Dream' came up to the expected
,caption as Ann their tee. die, 'Dreaming'.
The ensta.ge yokes ran freely and helped keep the
r hole thing no an Informal footing, each was
a cert
u hen you rmstder
hat nearly everyone to the
audientr claimed w be related to or had been to
cr,nol with al leant one member of the group.

,.11

.

throe moods the band
take you through at a
gig. Red hot expending
Into white heat con-

ex pee wed,
%fur ail, lead ~get Billy Kin.ey had cut his teeth
Ith no lersetr temp than the Mersey., way bark

s. still

.

.

Belled The Jam
a
large Union Jack, the
colours depicting the

~in

r

with the simulated leopard skin driving wheel
rover Cruised round the
way
Finsbury one
system.
Coach loads of rockery
from all parts of the

tion of this highly
leaps

acoustic guitar maternity nudging his side, and
delivered some _harismaUe performances of

PINK Ford Zephyr

741E

showing their apprecia-

I

over to the mike,

SUN SHOW. London

The tttmaroaa after.
An artless audienceat
the Royal College of It

a

NAh! \O ~Make about It

t nen records

as

platform d et Vletorta
Station. Raggageless
porter. The Jena, 40 feet
apart aid manttMk'ss.
Full home Behest The
Tyla Oast before and

ERPP(1L EXPRIF:SS

rMbr.at heart.
or,.
..tans that pertsape the

The things they
do for the Sun

London
A silage, as long

29

'

stompers

by

the

likes of Jerre Lee, 'Old
Black Joe', Buddy Holly
'Rock Around With 011ie
Vee' and their own
material such as their
latest waxing, 'My Little
Sister Gotta Motorbike.'
A storming start for some
relative newcomers, and
hard enough for the so
called legends to follow.
First Sun star out on
stage was Warren Smith,
a country based artist out
of Louise, Mlsslsslppj,'
who cut some fine
rockabllly tracks for the
label In the mid to late
flftlele He made a big
Impression opening with
'Ubangi Stomp' a number
he had a hit with on Sun.
and which was also done
by label stablemates Carl
Mann and Jerry Lee
Lewis.
There was rocking in
the auditorium and jiving
in the aisles to that one.
Dressed in a dark suit
with open necked shirt, he
just calmly strolled on

again to tremendous
applause and the rather
restricted tones of the
session band brought in to
back the singers.
Next up was Buddy
Knox, now 44, from the
Texas town of Happy, the
man responsible for hits
like 'Party Doll,' 'Hula
Love' and 'Levey Dos'ey
He played these and
more. Indicating a lean

towards the clszcic

Ametican teenage balled
style of the fifties.
Regrettably It wag a tar
from classic perform.
ance, lacking drive end
guts and a Buddy lioll).
medley was little ghost of
disastrous, let alone a
messy stab

at 13erry''o

'Maybeitae.'

Meanwhile, in the oar,
the socialising contlssued

an rock fans met and
moaned of the bar prices.
Back on stage bounced
one hell of a dude called
Charlie Feathers in a

bright red shirt, while

suit and matching while
hair. Hts performance
wan entertaining but he
proved to be more of a
showman than a genuine
rocker, though there were the occasional glimpses of
etas. on 'Good Rocking
Tonight' and the slowle 'I
Forgot To Remember To

Forget
a

'

Feathers. 44, Is more of country artist, but his

guitaret added

a neat
touch of rockabtily licks
to give some meat lo Use

performance.
"I'm mighty proud to
be In London, England,"
Charlie declared, almost

mirroring

a

similar

statement earlier by

Smith.
The backing band were
then given the chance to
do a number, but the
crowd wouldn't have it
and shouted for mort of
the real thing.
And they got it In the
shape of a man In black,
the bearded Jack Scott,
who gave one of the best
rocking performances of
the evening. desptte what
Ile called "a few
Teddyboy problems. " He
began with a strong
'Baby She's Gone'.
Then came his old hit
'Leroy,' a real taste of
rockabuly, before slipping Into ballads thee 'My
True Love,' which later
epitomised his popular
style. But there was more

rock to come in the shape
of 'The Way I Walk' and

'Geraldine,' leaving with
a sixties ballad of his,
'What In The World's
Come Over You.'
"If this Is London I
never knew what I was
missing." he declared.
The

after

concert
a

was

over

curtain call for

each act DAVID BROWN

Saturn Prrowotrons present

BILL ODDIE
+

IN CONCERT

PACIFIC EARDRUM
FRIDAY MAY 13th 8.00 pm

PLAYINSTRUMINTS
AND SING
Phone 01.240-3978
between 3.6 pm
leten L710 Clot DSO

alabk Ina at

bo ruse

101

161 1181 eM

eed eenh

.
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I

JImnq

Latin.

SHEFFIELD. CI,ty Hall
(270741, Franke VaIU and
the Four Season..

STAFFORD. North Staff.

Polytechnic, Little Bob
Stery.

STOKE, Bailey (23958).
Jame..ud (lobby Purify.

r

WAKEFIELD. "'Marlys

Hearthreakere- H none of these appeal lo you, check out the

(78216), Choy Stone.
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
4253), Jack the Lad.

listings

(27374), Arsaerblade..

BRIGHTON. Done (6421771.

latil (bnanay.
CARDIFF. Capitol

1313161:

The Shadows.

DUMP*. Natimal Stadium
( 7533711. (Lock Perry.
E ARN»ORTH. Bllghlys,
Drifter..
H EMEL HEMPSTEAD,
Heath Park Hotel. AbboL

H

ULL. The Unl.eroity

(42431). Resin Ayers/Paul

PreIt
LEEDR Unlverslty (39071).
Roger McGolan'n
Thunderbyrd/Cora. 11111.
roan

Rand/Gene Clark

Hand,.

LEICESTER. Bailey.

(264421, (Yeay Cavan 'n'

the, Rhythm Rocker..
L I ERPO01_ Empire
709 1555), Slade.

(051

LONDON. Cortos loe Theatre,
Southbank, Albino Dance
Band.

LONDON, Dingwall.. Camden lack (01267 49871.
Moon.

LONDON. Fangs. Pried
Street, Krakatoa.

LONDON, Golden Lion,
Fulham Road 401.385
39421. Bernie Tormw.

LONDON, Hope and Anchor.
Upper Street (01 159 4510).
4510). ('aol Bishop..
LONDON. Marquee. Ward.
our Street (01.437 661131.

Kuraaal Flyers.

LONDON. Moak Machine,
Camden High Street (ll.

387

0428). Babe

KoUNN
LONDON. Rainbow. FInolo,
ry Park (01.263 31481,

Elton Job..

LONDON. Red Cow, Ham.
mer.mith Road. Tom
Kubin.un Band.
LONDON. Rochester. Stoke
Newington High Street 101Zlb B.nd.

249 011»).

LONDON. Rock Garden.
Covell Garden (01.240
tong. 09 Inelu,lve.
MANCHESTER, Centre tor

Art. (06I 273 0376).
Slaughter and the Dog..
MANCHESTER, The Unithe

versity

(061

236

Quantum Jump.

0114).

PLYMOUTH, Casterways
(Nerquay 6011). Mr Rig.
S HEFFLEID, Polytechnic
(21200), (ado IOlh.
S LOUGH, Fulcrum Theatre.
Ian Gillen Randalrepps.
SO('THAMNI'ON, The University 15582911, Widow.

outer/Quart..

STAFFORD. New HIngley
Hall (21027), Eagan/V'al

(brMr.

~DON,

Affair 430670).
(lash.
TIVERTON, Tiverton Motel,
11r.Ron..

TWICKENHAM. Winning
Poet (01.804 1068), %'a,raten.
WINCHESTER, King Al.
[reds College. /Tear..
YORK, The Unlverslty
(54121). Little Ion Sory.

BARROW
.Maxima (21134k, Jenny
Haan'. 1 Ion.
BATH. Viaduct Hotel (Lim
~Mier.
Pier Bon 31871'
Hall
BELFAST. WallisRacing
142124 45133).

-

Mr Dlgbyo
Dr

RI/tettreGHAM,

y

Odeon

(021.643
Berry.

61011.

BIRMINGHAM,
drome (021

BIRMINGHAM.

IN FURNESS,
Maxon, Jimmy Heins.
BIRMINGHAM, Barhorellas
(021.643 9413), Little Bob

Story.
BOi.MINGIIAM,

Nile Spot
(021.8222233), Four Tops.
BIRMINGHAM, The Unlver.
ally (021-472 1841). Widow.
maker/Quarts.
BOLTON. Nevada Ballroom
(24002). Liverpool. Ex-

Nile Spot,

Four Tope.

BIRMINGHAM, Rebecca.
(021-643 8951). Bsssrorb.
BLACKBURN,

Cavendish

(8826021, (b41Jte..

BLACKPOOL, Opera House
(252531. Frank!. Va W and
the Four Seasons.
BRISTOL, Granary, Welsh
Back I28267).XTC.

CLEF.TIIORPES, Winter
Garden. (62925). Judie
Priest.
COVENTRY.

STOKE. Baileys 1239581.
Jaime and Bobby Purify.
WELLINGBOROUGH, British Rail Sports and Social
Club, Rock bland Una..
WEST RUNTON. Pavilion

Itond/Strappe.

1511201. Wild Angela.
CROYDON, Red Derr (01880

2308). Vibrator..
DUBLIN, National Stadium
17533711.91%264U.

Th

EXETER,
1779111.

University

Caravan.

FARNWORTII, Blighty..
Drifter..

tan Gallen

(2031.

City Centre

Hall, (lado Belle.
GREAT YARMOUTH, Race-

course. Liverpool En -

presa.

LONDON, Lyceum,

The

Strand 101236 3715). Riot
Roston / Sunstroke /
Sha/am/ Wild
HUDDERSFIELD, Polylechnlc (22208), Q(4anom Jump.
LEEDS, New Pentagon,

Ity (5727511. Cuss h.
ABERYSTWSTH, The Unls

Mirfield. Monde..

LEICESTER, Baileys
126462), Crsay

(Even 'n'

the Rhythm Rockers.

UVERPOOl. Empire

(051.

706 1556r, Fronkle Valli
and the Four Sermons.
LIVERPOOL, F.rlca, CTaub.

LONDON, Cart and Horses,
Stratford, Jerry the

Ferrel.

LONDON, Dingwall.. Cam
den Lock 101-267 49671,
Little Bob Story.
LONDON, Lyceum. The
Strand (01438 3715), Riot
Wan Show.

LONDON, Marquee. Word.
our Street (01.137 6603),
Mempp..
LONDON. Munlc Machine.
Camden High Street (Of
387 0428), Stray/Shane Cold
Seder.
LONDON, Rainbow, Fln.bu.
ry Park (01.283 3148),
Elton John.
LONDON, Red Cow, Liam.
menmllh Road, 'Warren

ally. Racing Ctrs.

(021 643 0413), Moon.

BIRMINGHAM, Nile Spot.
Pour Tope.
BRIGHTON, Dome (812127).
Gilbert O'Sullivan.

BRIGHTON, Embassy
1735124),

(477021. Delray Wilson.
BRISTOL The University
124181), Kevin Ayere/Paul

Harry.

2490118).

lacy.

LONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Carden (01-240

F'rogaIt

LONDON. ROW), Club, Neal
Street (01-034 MOIL Mika
Berry and the (NUaw..
MANCHESTER. tale, Barlow Moor Road, The Jam .

PLYMOUTH, Wood.,
12 06118), Wide w
maker/Quarb.
!ROMP. Marlowe Rooms

13001101), 'Tooting
,meek...

ST ALBANS, trench Bacon
School. Pete Brown's Back
To The PenaL

TRENT,

78

Club, Lew lawns Band.

BURY ST EDMUNDS,

Focus Theatre. Lao Gillen

Band/Strapps.
CARDIFF, The University.
Caravan.

CIIALFONT

ST GILES,
Merlins Cave, Aylesbury
Rucks.
DUNDEE, The University
1644881. Ronnie Lane'.

Slim (ounce/Sparrow.
DURHAM, The University
(644681. De. mend Dekker.
EDINBURGH, Playhouse
(031265 2064 ), Shadow..

FARYWORTII, Bllghty.s,
Drifter..

GLASGOW, The University

(041.339 8856). Judas
Priest.

-

LONDON. Rochester, Stoke
Newington High Street 101-

Vibrators.

BRISTOL. Bamboo Club
Brett.
BURTON ON

of

Further Education

MAY6
ABERDEEN. The Univer-

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellaa

11111.

Connolly.

HULL, College of Education
(29943), Ileertbreakers.
Manor, Stage FrlghL

GRANGEMOUTH, Town

man Band/Gene
Band.

Linda Thomp

LANGLEY, College

Clark

Thunderbyrd/Chris

and

/Richard Dlgance.
HASTINGS, White Rock
Pavilion 1421940), Billy

KIDDERMINSTER, Stone

k.I

ver.lty (42421. Split En..
BATH, The University
16941 1. Widow.
ter/Quarts.
BELFAST, Queens Univer

GLASGOW, Apollo (041-332
0035). Roger McGulnn's

GUILDFORD, University of
Surrey (78281). Richard

Muscle..

(422031,

LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
Swan, Tequlta.

LIVERPOOL, Polytechnic

Frantic
Miller'. Full iloue.
1051.236

24811,

LONDON, Central tendon
Polytechnic, Tom Robin.
on Band.
LONDON, Dingwall.. Camden lock 101-267 49871.

Fabulous Poodles/elk'

Vakl.
LONDON, Marquee. Ward.
our Street (01-437 8803),
limey Kate.
LONDON, Middlesex Poly.
technic, Hendon, Moon.
LONDON. Queen Mary
College. Stepney, Painted
Lady/BUS..
LONDON, Rainbow, Finsbu-

ry Park (01-248

31481

Elton John.
LONDON.,Rocheater, Stoke
Newington High Street 101249 01981. Dowalloete
Sect.

LONDON, Rock Gordon.
Covent Garden 101-240
30611.

Bees

ey/Payroll.

Make Hon-

LONDON, Royal College of
Art (01-564 61201, Slaugh-

ter
and
Doge/lleadbanger

the

and the

Nosebleed./Tee Drone..

LONDON, Royalty Ballroom.

Southgate (01-888

4112), Dave Berry.

LONDON, The University,
Northampton College. PP

rare.

MANCHESTER, Apollo.

HEIiR' IT!

GLASGOW based Radio Clyde continues to keep the local
populace stuffed with.progressive sounds, not to mention a
handful of guests on 'Stick It In Your Ear', Wedueaday (8.00
pm). Interviews this week with American linger Harry
Chapin of WOLD fame, Lynsey De Pra W and Mike Moran.
If you wont to get an idea of what's the latest sound in Bruin
rock, tune to Radio BR MB 'Rock Show' (6 00) on Thursday
for news and views of what Is happening In the area. If you re
Interested In the direction that rock music Is taking Won to
'Where RS At' 00 Radio Three (7.00). John Peel bests the
programme and he'll be looking at the careers of such
notables as Ltd Zeppelin, Bob Marley, Thin Lissy, and the
Roiling Stones. The question la: have they sold out?

-

Saturday night Racing Cara are the guests in Radio One
Concert' (6.30). They'll be performing material from
their album 'Downtown Tonight' and previewing one or two
On

new apnea.

OnJowhePehle

ump

againm on

Monthye

mhr

0
ddr0ectio

Rdio

Band.

LONDON, Royalty Ball.
room, Southgate. Heat.
wave.

MANCHESTER. Apollo,
Ardwlck (061.273 1141),
Frantic Valli end the Four

grew.
BOURNEMOUTH. Winter
Garden. 1273381, Billy
ComóUy.
BRISTOL, Granary. Welsh
Back (28267). Krakatoa.
BURY ST EDMUNDS, Corn
Exchange (3937), Chl
Laic..
CANTERBURY, Odeon
(024801, Richard and
Linda Thonpson/Rlehard

DUDLEY. JB'e
Fumble.

(535971.

EDINBURGH, Playhouse
(031-885 2064), Cush/The
Jam/Busecoeke/Subway
Sect/Silt..
FARNWORTH, Bllghteys,
Drifters.
GLASGOW, Apollo (041.332
00551, Shadow..
GLASGOW, University of

Strathclyde 1041-552'19961,

Ronnie- Lane's
Chance/Sparrow.

Skins

HASTINGS. Pavilion. Vlbr
atore.
HASTINGS,. Pier Pavilion
(4212101, Mr Big.

LEICESTER, Baileys
1254621, Crazy Cavan 'n

the Rhythm Rockers.

LEICESTER, Polytechnic
(27832), Kue.asl Flyers.
LIVERPOOL, Empire 051'7119 1555 ). Judaa Priest.
LIVERPOOL, Erica, Hoare

breaker..

LONDON, Dingwall., Cam
den Lock, 101-287 4087),
Steve Brown Band/After
the Fire.

LONDON, Jackson.' Lane

Community Centre, Tom,
Robinson Band/Stukae.
LONDON, Marquee, Ward.
our Street (01-437 6003),
Window/Snakebite.
LONDON. Music Machine
Camden High Street (01387 0428), Lew Lewis

Rand/Edgar Broughton's
CM:derma.x.
LONDON, Nashville, North
End Road (01-603 6071),

Pirates.

LONDON. Rainbow, Fusbu-

SEE

and

the

(061-205 941 1), Qaab.
MIDDIJLSBORMJOH, Town

Hall (45432). Kurea.l
Flyers.
NEWCASTI.E, City Hall
(200071, Aline.
OXFORD. New Theatre

(44544). Gilbert
p4

9ullIv.n.

ÁIONTON, Festival
Theatre 1586411, slily

P

Circus. Collyhuret Street

PRESTON. Guildhall

MANCHESTER, Electric

(401-306 9411 I, Cede Belle.
MANCHESTER. Free Trade

ver.Ity

(001.273

5111).

ROTHERHAM. Windmill.
Jet Herres.

SHEFFIELD. The University (24076), Pirates.
SOUTHAMPTON, The Line
verelty (568291), Ian
Gillen Wed/Strappe.
STOKE. Baileys (28068).
Jamen and Bobby Purify.

SUNDERLAND, Empire
173786), (buck Barry.
TONBRIDOE, Harvester.
Anasorbladee.

WESTCLIFFE ON SEA,
Queens Hotel, Charlie

Feather./CsdWar.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Poly-

technic. Fabulous
Poodle*.

YORK,

(5

6

1

University

The

2

9)

O'Sullivan.

.

Gilbert

ACCRINGTON, Lakeland
1381263),

BARROW

Flying

IN FUHtNESS,

Heston (21134), Kick,.
(BIRMINGHAM, Barborellas
-

(021-643 9413), Sneaker..

BRIGHTON, Top

Rank

(238051, sUvercloud.
CARDIFF, Capitol (813161,
NW Lafgren/Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers.
COLCHESTER. Embassy
Suite, FBI.
CROYDON, Greyhound, Mr

DUNSTABLE. Queensway
Hall (8033661. Lan GUlao
Band/Strappe.

GOSPORT, John Peel,
Stamps.

LEEDS, Ftorde Green Hotel
(8234701. Downllmre Sect.

LEEDS, Polytechnic

(75361), Kevin Ayers/Paul
Brett.
LIVERPOOL. Empire (051.
7093514), Chuck Berry.

LONDON, Brecknock, Cam
den -Road, Urchin

LONDON, Golden Lion,

Fulham Road

401-385

8942), Slack Alice.
LONDON. Marquee. Ward.
our Street (01-437 09031.
loo Konmin Band/Stake..
LONDON, Mermaid Theatre
(01.236 9621), Bowle. Bro.
Band.
LONDON, New Victoria (01.
834 011711,

Shaktl/Kevin

Coyne.
LONDON, Rat Club, Fender
of Wakefield. Gray. Inn

Road, Chris Lung.

ham/Andy Thunderclap'
Newman/BA Nana 'n
Friends/Bizarre Act..
LONDON, Torrington, North

Flnchi.y

401.445

(21721), Shadow..
REDCARI, Cnatham Bowl
(3238), Ronnie bee's Slim

(Lance/Sparrow.

SHEFFIELD. Top Rank,
Judas Priest

SOUTHPORT, Floral Hall,
Mud.
WATFORD, Bailey., Jane.
and Bobby Purley.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Civic
Hall (21359), Frank le Vella
end the Four Sermon..

MAY

9

BIRMINGHAM. Town Hall
(021-231 3942), Jade.
Prle.1.

BOURNEMOUTH, Winter
Gardena (27338).0 Hand.

CANTERBURY, Eliot College,

Pirate..

BRISTOL, Granary,

Welsh
Back (28267), Coruna..

DONCASTER, Outlook
(84434) Split F.ns.

GLASGOW, Apollo (011+332
90551, 81.de.

University (85201 la NIB Lot.
gren/Tom Petty and the
Heartbreaker..

MAY 8
Lounge
Aces.

Connolly.

LANCASTER. The

Sunday

Digan...

DUBLIN, National Stadium
(3423381, Bating Car..

Makin' Stevese

Suet..

MAIDENHEAD. ekmdlea
(20116). Frantic MUler'e
Pull HM....
MANCHESTER, Eleetrte
Clreu., Collyhuret Street

Sermon..

(44544), ShsEtL

Fairport Con.
ventbn/Brlght Eyes.

2570).

eke

Rl

Saturday
(537091,

HIppo-

8.22

Slade.

Marvin and

Brett

LONDON, Rock Gordon,
Covent Garden (01.240
3961). Tyla Oaag/ W node

Kevin Ayere/Gryphon.
NOTTINGHAM, The University (559131. Caravan.
OXFORD. New Theatre

BARROW

Chuck

Newington High Street.

Hall (061.834 3497), Slade.
MANCHESTER, The UN

AYLESBURY. Friars Vale
Hall (84588/86009), Frank le Miller's Full Roue.
BANGOR, The University

where

hooks and Films

WOLVERHAMPTON..ClWc
Hall (21369), Sled?.

MAY 7

number,

are provided
asible.

(Lad/Sldewl der.

MAY 5

3

Telephone

3016), Raymond

Thursday

B(46 1047

THE Information here
wee correct at the time
of going to peer but It
may be subject to
change ao we edvkte
you to check with the
venue concerned before trav&Kng to a gig.

i

ry Park (01.363. 3148),
Elton John.
LONDON, Rochester, Stoke

Ilelrrw.

SALFORD, The Unlvenay
(061038 78114, Mr Big.
SCARIIOROUGH, Penthouse
(132041, Jenny Haan'.

w,

4

1112 ).

NEWCAI),TT.., Inn Cognitn,

K,dderngnelar Town Hall (Tuesday). So, IS you want your
Brat testae( punk stroll along'
U that isn't quite your cup of tea how about a quick
sea p.e of Made? They are returning to Ihla country after
Iwo y.an in the Stag Ti you want to see U they still have
Use
[routed they're at Liverpool Empire
they race
Hippodrome (Thursday),
( seré
R
Wolverhampton Clete Hall (Friday), Manchester Free
Trade Hall (Saturday) and the Glaa ((OW Apollo (Monday)
FYtally another welcome fare an the road la gultarlet Nil.
(der. pictured right). who
opens hh tour at the Cardiff
Capitol (Sunday) and Lancaster University (Monday). For
each date of hb tour he I. Joined by Tom Petty and the

R

--

Cheek Perry.

(Thur.day1, Aberdeen University (Friday) and

IIl(MIGt1.AM, Night Spot,
1021 622 2233), Four Tope.
RLETCHLEY, Tramps.
Brehmt
BRIGHTON. Alhambra.

Concerti

Ardwl(k (061.773'

THE FIRST nationwide punk tour' since the DI . fated Sex
Platel.' pandensa,tem of W1 year gels .coder way when The
Choi take the White Riot tour out on the road. They are al
the Srindon Midair (Wednesday), Liverpool Eric.

MAY

l

Record Mirror's weekly guide to

4710),

IT!

IF THE rustic melodies of country music make you tap your
feet then turn to BBC 2 on Thursday for their new aeries, 'Up
Country 77' (9.30 pm). The first programme has 51m of Don
Williams, The Dillard. and Chrystal Gayle shot at Nis year's
International Country Music Festival held al the Empire

Pool, Wembley,
/loving onto Friday you could get a pleasant surprise if you
watch 'Jars At Montreux' (BBC 2, 10.20), as it features the
excellent Billy Cobham - George Duke Rand filmed In
concert. Both of them have great track records
Your sides could be aching if you witch the 'Muppet Show'
on Saturday (1177. 5.45 pm).
Later on in the evening Tony Palmer continues his potted
history Of popular muale with another episode of 'All You
Need D Love (ITV, 10.30). U you make It back from the pub
in time then you can gel a glimpse of Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee
Lewis, LIUC Richard and Chubby Checker as they rock b'
roil across your TV sell
Making a very welcome return to the 'Old Grey Whistle
Test' (BBC 2, 11.00) on Tuesday night is American gultarlal,
Nils Lofgreo, Also on are the newly reformed Small Fates

-LONDON, Ding-ea/le, Camden' Lock (01-3117 4967).
Tom Robinson Band,
LONDON, Marquee, Ward
our Street (01-437 6003),
-

Motor..

LONDON, Merle Machine
Camden High Street 101.
830 3181), Heron.
LONDON, NashvWe, North
End Road 101803 6071).
Tooting Frooues.
LONDON. Rainbow Theatre,
Finsbury Park (01.203

3148). Claoh/The

am/Subway

J
Sec V Buneocka/Prefeele.

MANCHESTER. Apollo,
Ardwlck (061-273 11411,
Shadow..

MANCHESTER,

Garter (001-437

Golden

Four Tope.
ST ALBANS.

76141.

Civic Hall
101078) Kunal Flyer».
STOCKTON, Club Pleats
(553048), Flirtatious.
STOKE, Jollees

Drifter..

(31-7493).

TOLWORTH, Toby Jug 101337 2106),

Strlp}ck.

WATFORD, Baileys 1318401,
James and Bobby Purify.

WF.YMOUTH, Pavilion
Theatre (3225), Bally
Connolly.

MAY 10
BIRMINGHAM, Barbaretas
(031.643 94131. Split Ens.
BRIGHTON, Done (682127).
Ralph McTell

CARDIFF, Top Rank

(26538), Kevin Ayers/Paul

Brett.

KIDDERMINSTER, Town

Hall (4541), (lash.
LONDON. Brecknock, Own
den Road, Bernie Torras.
LONDON, Dingwall.. tam.
den Lock 101.267 4917),
-

Charlie Feathers.
LONDON, 100 Club. Oxford
Street (01.136 09331,

Roogniaor/8wlrm.

LONDON. Mlddleacx Poly

trchalé,

Lew Lew le
Bend/Siouxele and the
Wn.heee,

LONDON, Music klaehlne,
Camden High Street (0i.
367 04261.. Jumada.

LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01-240
39611, Fury /SBpkooL

SHEFFIELD, Top Rank,

Detroy Wllaon.
STOCKTON, Fiesta (553040),

FtIrL(lunw.
UXBRWGE, Brunel Umver.
city (39135), Wdown,akar

WATFORD, Batley.

(39848). Jame. andeBuhby

Purity.
YEOVIL.

Johnson Hall

(23884), Mr Big.
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See the spin

they're

AS PERVIS explained in a
deep voice, he had done an
ample amount of spinning only
the night before.
Following yet another slickly paced

ahow, the Spinners bed a Chinese food
fry to London with the boss of their

British record company, Phil Carson.
Feeling more hung - over than the
average man in supposed to; Pervie
toot the peee o our interview
somewhere between rand - tempo and

.

gin!

basic balled.
This European tour has finished off
with a successful sweep of major cities
In the UK. television shown In Europe
and A. high flying show at an American
Air Force bane. Pervla is amused at
the chart postilion earned by that
peculiarly British phenomenon, the
EP
but it the British like their
Spinners' single., eoming,ait in all
kinds ofstrange packages, fine.
The EP In not the last DetroitSpinnern ions will bear from former

-

1

ed

ainger Phlllipe

V/ynni as a group

-

member.
"Whenever we record,"
exple.lned Pervls, ''we
Lay down enough tracks to
complete two' albums.

I

DETROIT SPINNERS and ¡heir imitation of the Suprimes

Our latest'- Amertcan

album Is called 'Pester.
dey Today and Tomorrow' and it's taken from
things we recorded at the
same time as 'Pick Of The
Litter', só Phililpe in the
lean singer.
'When we finish this
tour we havea few college
dales to play, then we
play Seattle and then we

won

Q

JÍ

F

I

r

'I

meet with Thom Bell to
work out the next album.
The new one will be a
combination effort We
still have some things
with Phil bn them, and of
course, John Edwards,
our new lead singer will
'get a crack at Thom's
latest meteriaL "

was the benefit we did for

Jackie Wilson, and the
second Is having earned
ourselves a gold atar on
Hollywood Boulevard.

The Hollywood honour
was a complete'surprise
to us. Weahad
had been In

-

Theatre. LA W one lively
town that we don't mind
hanging around In before
a show.

"So we new out there,
and Atlantic Informed us
they were throwing a
Wild
party to celebrate our
The controversy over 20th anniversary., Then
Wynae's departure from we were swept Into
the group is stills talking' Individual earn and
point, and Spinners' driven to this crowded
spokesman Pervis is section of L.A.
more than willing to talk
-We didn't realise what
ebout It
was happening at first.
"There were no hard There wan a parade and
feelings on either side. kids all over the place. Phil had been a solo The next thing was that
singer before he joined up we were led up to a roped
with us. The rest of us had off area, and I knew
been together for many something was happenyears. People have ing.
talked about his some"I saw this green velvet
what wild behaviour off cover over a'section of the
stage
all I can say is pavement, Then our
this:
manager told tic that we
"Phil has always been were getting a gold star.
an Individual. In addition The only other black
to performing, he also group to ever earn such
enjoys writing, and an honour were the Mills
producing. But because Brothers, and they go
we were constantly on the back several decades.
move, Phil didn't have a
"The Jackie Wilson
chance to work on his benefit happened Iasi
other projects.
autumn. It was at the
"He's also a very Latin Casino In Cherry
religious guy, During the Hill, New Jersey.
time he was with us he
wanted to make a
.
spiritual album. And,
much as we enjoy people
"We were really
doing what makes them knocked out by the
happy, we're a group and number of entertainers
we do things as a group. who helped out We paid
We're here to sell the expenses out of our
records,
own pockets, and all the
"But the best way to money from the box office
sum up what happened went straight toJackle.
with Phil le just to say
"BT Express and
that when someone's Harold Melvin and the
made up their mind they Bluenotes all helped out.
want to do something, Stephanie Mills, who was
there's not a lot you can doing a TV programme
do to stop them. Phil's on eight times a week, gave
his own and that's what us her only spare day off.
he wanted. "
Dick Clark brought a
Despite the problems of whole mess of old films
breaking in a new lead and a comedian named
singer and winning over Irving Watson kept the
sceptical fans, the Spin- ball rolling between sets.
ners have had a very good Al Green brought in a lot
two years since they last and groups like the
graced these shores. Hite O'Jays, who couldn't be
aside, what things stuck there, sent in donations."
out for Pe ruts?
The Spinners, the
"Two things come to my O'Jays, Gladys Knight
mind immediately.. One and the Pips all started

-

All that practice certainly paid off. Knowing
about Tempax tampons helped. too
They're worn internally So there's nothing to
show or feet bulky And nothing to get in your way
or keep you out of the water
What's more, they're easy to use And
all the instructions you need are inside the packet_

Whenyou have your period. trusting Tampas
tampons makes good sense.

The Internal protection more women trust

/\*'

k

e,.

'T^'. i

ox . .'"/vt
_,,P

MADE ONLY Or

TAMeAx LIMITE D.MAVANT-MLMe6íLlaE

`IT'S BEEN SEVERAL
DECADES SINGE A
CK GROUP GOT
BLBLitG
GOLD STARS'

ill eenit taping a chat
show hosted by Phil
Donahue. Then we -clew
out to Ube Angeles
because we were due to out around

open at the Greek

Expense

'

tile same
Is there still a
feeling of frlendnhlp
time

between the various rival

groups offstage?

States, the line is never as

-

good.

when I
It's funny
was fifteen. I went to the
prom with a girl called
'Neale Hicks, who ended
up having is net fight with
her beat friend Elilemay
Lloyd because they both
bought the same dress (or
the prom."
Last but not least, after
Now that the Spinners 20 hard working years,
nave conquered Britain did Perils think the
three times, does Pervls public had any misgo out of his way to scout conceptions about the
certain Items here? Does 'glamourous' lives groups
a tour in Britain still feel ilke the Spinners lead?
like a vielt to' a foreign
"I think moat people
place?
know the score. Quite

"Very much so. 'We
make a point of cinching
Gladys' or the O'Jayn' act
if we're In the samr area.
"No, It's becoming often, though, people
And we have some terrific more familiar each time, come to see your show,
gel - togethers. We're I still have a Mile trouble and they forget that they
going to Japan soon. and with the money, but we see a finished product
have never been there love coming here.
They overlook the time
before, If I mention that
"The audiences have
put In for
to someone In a group always been enthuslas. rehearsals, until yóur
who's been to Japan, out tic. I tell you what I go In -voters la tired and your
comes the little blaci, for
clothes, I like 'feet hurt
book and a list of buying suits here, be"De I wish I had
restaurants and shops to cause even if you see that floated like test
the

that's

-

go

to."

something similar in the

lakett Yak
Had dinner with ex -Lobelias Nona
Hendryx and saran Dash as well as
Hattie Winston, once Broadway star of
'The Me Nobody Knows' and 'Two
Gentlemen Of Verona'. Pattie Labelle
is now being managed by her husband,
Armstead Edwards and will be
recording her first solo Eple album with
David Rubinson. None Is also with
Epic,. and Is scion to begin her solo
album. She's already revealed all for a
sexy mag In New York. Sarah's
undecided musically atthe moment, but

the sóprano songbird has made her
acting debut for a TV film about a
singer who makes the big time, then
slips, then comes back again. Hope we
get It 'here . , . Expectant mothers at
the moment include Freda ' Payne,
Melba Moore and Natalie Cole. As Cole
is not expecting till October, she'll
continue to work until September then
lakes off until Febn.ary, '78 . .
George Bensonts 'breezln being used
as the theme music of a New York
morning television show. Benson soon
to duetwith Mavis Staples . . . Aretha
Franklin held a 36th birthday party
where her uncle barbecued some soul
food. The Beverly Hills Hotel was not
amused to smell ribs and collarded

rubberbandman? What
do you think?"
HOT FROM

NEW YORK
Dreams'
Hal Davie 'and lamaw
Carmichael did tour tracks for Bette
Midler at the Motown Studios, but It
lodks as If they'll never see the light of
day according to her manager
much flack being kicked up over the
Ironic fact that Diana Ross Is
determined to play 12
year - old
Dorothy In Motown's film version of
'The Wiz', while letting Broadway'
Dorothy, Stephanie Mille gather dust In
a corner. Is that why Motown signed
her?
.
Diaban, Carroll lost her
husband In a car crash. Bravely the
singer went ahead with plans to co -host
a recent television awards ceremony In
America . . . Leslie Uggems, despite
the awards for her performance in
'Roots has declared bankruptcy
St. Louis recently named a street after
black comedian Dick Gregory. Said
Gregory 'I've got ten kids. It's the first
thing named after use that doesn't eat.'
. 19
year - old LeVar Burton of
'Roots' fame has gotten engaged to a 22
year - old Philadelphia girl .
The Sylvera are the hew National
Youth Ambassadors for the March
of Dimes . . . Cindy Birdsong reportedly upping the scales at 18 stone
these days , . - expect a new album
-

greens wafting throughout thefr from the long gone (banes Wright
expensive lobby . , . Jimmy Cliff In

Jamaica finishing overdubs for his next

album - . Lamont Dozier producing
Aretha's next album, H B Barnum,
Gene Page and McKinley Jackson
arranging . , could It be a big split
for Gladys Knight and the Pipsf After
25 years together, the rumour is lie the
bullring sparked by the Pips supposed
unhappiness over the script of 'Pipe
,

of

the Watts 103rd. St. Rhythm Band fame
Cuba Goodin, once of the Main
Ingredient. cutting an album with
Lambert and Poetter who did much for
me Four Tops and Tavares
Norman Whitfield, the mastermind
behind 'Car Wash', still fuming over his
lack of Oscar nomination . . playing
together in New York were Crown
Neigh to Affair and The Moments . . .
.
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Yvonne Elliman's just toured with EC ... JIM EVANS
finds out that it's more than a job
in fact she's .. .

-

CLAPTON'S GREATEST FAN
r
\'VONNE ELLI-

MMAN

I

is tired.

personallty. He's very
She funny and very earth.

on nun learn ao much
brandy
him "
into her black tram
The Clanton / Elliman
coffee, sighs and association started thus
.miles. She's got a
My husband was
lovely smile even President
in Nev.
though it's tour \ ork. Erieof R80
wan In the
o'clock in the after- studio for tilt Ocean
noon and she hasn't Raulevard'. I asked to
Eric because I'd
been to bed for 24 meet
always totally Idolised
hours. But when hint
you're on the road
"1 was Introduced to
with your hero, you him In a hotel. I shook his
hand and he cave me a
can put up with kiss. He kissed
me. I tell
anything.
you,
just saw show.

pours

her

1

Later

went lo the studio
hadn't gues,ed, Is Mr and watched from the
Eric Clanton. well known control room. Ile was
The hero, In case you

'

guitarist and conno.eeur

I

cutting 'I Shot The

of glen. Yvonne and reh Sherr u'.
good nett are safely
irutalled on a sofa that
holds two comfortably,
hut for three would he
needed some
noose hat of a squash
hacking vocals, and
hardly Ideal for an said to me, 'You ran he
do
intimate Interview .
this sort of thing, come In
we've got just ;A and have a go. I did and
minutes together, be- we began doing more and
cause Yvonne simply more together. In fart I
must get some sleep co-wrote 'Get Ready' with
before tonight's show at Eric.
Hammersmith.
"Then we split, he went
It was In 1974 that to London and I went to
Yvonne joined up with New York. Then some
Erie, and her vocal dine later he called me up
presence has proved an out of the blue and asked
indlspenslble part of hla me to join him again.
return to the recording That was the real high
and Inuring scenes.
point of my life.
"Earle has always been
"It's really sad that 1
a wonderful person. I still might
have to leave
Idolise him. He's got such Eric's band. My solo

High point

-

-Ile

road with nr untie

File Yes,

back.

" I've got a great old
man, and when I go Mare
to Loa Angeles, WS. IMO got

./

the

album is laid

Freddie Persia

found the mere seams..
breathing side of my

volts

7'm not afraid. .I've
lovely don,etie life.
I'm away and start always travelled in
to miss Mane, ire usually different direction». and
ale
time to go home. I never try to emir to terms with
R
stay away too long
you what the public want. I
)
know what they say about love making people cryl I
separation, absence think on my nest album
makes the fond heart en do nacre of my own
wander .
we don't eta trlaL
The LC tour finished on
want that to happen. do
.
Friday, so what neat?
we?"
"I'm going down to the
Sttssea countryside for a
couple of daps. Then on
Monday morning I'm off
So when do we sr.
to Los Angete. to do a
Yvonne Elliman settling number for a film railed
down to family We and 'Saturday Night', How
perhaps bringing up a shall I put
Its all
family?
about what Italians do on
"I like my Indepen- »Saturday night."
1
dence too much. I don't
No points for guessing
i
see children on the what that might be.
horizon. I prefer other
The Bee Gee» wrote
peoples' children
you the number for me. Then
can enjoy them for a I'm coming bath to
couple of hour. and then London lo do Erie's new
leave. But maybe In a album. Then I go to
year or two I might quit Ilolland and Italy. I
the ionic business. I suppose I'm already
don't know yet. "
caning out of Eric's band
Tina's running oat, an
irssad bulthat'ahow it
we'd better get on to the
YVONNE ELLIAfAN. "Erie'a such u nvnderful person. l slill idoltsr hint"
subject of Yvonne's noto
What's Eric's new
career. 'Love Me' was
career's taking off, and I lot 01 tun on this tour. his head oft. Why can't big hit single. Hella amumallabout?
says he's writs.
won't have time for both. Everything's just per- they just let him grow old Stranger' the follow-up, is all"Erie
the material for IL But
But Eric's very good fect. In his set now, Eric's gracefully?"
about to chart Bull think he's being very secretive
about It and leaves it all showing that he does have
her new album le too laid about It. Schedules
open. He'll carry on a feel for country mimic.
Er, how shall I put It. back, not gutsy enough.
demand film put down In
forever, no matter what Some of the crlticb Yvonne, er, you're hap.
"'Hello Stranger' has a month. Glyn Johns U
happens.
always want him to be the pily married, yet been rip favourite song producing
Eric needs
"We're having such a mad airman who blows frequently away on the since I wan to years old. that kind d dtdpline-"
+^\

a

When

~Is

-

Independence

--

ill

-

si

491

-

-

`I AIN'T GOING NOWUE'

d5

says :..Ewa1keI; but don't
oubelieveit
-'7/i

It's simply the title of his new maxi
single, (TMG 1070) and far from going
nowhere, ids bound for the charts. On the
'B' side are two top 20 hits, neither of which
has been available for at least 3 years on a
single What Does It Take' and Take Me Girl,

-

I'm Ready'
For those who appreciate vintage Junior
Waiker,you'Il find hitslike'Road Runner' and
'Shotgun' and many more,,all on a Motown.Special
album cálled simply 'Junior
Walker ánd the All Stars,'
£2.20 r.r.p. and available
on tape at £2.40 r.r.p.
STMX 6005

.114

,

"

\
'á

Añd, if that's noteñqúgh, there's a fantastic

national tour coming soon.
He's much too good to miss.
May 12 MORECAMBE Bowl May 14 ST. IVES
St. No All Nighter May 15 BURNLEY Mecca
May 24 MIDDLESBROUGH Madison Club
May 27 NEWCASTLE Mayfair
May 28 WIGAN Casino May 29
LONDON Palladium May 31
JERSEY West Park Pavillion
June 1 SHEFFIELD Fiesta

[AM
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(LEICESTER) LTD..
Roadshow available (or
Jubilee owing to per
mission for land being
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hours
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Discotheques
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9 DYNAMIC JINGLES MTN
YOUR NAME SUNG £18.50

DJ Jingles

A stro

Mobile
Discotheques present

(Normal price E37.
Offer now closes 14th May 1977)

"AMERICAN
MADE
custom jingles from IJE
(RM), 2 Mossacre Road,

Old King Cole

Kuddty Keith

01-697-2378

f

Wlshaw, S trathelyde. "
NEW
jingles from the ROGER
SQUIRE'S STUDIO, tai-

Astro Mobile
Discotheques present
Rick Harris

SENSATIONAL

01-697-2378

lor
made jingles,
featuring your disco

Astro Mobile
Discotheques present
Oscar J. Ancerson

Recording suppled on
cassette or 3%. 7%
tape. For 15 ipg. add 75p.
Can in and see us or send

ly;

50p (refundabiel
for sample cassette

name, Jingles, specials
crested to order and now
brand new Jock ID's.
Jingle your way to

01-697-2378

ANIC SOUND
20 RANWAY STREET
W1

with Roger
Squire's attention success

Astro Mobile
Discotheques present

-

getting jingles.
phone Tony, Ó1-722
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ps 100
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Our full range of strobes. Available
now from all branches of RSC Hi Fi Centres; Disco Den, Hemel,

f5]

W

'awrwsrm

Due to unprecedented demand we are
extending the period of our special offer
by two weeks.

Don't lake chances
book with Astro.
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BILE disco,

parties, etc, anytime,
anywhere
Tel: 01-353
1090 daytime, 0634 75460
evening.
M. J.'s ATLANTIS disco
to book.
01.272 0310 or
LINDSAY ROGERS.
Ludlow 2170.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
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01.642 0355.
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FREE
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RE AISSANCE ROAD SHOW Ls back, book now
before the rush, a.. good
and better than before.
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ROLL YOUR OWN CABINETS?
ADAM HALL IRM) SUPPLIES

THISRoger...

M.1

More discos,more Iighting,more bargains, Disco showrooms with service depts.
now open in London,Bristol,and Manchester, RogerSquires-the one stop disco shop!
f

í,
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budget
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Sirens
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Reedsb.. Direct no. freer £375
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cab

£48

duel

concentric

BRAND NEW CATALOGUE
entire 1976/7 disco range
88 PAGES 275 PICTURES
every DJ should have one

FLOWBOILES ROPELIGHTS Big Range
from QB
ALL PRICES VAT EXTRA 8%
_..........
Latenight ell branches Weds 8 pm Export enquiries to London

^

176 Junction Rd N19
Tel 01-272 7474

-

Manager Nigel Morris
0% DEPOSIT EASY TERMS

OPENTUE-SAT: CLOSED MONS

BRISTOL
125 Church Rd Redfield
Tel 0272-550 650
we +..a.noU31

`soy Ll..w 1~ W.

1

Manager Brian EstGeurt
ACCESS

CUP
THE
COUPON
TODAY
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ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CATALOGUE

Rog4rrfquire'i Dino Centre/
LONDON

AXING OFFER

'

Tutor II
Projectors £49
excl. attachment

GA. Break, Ilene St.1i.e
444tt1k

cab

£85

leaks

III$c01y!1

R0A0. RIOItET,11111.

gear

Squire 20 COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
Ineluding deck, amp. mic. speakers. leads from £165-£800
aKo ~see ono

Horns

sO

CORERS. PIPINGS: TAM: ETC.

UM, Q

C20,

Squire-Citronic Hawaii

1kW

ore. sae l.r

CASTORS: FEET: 4A.OLE5, COVE8)SGSO YES.O1M: Gall(
LOCKS CATCHES: MIMES-SPFCIAUSED HA1DAARE

r

Squires, GTE Jpecaan CC, London 1111. 11

MAIL ORDER CREDIT

®

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARbI

GENEROUS PART EXCH.
Up lo 3 Years to pay

109./%
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Bra
Ya

by JAMES

The fax on
the new
chart- entries

Hanging
in there

jIew SpIns
GRAHAM CENTRAL
STATION/ LP 'Now Do .
U
W ante Diner'
(Warner Bro, K
Great "Happy to

341:159).

see you

again" intro segues Into
terrific UUe track happy
funker with distinctive
electronic voice
box
sound. The slmtlar 'Last
Train' follows while
another goodie Is the
gaily swinging 'Stomped

a

Beat - Up And Whooped'.
Ace album!
RONI HILL (above
currently bubbling with
'Soo Keep Me Hanging
as born In
On')
~droners. Maryland, on
salt' 2A. 19.52. She was. an
early starter In the
singing stakes Joined a gospel group

she

with

her mother aben she was

la years old.
Ron) (Short for Vero-

nica), says .that the

biggest musical influence
In her life has been her

mother. She always
enrooraged her to sing,
and still sings Gospel nl
home even now.
"My music teacher al
school wanted me to go to
college, but I just wasn't
ready for that," she said.
'They wanted me to do all
kinds of stuff that I w'asn't
interested In, like opera. "
Her ambitions are
simple. "I want to be o
good entertainer and
travel all over the world.
I'd like to play Las Vegas
one day too."

History
corner
CAMMIN dl nostra
sita, mi rltrovai per un'
sets' outran,
.' The first
line of one of Piero
mineral's most famous
Mtn. That opening line
and Ian accompanying riff
scj up all that Is essential
11:1.

.

1

seminal in Italian
Medieval rock.
Ills first album. 'Madonna Putona. (he Bella
Kiexlone went stright to
the top and stayed there
for 400 years.
Honours. followed honours. Pope Plus the 48th
made them all saints. But
there were problems.
Piero was feeling din
enchanted with the burly
burly of the music
business, and couldn't
handle the screaming
crowds of nuns and the
almost continual offers of
free canneloni and spa
and

1

thettl for life. Ile

withdrew, retreated Into
himself, and his fans were
stunned to hear how he
had become addicted to
lasagne.

kernel

was

SHALAMAR: 'Uptown
Festival, Pts t/2' (Soul
Train FB

0885)

GARNET MINIMS

through the
warm crepuscular light of

the Italian twilight, 'Mats
Na, Mah Na .
' he

heard, and

he

knew

immediately that Piero
Umtllanal was singing
again. He rushed round
In an attempt to find him,
and whipping out his
Portable tape recorder, he
recorded Urnlllanet on the
spot.
The rest is

history. And
tweet news lot Piero is
forming in supergroup to
tour
Henry
Picauo's corpse, Moore,
George
the

tt

-

Best,

Luigi Rive and

Richard Nixon,

&

TRUCKIN' COMPANY:
'What It Is' (.Arista 109).
The old 'Cry Baby' guy
gets Brass Construction

backing for a high powered groove and
instrumental flip that's
huge on Import.
JOHN DA1 IS

THE

Big US BT Express - ty pe
fast funky leaper.
TRAMMPS: 'Disco Inferno' (Atlantic K 10914).
Catchy creamy churner,
edited from LP,
SLAVE: 'You And Me'
(LP 'Slave' Cotillion K
50358). Brass Construethan - type hot band made
different by a rock guitar
sound
the big cuts are
this plus 'Son Of Slide',

-

'Slide' and 'Party
Hardy'.
LOU RAWis: 'See You
When I Gil There' (LP
'Unmistakably Lou' Philadelphia Int PIR 81879).

Gorgeous rap
Introed
sexy swinger, must be a
single soon.
GENE FARROW: 'Hey
You Should Be Dancing'
(Magnet MAG 119). Lively.

disco pop, especially
Interesting as the instrumental flip's run out

groove continues the
rhythm ad Infinitum .
.

making all sorts of cut - in
and overdub possibilities'

25'

SUNFIGHTF.R: 'Cafe A

(EMI 2812).
Frothy formula disco pop
with instrumental flip.
Go

Go'

.

Holline

aimed cha rtwa rde.

AMERICA: 'Slow Down'
(Warner Bros K 18931).

Insistent cool rhythm
nagger, could be big.

Shalamar 'Uptown

Festival' (Soul Train)
"Mix -Master"
Farrell (Bristol Curves),

GLADYS

KNIGHT &
THE PIPS: 'Ilaby Don't
Change Your Mind'
(Buddah BD8
fast ones for

hits Will

Dave Simmons (Preston

4.58). Two
a change.

funkier flip.
ORIGINALS: 'Call On
Your Six Million Dollar
Man' (LP 'Down To Love
Town' Motown STML
12054). Big US jolly soul
bubbler, plus yet another
version of the UUe track
tune.
ELIZABETH ARCHER &
THE EQUATORS: 'Feel

Like Making Love'

(Lightning TRO 9011).
Roberta Flack
fled.

reggae -

OLIVER SAIN: 'Feel
Like Dane's'

' (Contempo
Simple laid
back light funker, derivaCS 2118).

&

1IONSTER ORCIIES
TRA: 'Up Jumped The
Devil' (Polydor 2058870).

-

tive driving 'Beoogie'

plugside.
G. C. CAMERON: 'This
VIM Make You Dance'

(LP 'You're What's
Missing In My Life'
Mowiown STML 11158).

Repetitive rhythm rat.
Uer

PAUL MAURI AT: 'Love
Is Still Blue' (Power

Exchange PXD 255).
Updated with percussion
but still a bit slow.
REP O LITES: 'Voodoo
Magic' (Top Deck TI)
001). Messy rough thumper, big In Bristol.
-

RAY RUSSELL: 'The
Clapping Song' (DJM
DJS 10771). Shirley Ellis
oldie recreated.
RADIO STARS: 'Dirty
Pictures' (Chiswick S 9).
Good rude rocker, not too
punk.
PAT TRAVERS: 'Rock
'N Roll Susie' (Polydor
2058877). Full tilt guitar
-

boogie.

JOE STAMPLEY: 'There
She Goes Again' (Epic
EPC 5138). Strong MoR
country.

Bowling Green), Rod

LARRY GRAHAM:Central Station's ace albura

tiff),

New lines in Bristol
BRISTOL CITY'S own disco equipment
show on Sunday and Monday (1/2)
attracted over 20 major exhibitors and
large crowds to Tiffanys. Organised by
Mike Hoare's Bristol Disco Centre and
Pulse International DJ agency, the
exhibition saw the launching of several
new equipment lines.
Star of the show was OpUkinellcs'
Solar Dynagraph effects kit for Solar
1008 and 250 projectors, comprising
two -wheel rotators at different speeds
and in different directions with a set of
10 Interchangeable pattern wheels, so
that two paired wheels produce a
rapidly changing but static Image.
Price (all Inc! VAT), £48

llluminessence (Bristol 589808)
customise Installations with exquisitely
worked patterns of inlaid tiny

translucent studs backlit by colour
sequencers so that floors, walls and
ceilings seem to be full of little holes,
Invisible until lit A beautifully subtle
effect
DJ Electronics' deluxe up-market DJ

-

DeSade's fortnightly fun
l f f a n y s,
while icy' gig al Otham's
Bournemouth Matson Orchard Spot, Maidstone.
T

Royale sees the Swinging
Blue Jeans for a sixties
night this Saturday (71.
Other Saturday gigs
include a huge afternoon
Festival of Youth Charity
Appeal Week disco show
run by Radios City &
Merseyside at Liverpool
Pier Head, the Hep O Lites at Bristol Baileys,

this Monday (9). -Dave
Dalght Wizard' Han.
nington has funky Mondays at Southend
on Sea's Zhlvagos, and
Richard 'Pineapple' Purcell rocks 'n bops every
Tuesday at Teddington's
Clarence Hotel. Finally,
try to catch Heatwave at
Morecambe Bowl (5),
Johnny Fuller's "Funky Southgate Royalty (7),
affair" a( St George's Margate Winter Gardens
Social Club, Norwich, and (9), Plymouth Castaways
Ric Simon's MoR at (101, and Brass ConstrucTamworth Football Club, tion at Bristol Locarno
Sunday (8) Is Sounds Of (5), Huntington Olympia
The '60s at Eaglesham's (7), Portsmouth Locarno
Egllnton Arms with Mike (10)
they're both
McLean, while John dynamite/

hates

DESIGN 77 is
Aberdeen's first big
equipment exhibition, organised by Keith Main of
Atmosphere Lighting &
Sound on Mon / Tuesday
(9/101 at the Dee Motel,
DISCO

Garthdee Road, with
many major manufac-

Di

-

Capital stereo system
enthuslastical.
ly recommended by Kenny Everett, no
less
has a sturdy swing-wing console,
rack -mounted amps and pan controls
for all outputs, and Is designed more for Installations than mobiles as It's bulky.
Glitter Systems' new Stereo 2000
Roadshow console In its gold -flake
fibreglass cabinet has 120w per
channel, touch -operated monitoring,
cassette deck and all mod con for £648.
JPS of Park Royal's new 5020 SD
mixer at £400+ has mike autofade,
"trigger .level" sensitivity control and
built - to echo / reverb, plus "cue /
play" twin start buttons and LED
,monitoring, and should suit the talking
DJs.
TUAC of Mitcham's new stereo mixer
Is cheaper at £115, with touch -operated
monitoring, visual cueing and mike
autofade, while Omen of Croydon's
Discomex Is a basic but neaUy designed
complete 40s, two -speaker system for
just £250. Ready wired, It's designed for
home, school and amateur use.

fun on Fridays at Halifax

Zísco

up In the

:GRAHAM CANTER (London OuWvers) Import tips
New York Port Authority 'I Got IC (Invictos LP),
Jell Perry 'Call On Me' (Epic), John Tropea 'Funk
You See, Funk You Do' (Marlin LP), Della 'They
Said It Couldn't Be Done' (Mercury LP), People's
Chulee 'If You Gonna Do IC (TROP), Beecher Bros
'Don't Stop The Music' (Arista LP), Tata Veen
,'Caste In Heaven' (Tamla LP), Phyllis Hyman
'Lavin' You & Lanni' Tau' (Buddah LP).

Schell (Carlisle Flopps),
Edwin Osborne (Bristol
Dog House), Bernie Salt
(Bristol Platform 1),
while Rohl HID 'You Keep
Me Hangln' On' (Creole)
adds Tom Amigo (Car.

N.,

turers and record companies present. Runner -

HOT 'VINYL

Is

-

compeUUon,

Franny Fran has funky

names

to The

.

BREAKERS
1
I MJGEITBE LYING, Eddie
2
3

&

.

Ehe

.

Hot Rods

Island
MARQUEE MOON, Television
Elek tea I2Inch
DIRTY PICTURES, Radio Stars
Chiawtck

Tricky Dicky Seanes
(Soho Spasts). Tom
Russell (KirklnUlloch),
Van Martin (Hove). Mick
Ames (Stevenage Bo
Jangles), Rob Lynn
(Chatham) .. . Fleetwood Mac 'Don't Stop'
(Warners) exploded with
Mike McLean (Eagle.
sham Eglinton Arms),
gets

Chris Archer (March
Cromwells), Dave Dee

(Bebington Copper-

fields). Colin McLean
(Glasgow Shuffles),

David Anthony (Swansea
Pence Of Wales), Steve
Tong (Cottingham)...
Robbie Vincent's Radio

1

and disco show

soul

makes Saturday 5 30 a
must for DJs as it's a
continuous disco new-spin
. KC 'Boogie Mad (TK)
adds Rog Cross (Dorchester), Jonny King (Bristol

Scamps). Keith Tyler
(Sunderland Mayfair).
Larry Foster (Hackney),
Clive Barry (Manchester)
. surely out here
soon, Bo Kirkland & Ruth
Davis 'You're Gonna Get
Next To Me' (US
Claridge) catches Dwight
Wizard (Southend Zhivagos), Brian Cardno
(Berwick TUfanys), John
DeSade (Maidstone),
Michael O'Brien (Chesterl.e-Street Genos) .. .
Trammps 'Disco Inferno'
'(Atlantic) burns Greg
Davies (Watford Baileys), Phil Dodd (Hot sham), Arthur Dyke
(Exeter), while Mexleano
'Move Up /Barsky' (Baal)
adds Terry Emm (Dun.

...

Sex O'Clock USA 'Baby

Come On'

(Deco)

has

Andy Wlnt (Middleton),
Sonny King (Runcorn
Neptune), who joins Ric

Simon (Tamworth) on
Screaming Lord South
'Jack The Ripper' (Dec
ca)
Marvin Gaye
'Got To Give It Up'
(Motown) adds Steve Day
(Edmonton Globe), Jon
Taylor (Norwich Crum. Tony Etorla 'I
Can Prove It' (OTO) adds

...

mobile disco has
White Riot and Is now

determinedly punk rock In policy
which' is
paying oft. You can find him at 59, The Ring, South
Yardley, Birmingham, B25 BQA, (or bookings, while
his chart should help other proto - punks.
Rak
I
POGO DANCING, Chris Spedding
RCA
2
BILLY PORTER, Mick Ronson
US Arista
3
GLORIA, Patti Smith
CBS
4
WHITE RIOT, Clash
dingg
Rak
THE POSE, Chrla8
5
Island
e DANGEROUS RHYTHM, Ultravoxl
7
RCA LP
SISTER MIDNIGHT, Iggy Pop
Rak
8
WE VIBRATE, Vibrators
b ROXETTF., Dr Feelgood
UA
Sire
lo I REMEMBER YOU, Ramones

Place Street hand 'Disco
Lucy' (Island) suddenly

(Brighton Birds Nest),
Phil Black- (Cardiff)

VICK VOMIT'S Brum.based
Changed

Johnny Fuller
(Norwich), Doctor John
(Telford Disco-Tech), Rog e r Stanton (Barry
. Wilton
Butlins)

stable). John Mann

ZopZen

wandering

floating

Already

sensaUon, this marathon Motown medley Is
sadly Cut In two for
commercial release, only
DJs getting the full length 12 - Incher.
a

through the hushed

cloisters of The Monte
Cosine monastery one
day and he heard the
strains W a gentle song

HAMILTON

n

1

re

woo

.00*

Bob

1
MAL JAY won the 1977 Coco -Cola Dl
OJ'The Year competition last Friday at
Bournemouth's Mahon Royale, winning
£100 and a one hour show of his own on
BBC Radio Solent. From Shrewsbury
but resident for the last year at the local
Boscombc Tif anys. Mal was a good"
talker, brief and to the point, keeping
the music going 'without any special
gimmicks,
Ho'wrver, the standards were not very
high and the srructurmg of 'the confer)
tended to favour local talent even though

many jocks had entered the heats from
far and wide.
Runners - up in' order were Franey
Fran (oldhamll Rob Antony, Jonfy.
Mike Bryant and the Disco Kid, the last
e
four also bring local lads. Nest ,pal
promoloter Nicholas Rubenstein hopes
to run the heats on a regional basis wish
the finals in some neutral ground like
London. With compere Keith Shirland
whipping up the suspense, the final
results wrc,' certainly excitingly reached
this time.

-

Knight (Brighton

Mrs Bramptons), Morris
Jenkins (Telford)
George Benson 'Nature
) has
Boy' (W

Capuchino (Bromley),
Jeff Thomas (Swansea
Penthouse) . , , Eddie &
The Hot Rods I Right Re
Lying' (Island) rucks Ian
Consents (Airdrie Mar-

cos), Malcolm
(Flalesworth),
Heights Affair

J
.

Cliff

Crown

'thaw"

(Conlempo) gets Bob
Jones (Chelmsford Dee

-

Jays), Steve Young
Edmonton ,Plcketta
Lock)..
I

.
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disco lighting effects from
Optikinetics, the UK's leading
effects lighting manufacturer.
Forty-five possible
combinations of effects are
available from only ten fully
interchangeable wheels and two
wheel rotators all in one
re-usable pack.
Designed for use on either the
Optikinetics Solar 250 or Solar

a
4L

B

R
FOR AUGUST DISCOS

e

*

pen

AND SOUND SYSTEMS
s PROJECT EFFECTS UG/TE+OO

4,

WHY NOT YOU7
and

Here at lasts The Solar
Dynagraph, new and exciting

***********

with the

,

100B projectors.
The Solar Dynagraph is

just one of many lighting
effects made by Optikinetics.
See it at your local stockists
now! For more details contact:

-

CPTIKINETICS
Optinetics Limited
38 Cromwell Rd., Luton, Bedfordshire

Telephone (0582) 411413/4
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WITH LAMPS IN
a
CUP TOGETHER BOXES
á
For Only . , . £79.40 inc VAT
Totally new Concept drat, built X
In modulator, 3 lamps Per box. 4.
operated by integral WW M01 4T'
microphone.
4t
NO CONNECTIONS TO AMPS 41
SimpIy Plug into mama, bum on 4
music and sway she goes'

t

CATALOGUE t
.o.a, ...med.
.'nose. t!

bought end
Barclaycard. Access. Free coffee
Super
Poi, owl, Dick, John end Uncle Ernie,

Broads., Mato.

THE GROVE

EALING

COMPLETE SOUND TO
LIGHT SYSTEM

Ii

FANTASTIC

I.5

-

g

Ma

OP

cor.s. ram DPP.
tube . Fella
I de. we.

N.lnI

and Central One. Open

4
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POSTF.R9 PICO cuttings
etc., sand lop and SAE
for lists.
Heather, 78
Henshaw Road, Well-

-

ALONE: FRIENDSHIP
Agency for over eighteens
Free details, Stile

-

7

Carr, Somerset VIII..

LONELY BLOKE, 16,
seeks girlfriend MidKent

FRIENDS EVERY -

411'LONELY girl. te,

lin 16, B ox

-

plump. seeks boyfriend
Box
20. Hull are.

-

No. 1046,

ROMANTIC, SUM girt.
31 50 wanted for lasting
relationship with a In
year old fella. Letters
with photo only answerBox No. 1044.
ed.
N ANCRESTF.R GUY, 26

-

treks local girl with
personality and good

looks for lasting relationship, age 20-25,
Box

-

No 1048.

I.

HAPPY GIRL seeks a
guy for lasting relationship, age 30, Aylesbury
area. Box No. 1047.

li

-

SOUL photo-

DAVID

graphs from superb
drawings by private

S.A.E. for de.
tails. - Box NO. 1042.
WORLDWIDE PEN FRIEND service. S.A.E.
39A Halhdetails.
erleigh Road, Ruislip
arest.

-

'

Manor. Middlesex.
LONELY GIRL seeks
male and female friends
in Oxford, Swindon, Bath
and Wiltshire.
Box No.

-

1049

,

PROBLEMS?
Make fiat's spare time
mall order work. S. A. E.
MONEY"
P

Murray.

J

21

Cranmore Park, Belfast
9

GOOD LOOKING guy 21,

seeks nice girl

1

plus for
a sincere lasting relationship. Hants and Surrey
area. Photo appreciated.

- Box No.

18

1051.

HI. I'M GRAHAM U your

- anting someone to think
the world of you, then

I

girl

write to me, telling me
what your real happiness
is. I will then try and
Box
make it come true.

-

No 1050

'

ORIENTAL BLOKE
seeks girl for lasting

-

Ben

ry. Glee.

UNUSUAL PE

N-

Midlands. Tel.

197a

marriage. Sample photos
tree.
Hermes - Verlag,
Box 110660/3, D-1000
Berlin 11, Germany.
CHEERFUL GUY. 27,
varied interests, seeks
sincere, lasting girl.
friend, over 18. North
East. Photo appreciatedBox No. 1037.
POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
Club, Introductions arranged by post for all
ages. Postage stamp for
our free colour brochure
to
Miss Chldgey, 124
Keys Avenue., Bristol,

-

-

-

BS7 OHL.

LONELY MALE, 32,
seeks very nice quiet girl,
photo please to
K.
Neale, 15 Arabian House,
Ernest Street, London, El

-

4SN.

S.F.001SCIENCE fiction
single "1900 Metal Sister"
by 'Grók", send 50p, S.
F. Records, 98 Lodge
Road, Stratford upon
Avon, Warwickshire.
EARLY BOLAN rare
cassette, ti.00 each.

-

Box No. 1040.

BRENDA LEE, Elvis.
Calif, s.a.e. for lists.
Mr. Lee Clooney, 60
Cephas Avenue, Stepney
Green, London, El.
NEW LIST. New records

-

-

S.A.E. 6
from 10p
Linden Park, Littlehampton, Sussex.
B'IY CITY ROLLERS.
Fans USA, Germany,

Canada. Australia, Swe
den, Japan or anywhere.
UK releases, fan maga-

-

-

available. Continental

-

Oldies.

For brochures send

Rugby, Warwickshire.
MANCHESTER GUY, 23,
seeks local girl, twenties
for lasting relationship.

SCOTT for genuine
friends, Introductions to
opposite sex, with sincerity and thoughtfulness.
Details free, stamp to 3
North Street, Quadrant,
Brighton, Sussex, BN1
3GJ,
LONELY? LET us help,
Marriage Bureau of
Ireland, Knocklong, Limerick
(IOW TO GET GIRLFRIENDS, what to say,
how to overcome shyness,
how to date any girls you
fancy,
SAE for free
JA- NE

-

-

details: Dept HM, 38
Abbeydale, Winter 'mime, Relstol.
SCORPIO RELIABLE,
versatile.
anytime.

- 01

693 2025

newles, rare

records + 12" singles.
Send lOp (deductible
from first order) +
largish S.A. E. We wlli be
happy to hunt for your
particular wants (no
Send list +
bootlegs)
a

a

e,

-to

Adrlans

Records(R), Wickford,

-

-

Guaranteed,
List large S.A.E. Crown
3, P.O. Box 39, Banbury,
501

Oxon.
AUTOGRAPHED ROLL

played. Offers

+

never
s.a.e.

-Road,Jane,
26 Westwood
Beverley.

PAST ' BLASTER/( Always 1,000s of rock, soul,
pop, Tamer.
S.A.E. 2
South Walk, Middleton,

-

Sussex.

:

Road,

Alley, Norwich, Norfolk

T-SHIRTS SLOGAN
printed to order your

-

9483351.

PETER GABRIEL

Outside Ham

badge.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SMALLS

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM Dscopower (the
one you've been walling
for). Our new catalogue
Just having one keeps
you ahead. Half price to

-

-

just 50p
readers
Dlscopower,
from
Livingstone Place, ChepsRM

-

In the UK. complete disco
systems from 1165 MD

-

From Roger Squire's
Disco Centre. London, 01272 74717 Bristol 0272

-

550550: Manchester 061
831 7676?

together Info. ...-340 8192
SWEET - THANKS for
"Off The Record" Its
brilliant! Please come
and play us a concert In
best wishes
Liverpool

-

for success with the
albura, from Brian. Pete
Caz.

+

'sr * Crilulz#T"O'ITIZI

*

NEW POSTERS_

-

&

*
*

tlwAurs
AMGUIS

RADIO JOCK'S immaculate roadshow for sale.

around (2,000. (0803)
555976.

SAI ITS c/w mle, tape

deck, headphones. speak- ISi
ers, 2 x 600w amplifiers,

l_

custom console c/w

Integral lights. sequencer, s/I ropelight, projector,' All leads, will split,
í500 ono.

-

01

-

688 7527

Fan Clubs
OLIVIIA NEWTON JOHN

Ñ

appreciation society.
Send SAE. 113 Buckhoid
Road, Wandsworth, Lon
DE PAUL

LYNSEY

-

official fan club

(

r

Iw e`c9áInq.1á

don, SW184AS.

W

I

certainly not rock bottom
SAE for details
to: John, 17 Tanlallon

-

Road,

London, 5W12

BDF.

Sound Equipment
CITRONIC STEREO disco unit with cassette, and
two 100 watt

J.B. L. 's,

In

Carlsboro cabs that need
recovering, (450.
Tel

Swindon (0793)25482.

ABU No.

`j

PyI{l'.
V

I

Il*

ASIAMo.445e*

CONCIRTPNOTOS
Ir.r'
say Glossy Set orlo J
feEPorFree
ABBA

.

GIRL VOCALISTS wanted to Join new group.

giving

details and photograph,
Box No. 1041.

LYRIC WRITERS

RE-

11:1

Y

Imam..
fNo.2E1.10

*

LtO;A:ik.1

Special Notice
GARY GLITTER happy
birthday, love Joy, Janet,

Christina, Beverly, Kent,
AT LAST the Brothers
capped sleeve T-shirts
now available at only
LL99, large, medium and

small. Red, blue or
white, Discount on bulk
orders also childrens
sizes. - Palmer Bayou
Promotions, 47 Mary
Place. London,

W11

*

{3(

*

R0SND-E1

.

CARDS d POSTERS
22 MOOR STREET

BIRMINGHAM

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD
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- Details
Sneyd Hall

(SAE): 30
Road, Bloxwich, Staffordshire.

.

1

T

QUIRED by recording

company.

Y

i

`

J*1-.

Please write.

t

t1.10

3

Tr-

Situations. Vacant

Insertionls) commencing Issued dated
enclose a cheque/postal order for

FAN CLUBS. PEN FRIENDS, SITUATIONS VACANT,
RECORDS FOR SALE- INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

NOTICES,

SPEAKERS

repsln. -01.2549331.

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement -under the heading

'Rates and Conditions

RECORDING.
~other trade anno

-

- order form

T. h..dexn.

SPECIAL

-

QUALITY

-

-

Under

71405.
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CLIFF FANS get

range of disco equipment

ELTON - RAINBOW
ticket for Saturday. Will
pay good pride.
Phone

-

-

DISCO SYSTEM, light
show all as new, bargain
Royston: Herta
050

tow Road. Newport, NPT
BEY.
WE IIAVE the biggest

Wanted

-

Undr IM healop.

EKS' album,

Luton, Bedfordehlre.

Dunstable

-

006 2AL.

LP's

HUI 7948 9 73 254.

Brlerly

-

SOUND EQUIPMENT.

PRIVATE COLLECTION
45s 1957-1976. Latest
catalogue available now.
S.A.E. 31 John Bright
SL , Blackburn_
NEW SINGLES 20p: New

urgently required.

Jackie.
favourite star, band, club mersmlth gig.
etc, only El. 50 plus 4p per 26 Chticote Road, Copnor,
AUCTION PRIVATE. colletter. Colours red, white, Portsmouth.
lection northern soul and
blue, black, state chest / BILLBOARDS AND MU
us US rarities. Many
1976
Weeks 1970
collectors' items large sae bust size and 2nd colour SIC
wanted. Even if you only
&
Ian Freeman, 39 Castle choice, also Starsky
/ Muppets /Jubilee have one year. Your
Drive, Northborough, Hutch
Please
T-shirts at (1.85 each. .price paid.
Peterborough.
write' Dieter Kiedrowsul,
In Tyme, Dept RM,
EX -TOP THIRTY Just
Rodemstr 12, 3000 Hano35 Swaledale Rd. DartRECORDS (.1956-1876), ford, Kent.
ver 91, West Germany.
from 10p, thousands of BADGE COLLECTORS
titles, hundreds of stars, READ ON, Wings, Bad
S.A.E. for free list: 82
Musical Services
Zeppelin. Genesis.
Vandyke Street, Liver- Co
Sabbath, Bowie, Beep,
pool, LA ORT
Yes, Deep Purple, Stones, ATTENTION LYRIC
CHA RTB US TERSI Queen, E.L.P., Rosy, writers, Make most of
GOLDEN oldies avail- Wishbone Ash, Quo. your material.
Details
able, '56-78, a must for Knebworth Falr, Rod (sae) 6 Marine Avenue,
collectors. A Godsend for Stewart. Dr. Feelgood, W estcliff, Essex.
DJs. S. A. E.: Dlskery, 10cc, Santana, Dr Hook, LYRICS INVITED. Com86/87 Western Road, Be -Bop Strawbs. 15p posing / recording /
each plus SAE Hope to promotion. Submit to
Hove, Brighton.
from you soon, love Donovan Meher, Excel
LARGEST TAMLA A hear
and peace.
Julie House, Whitcomb Street,
Soul Ilota.
S A.E.:
7 Candy St,
London, WC27ER.
Soul Saver "Ashdene", Williams,
London,
E3
3LH.
The Street, Rockland, St COLOUR CONCERT SONGWRITER MAGAZINE free from InterMary. Norwich.
I'HOTOS. 10 colour national Songwriters AsGOLDEN OLDIES: Our borderless3t4 x 5" prints. sociation (RM), Llmerlatest free catalogue of only (3.25 inclusive. ick,Ireland.
singles 57-'77 is now Bands available, New LYRICS WANTED by
ready for despatch.
Floyd. Ferry, L1zzy, music publishing house.
Send large S.A.E. to: Harley, Tull, alsó Bowie
11 St. Albans Avenue,
Penny Farthing Sounds, '7.1 and '76, Klki, Purple, London W4.
Dept 5R, 13 Cranbrook Blackmore, Dylan, ELO, PROFESSIONAL
Road, Ilford, Essex, 01- Eno, Essex, Hall/Oates, DEMOS from (11.
478 0706 (callers 'wet.
Emmylou, Harrison, SAE, Carrea Music,
come).
Sahb, Kiss, Zeppelin, Farndlsh Road, IrchesLP, FROM 20p, singles Nazereth. Queen, Stones, ter, Northants.
Todd. Sailor, Sparks,
from 5p.
Large S. A E
Thompson, 24 Beaufort Stewart, l0cc, Who '75
and '76, Wings etc.
For Hire
Avenue, BlackpooL
Reply by return for proofs
AVAILABLE NOW, OUR to Dick Wallis, 159 DISCO EQUIPMENT.
LATEST LIST OF POP
Hamilton Rd, London. PA systems. sound to
Send SE27
OLDIES, 1956-76.
light units. reasonable
IOp plus large S. A.E F.
RECORD CASES to hold rates.
Newham Audio,
L Moore (Records) Ltd.,
200 singles (9, 400 Iii. 600
Service. 01-534 4064.
167a Dunstable Road,
C15, 50 LPs t9, black, Inc
Luton, Beds.
p/p, red, blue, green,
orange, 50p extra.
Cheques / POs payable to Disco Equipment
J. Kent, 2 Llndow
For Sale
Close, Bury, Lancs.
DISCO for
RARE BEATLES items. COMPLETE
sale. Deck, amp, speak
T. REX, BOLAN pre - S.A.E. details Derek, 1 ers, projectors, strobe,
Ewell Avenue, West sound to light system,
1975/6 cuttings pictures
and LPs. SAE to Janet, Mailing, Kent ME19 plus many extras, 0500.
1
Beauchamp Close, 6NW.
23 Pitchford Road, West
Moredon, Swindon, Wilts.
APPROX. 100 Newton Earlham, Norwich, Noroffers?
cuttings,
John
folk.
DEAN,
6
x
9
JAMES
ANNOUNCEMENT
illustrated catalogue, SAE Box No. 1043.
:FROM Discopower (the
50p. Postcards: Colour
one you've been walling
(20) 80p each, b/w (20)
Records
Wanted
for). Our'new catalogue
50p each 10xS's b/w (54)
just having one keeps
60p each. Also Monroe,
Beatles. Connery etc. List VARIOUS MOVE singles you ahead. Half price to
Wood
also
Roy
wanted,
just 50p
RM
readers
20p. (uncrossed PO's and
Send details from
cuttings.
Dlscopower,
S A S.E. with all
Wormand
prices,
15
Livingstone
Place,
Cheps25
orders). Simmons,
Rutland Court, Hove. inghall Road, Oakley, tow Road, Newport, NPT
Aylesbury,
Bucks.
SE
Y.
Sussex.

Cassettes, Dept RM,
Wakes Colne, Colchester,

records, large collections

Road, Dudley, West

PRESLEY. We
are the Elvis Presley
Import spectated In the
UK film soundtracks.
EPs single and double
albums. SAE to Elvis
Country, 8 St Gregorys

House, 62 Queen Victoria
Road, Sheffield, S174HT.
Tel. 350795.

Essex.
FREE MUSICASSETTE
when you buy two full
price cassettes at L3.50
each. Three full price
tapes for price of two,

choose from Over 500.
Selection from top 50 and
,oldies. 15p for list. Colne

ALL YOUR UNWANTED
45s and LPe bought or
part exchange for new

Send records, with SAE,
F. L. Moore Records Ltd,

-

Records For Sale

Chesterfield-

ELVIS

-

West, Hull.

SAE (RMa) PO Box 54,

-

disco will only sell
150 405D,
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS complete, 1975
1977
from Europe, Asia, Latin range total of 2,500
America, want corre- Otters please.
Paul
spondence, friendship, Tyrer, Flat 1, Balaclava

SPRING CATALOGUE.

fans

wanted for penfrlends
sae - Music Fans Club.
10 Charlton Road, Tetbu-

I

to

and other departments

Box No.

ROD STEWART

'

HERE.

FRIENDS, EXCITING,
DIFFERENT! Highly
omprehenslve services

1052

I

- Write
Multilingual, D-1000
W

zines, T-shirts and souvenirs can be sent to you.
Write now enclosing
international reply coupon: Don, 173 Southend
Road, WIckford, Essex,
England.
ALL NEW Seekers
albums for sale state
Julie
wants and offers.
Elietson, 826 Spring Bank

relationship.

i

042361525

area, all letters anewered. oriole appreciated.
Box No 1516

i

Harrogate Tel.
anytime.

singles for
sale great funk, northern
disco sounds a must for
beginner. D.J. unbelievable value MO ono.
Tony. 254 Charminster
Road, Bournemouth,
UNIQUE: COMPLETE
collection of singles, Ex -

WWlamthorpe Road,

North WIng Eleld,

-

Oh ER 108 soul

223

ingborough, Northants,
LOOK 8mm sound
Beatles, Cilla Black, Cliff
Richard, Millie, Elves
Presley, sound films to
show at home. SAE for
lists.
Derann Film
Services, 171 Stourbrldge

-

Pers cowl

SECONDHAND SIN
OILS wanted -:Send list
to: Dave Bank's Records,

Record Mi ee, Mar 7,1977
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FEW years ago a
certain Radio One disc
Jockey was most enthtt
siastic' about a bunch of
lads from North of the
border who made some
rather tasty -albums and
A

Blue~out o1

singles.
giving
the band favourable reviews, but
unfortunately it was only a select
few that was buying their
records. Good reviews don't pay
Soon a select few were

the dumps

bWs,
The band changed lineup, tried
new songs and the DJ kept
playing them, and to his credit
still does. And finally in 1977 they
have made the grade, breaking
through into the Top 50.
The group is Blue, the DJ Is
John Peel.
"If it gets in the Top 101'11 buy

him a proper pair of shoes,"

muses Blue member Ian

MacMlUan about their baseball booted pal.
Their first recordings were two
well received albums and some
floe singles made for RSO. When

didn't live

these

up

summer Issue

album for

bandwagon. It's- pure sensationalism, no emotionalism and
can't believe they believe what
they're singing about. They're
just In it for the money like
everyone else. You, don't have to
wear safety pins to be a rebel."
"Wilfred Pickles was the first
punk," Ian interupts.
"R's like heavy music," Hugh
continues unperturmed. "The
Kinks did it years before Led
Zeppelin. L' Hugh bursts into a
quick riff from 'You Really Got
Me'.
"And the Stones. Keith
Richard is the kingpin as far as

Including the current single hit
'Gonna Capture Your Heart'.
Behind them Is ii musleal
background centred within a 50

1

mile radius of Glasgow

encompassing bandit like Mar.
mated!, The Poets, Dream Police
and White Trash. Before them Is
a US tour with KIM and UK tour

awaiting their return with
coinciding album release.

"We've done more the last six
months than the previous three
years," remarks Hugh. "Rocket
is aptly named as a company
because of the energy involved.
We've had amazing support from
the staff.
They agreed they couldn't have
hoped for a better deal than
having someone like Elton
producing and encouraging their
development.

I'm concerned He used to put
white powder on his face to make
him look even paler than what he
Is. Can you Imagine that?
"There is room for something
new though. That le what Is good
about us, we can't be put into one
particular bag musically."
They also believe In giving
record buyers value for money,
"Too many groups pat out rotten

Potential

to

expeetaUons the group and
company began to lose Interest In
each other and Went their own
ways.
The band were down to Ian and
lead guitarist Hugh Nicholson,
who decided to keep the name
alive, at first using sessionmen,
before bringing in Hugh's brother
David on bass and keyboards and
drummer Charlie Smith to form
the current set up.
And all of a sudden big things
have started happening for them.

,
BLUE. predictions ranting true

the worst music I've heard In my
life and It Is the first time 1 have
seen so many people jump on a

about 13 songs, U of which find
themselves on the third Blue

"When Elton came up to us and
said how much he'd enjoyed what
we'd done he asked why he'd
never heard our music and we
told him that we had taken our
tapes to hie office and he'd never
been given them."

they complained
sides,
bitterly. "There is no reason why
the standard of the B aide
B

shouldn't be up to that of the
side," David Instals.

you should get at least
two good songs," Hugh adds.
"And the same goes for albums.
If I put on an album I want to be
able to leave It on until the end.
Not have to switch from track to
track. "There are an awful lot of
ipoffs on albums. Such as a hit
single plus a load of fill - up

"It's frightening really." They

explained that their tracks on the
album were mainly about three
minutes in length, directing the
energy within that period A
quick glance at their musical
influences shows that growing up through a singles - orientated era
The things people were has probably marked their
predicting about them a few preferences In that respect.
years ago are finally coming
"I like to see variety In the
true. Why the sudden change?
charts again," says Hugh. "It's a
healthy sign."
Well, a lot of it has to do with them
appearing on the Rik l Dee tour.
"My major influence is
None other than Elton John was
Hawkwind," Ian reveals before
adding: "Noscrub that "
in the audience at Bradford.
Soon they found themselves
Of the new wave bands Hugh
signed to Elton's Rocket label
says: "I like looking at them
and In the studios with Ell and
they're very funny, but they have
Clive F'ranks, engineer.
nothing to offer musically as yet.
Out of these sessions came., In fact I'd go as far as to say It's

M-

tracks. "

"When you really get involved
in things it Is so much better and
you get beyond the point of just

numbers and
leaving it at that, "_ says Ian. "We
knew if we got a hit we'd have no
trouble in being able to hold the
situation." "The boost you get
once you get in the charts la
pretty amazing though." admits
Hugh. "If the public like what
you're doing naturally It gives
you a greal'platform from which
you work on:" DAVID BROWN

recording the

ikc.,dwario1Je»mere's no account in Forte Haste"
IIXY 9 FATHER. THE
IA/IMi ...no
M15 curtain STRIP, Sm. EI.SPDLR> SOMELRYRE SACK IN
OW DIrfJIEION, IN THE FLYING CASTLE
PUGE.IIE emu HIM
OF THE ulFd OWN
COMMSD6 Nle LATESTLYRK. AN OR IGINAL
AND UNIOUC BALLAD NE GEL S^--^
MEAML%IµL. WHAT OF

v

WMREM

GROUP OFOURTEITEDAO:000ANIS NEWS STUCs IN A
LOK TRAFFIC JAAI, THOSE OF THIN ¿MO MAD COPif5 OF
TM FINANCIAL TLKES TOOK NEAT OUT, SOT THIS ONE
ACCOUNTANT MAP GAILY A POCKET CALCULATOR, MD
50 NC TOOK THAT OUT THE CHIEF ACCOUNTANT
SCOFFED. HE SCOFFED THE OLLESE SANDWICHES
NHS WIFE MAD MADE FOR HIS LUNCH. THEN NE
SAID. 'CLCNKINSOP. PUT AWAY TAM CALCULATOR !"

OUD

aKEYOAAn__ O11

THE ACCOUNTANT SAID. '51R. I AMC SEEN IN TMS
TRAFFIC JAM FOR ABOUT SHAY MINUTES. I NAVE
NETHER FINANCIAL TIMES NOR ACCOUMTAARV
WFKLY OUT I MOPE TO SATISFY YOU. SIR, W ITN
TIE BORING NATURE OF MY INTENTION 9,' AND
W ITII THAT, THE ACCOUNTANT STARTED HIS 6TOFlV-

I LOOK AT TINE NAMSCR ONE KEY ON MY
NCKET CAILUI.ATOR. IT REMINDS MC TINT SNARE Is SAT
E NUMBER ONE KEW ON SW POCKET CALCULATOR.
I
LINEN SEC Tat TAO. IT REMINDS ME OFD --¡.TELL. I CAN'T
QUITE EXPLAIN 17. SUT SOMEHOW I ALWAYS SUM TO

J.[DaMRD aEYOt'6

t.»

-YOU SEE.131R. WHEN

FOOLISHIFLOODNATER

"MINK OF DANA GILLESP/L
AMA LWEN

TNR[E,

15

TMC
IT REMINDS ME OF THE
NLIAMER OF PEOPLE WMo STILL REMUASCR AI I/O ESSEX.

171mil
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"Elton,told us that there,were
six potential singles on the
album," adds brother David.
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Record Merest, Msy7, 1977

Harvey Goldsmith in association with John Reid present the
w

Sc7mumeu° four
Sun 8th Moy STOCKHOLM Ice Stadium
Tue 1.0th May GOTHENBURG Scandinaviam

Thur 12th May COPENHAGEN Broendy
Fri 13th May HAMBURG Congress Centrum
Sat 14th May FRANKFURT Festhalle
Mon 16th May DUSSELDORF Phllipshalle
Tue /7th May ROTTERDAM Ahoy
Thur 19th May BASLE St Jakobhalle
Mon 23rd May BRISTOL Hippodrome
Tue 24th May BRISTOL Hippodrome
Thur 26th May SOUTHAMPTON Gaumont
Fri 27th May SOUTHAMPTON Gaumont
Sun 29th May STAFFORD Bingley Hall
'
Mon 30th May GLASGOW Apollo
Tue 31st May GLASGOW Apollo
Thur 2nd June LIVERPOOL Empire
Fri 3rd June LIVERPOOL Empire
Mon 6th June LONDON Earls Court
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All concerts begin at 1110pm except Bmgley Hall which starts at 7.30pm.
Ticket prices 0.50. 12.75. 12.00
except Bitlgley Hall £3.50 and Earls Court (x:00, 13.00. (2.00.
rickets available at all theatre bon offices and Harlequin and Virgin Record Shops.
Cheques and Postal Orders for Earls Court tickets to be mode payable to
Earli Court Olympia Limited (Queen), Exhibthon Building. Warwick Road. London S WS.
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